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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 

Mänsklighetens energibehov är enormt, och kommer att fortsätta öka. Fossila 
bränslen har använts för att tillgodose dessa behov under de senaste århundradena, 
men krav på långsiktig hållbarhet och drastiskt minskad klimatpåverkan har gjort 
att även andra energikällor behövs. Flera tusen gånger mer solenergi träffar hela 
tiden jorden än den energi vi använder och därför är solceller lovande för att till 
stor del bidra till vår framtida elektricitetsförsörjning. Den solcellsteknologi som 
idag dominerar marknaden är så kallade p–n-övergångar av oorganiskt kisel som 
omvandlar ljus till elektricitet. Tillverkningen av dessa är dock svår och dyr. 
Solceller som istället tillverkas av organiska, kolbaserade material uppfanns för 
över femtio år sedan, och har tack vare intensiv forskning visat snabbt ökande 
verkningsgrader de senaste tjugo åren. De har många fördelar jämfört med 
oorganiska celler, bl.a. är de billigare och enklare att tillverka, de är tunna och 
böjbara, och kan tillverkas av återvunnet material. Deras verkningsgrad, uppåt 
10%, är än så länge bara ungefär hälften så hög som i kiselceller, men deras 
ljusabsorptionsegenskaper kan å andra sidan justeras genom att man använder 
olika organiska molekyler, till skillnad från kiselcellers statiska absorptionsprofil. 

De forskningsresultat som presenteras i denna avhandling handlar om dessa 
ljusabsorberande molekyler som är det material som omvandlar solens ljusenergi 
till elektrisk energi. Dessa molekyler är speciella plaster, polymerer – väldigt stora 
molekyler som består av ungefär fem till hundra identiska mindre repeterande 
enheter som alla är sammanlänkade längs en kedja. Dessa polymerer är större än 
de flesta syntetiska molekyler men är ändå mikroskopiska; flera biljoner av dem 
får plats i en liten solcell i labbskala, dvs 1 cm2 i yta och bara 100 nm tjock. Trots 
att en solcell innehåller så många molekyler kan många av dess egenskaper 
härledas från studier av enskilda polymermolekyler och det är utgångspunkten för 
forskningen i denna avhandling. De mest relevanta egenskaperna är de som 
relaterar till ljusabsorption samt laddningsgenerering och -transport. Polymererna 
som studerats är konjugerade, en inneboende molekylär egenskap som främjar 
stark ljusabsorption och god ledningsförmåga, något som är helt avgörande för 
solcellers effektivitet. Hundratals nya konjugerade polymerer tas fram varje år tack 
vare intensiv forskning. Alla ger dock inte förbättrade solceller.  

Till skillnad från den traditionella föreställningen av kemi som en 
genomgående praktisk disciplin, är utgångspunkten för forskningen i denna 
avhandling ren teoretisk beräkningskemi. Det innebär att avancerad datormjukvara 
används för att förutspå molekylers egenskaper, utan att någonsin komma i fysisk 
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kontakt med dem. Det kan låta som magi, men tänk på att vi utan att göra 
experimentet t.ex. kan beräkna hur lång tid det tar för en boll som släpps att nå 
marken om vi vet höjden, bollens vikt, och gravitationskraften. På samma sätt vet 
vi vilka krafter som påverkar atomerna i en molekyl, och vi kan därför noggrant 
förutsäga många av dess egenskaper. Ljusabsorptionen, vilken är central i detta 
arbete, påverkar också molekylerna och dess effekt kan också beräknas. Dock är 
de krafter som verkar på denna mikroskopiska nivå av kvantmekanisk natur, vilket 
resulterar i matematiska ekvationer som blir enormt mycket mer komplicerade än i 
exemplet med den fallande bollen. Därför utförs beräkningarna med kvantkemisk 
mjukvara i en superdator. Ett antal olika superdatorer på LUNARC i Lund och 
NSC i Linköping har använts i detta doktorandprojekt. 

Eftersom krafterna och de därav följande ekvationerna är så komplicerade 
krävs många approximationer och förenklingar, vilket leder till osäkerheter i hur 
noggranna beräkningsmetoderna och resultaten blir. Detta är en evig fråga för 
teoretiska forskare, som måste jämföra sina resultat med experiment i den mån det 
är möjligt, för att säkerställa att beräkningarna väl representerar verkligheten. Ju 
större molekyl, desto mer krävande blir beräkningarna. Därför är de stora 
polymermolekylerna som studeras här utom räckhåll för de mest exakta 
beräkningsmetoderna, med dagens datorkapacitet. Icke desto mindre visar de 
resultat som presenteras i denna avhandling att metoder baserade på så kallad 
täthetsfunktionalteori närmar sig förmågan att kvantitativt förutsäga några av de 
viktigaste egenskaperna hos konjugerade polymerer för solcellsapplikationer, t.ex. 
absorptionsspektra och energinivåer. Sådana förutsägelser är mycket värdefulla 
eftersom de kan medföra en minskning av arbetet med att designa, syntetisera och 
karaktärisera nya polymer med nya egenskaper. Kvantkemiska beräkningar är 
också värdefulla för att tolka och förstå experimentella observationer. Experiment 
behandlar som regel många molekyler i taget, och kan därför inte användas för att 
studera enskilda molekyler på detaljnivå, t.ex. deras geometri eller enskilda 
elektroners rörelser. 

Ett stort antal polymerer har studerats i detta doktorandprojekt, ofta i 
samarbete med experimentella grupper på Chalmers och Linköpings Universitet. 
Ett sådant samarbetesprojekt har resulterat i polymeren P3TQTIF av så kallad D–
A1–D–A2-typ som uppvisat solceller av 7.0% verkningsgrad.  Ett antal andra D–
A1–D–A2-polymerer har från beräkningar förutspåtts ge ännu bättre absorptions-
egenskaper, vilket är mycket lovande. Ett av de viktigaste resultaten är 
utvecklandet av en beräkningsbaserad strategi för att beskriva hur olika 
temperaturer påverkar polymerernas elektroniska och optiska egenskaper. Tack 
vare den snabba utvecklingen av datorhårdvara och beräkningsmetoder kommer 
teoretiska beräkningar sannolikt att spela en allt större roll i utvecklandet av nya 
polymera material för solceller och inom andra områden. Om verkningsgraden för 
polymera solceller fortsätter att öka som den gjort de senaste årtiondena kommer 
vi sannolikt se mer av dem på marknaden, t.ex. för användning i kläder, på fönster, 
etc. där tunnhet, böjbarhet eller justerbar absorption är viktiga egenskaper. 
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 Popular Science Summary in English  

The energy demands of human society are huge and will keep increasing for the 
foreseeable future. Fossil fuels have largely been able to meet those demands for 
the last centuries, but issues of sustainability and global warming have brought 
about a need for alternative energy sources. The emission of the sun supplies earth 
with an energy that is many thousand times larger than our consumption. It is 
therefore very promising as a major contributor to our electricity production, 
through the use of solar cells, also known as photovoltaics. The currently 
dominating solar cell technology is based on inorganic silicon, which converts 
light into electricity in a so called p–n junction. The fabrication of silicon p–n 
junction solar cells is however complex and expensive. Another type of solar cells 
is made from organic, carbon-based materials and were invented over fifty years 
ago. Thanks to intense research, they have demonstrated sharply increasing 
efficiencies over the last two decades. They have many advantages over inorganic 
cells, such as being cheaper and easier to manufacture, very thin and mechanically 
flexible, and producible from renewable materials. Although their power 
conversion efficiency as of yet is roughly half of the silicon cells, their light-
absorption properties are tunable, depending on what organic molecules are used, 
unlike the static absorption profile of silicon. 

The research presented in this thesis concerns the properties of these light-
absorbing molecules, in which the energy of the absorbed light is converted to 
electric power. The molecules of interest are special plastics or polymers: very 
large molecules made up of many identical repeating units connected along a 
chain. Although larger than most other synthetic molecules, they are still micro-
scopic, and many trillions of them make up a solar cell of typical lab-scale size: 1 
cm2 in area and 100 nm thick. Despite consisting of so many polymer molecules, 
many of the solar cell properties can be deduced from studies of only single 
polymers, which is the main approach of the research herein. The most relevant 
properties are those that concern the absorption of light and the generation and 
transport of electric charge. The polymers of interest are conjugated, an intrinsic 
molecular property that promotes strong light-absorption and good conductivity, 
crucial for solar cell performance. Hundreds of new conjugated polymers are 
currently developed each year thanks to intense research efforts, each with 
different properties and varying efficiency in the solar cells where they are used. 

Unlike the traditional view that chemistry is a very practical, hands-on 
discipline, the research in this thesis is purely computational. That means that 
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advanced computer software is used to predict the properties of a molecule 
without ever coming in physical contact with it. This may sound a bit like magic, 
but consider that we in principle can calculate the time it takes for a ball to fall to 
the ground if we know the height, the ball’s weight, and the size of the 
gravitational force. In the same way, we know the forces that act on the atoms in a 
molecule, and can thus predict many of its properties. The effect of light 
absorption is also in principle known, and can be treated in a similar, yet 
somewhat different way. However, these forces that act on this microscopic level 
are quantum mechanical in nature, so the resulting equations are immensely more 
complex than the example of the falling ball, and that is why they are done with 
quantum chemistry software in a supercomputer rather than by hand. 

Since the forces and resulting equations are so complicated, many 
approximations and simplifications are required, introducing uncertainties 
regarding the accuracy of the computational methods. This is an eternal issue for 
theoretical scientists, who have to rely on comparisons to experiments to validate 
that the calculations are reasonable representations of reality. The smaller the 
molecule, the less computationally demanding are the calculations. So for the large 
polymers studied herein, the most accurate quantum chemical methods are out of 
reach with today’s computers. Nevertheless, the results presented in this thesis 
show that methods based on density functional theory are approaching the 
capability of quantitatively predicting some of the most important properties of 
conjugated polymers for photovoltaic applications, including absorption spectra 
and energy levels. This is very valuable, as it can significantly decrease the 
workload associated with the design, synthesis, and characterization of new 
polymers with improved properties. Quantum chemical calculations are also useful 
for the further interpretation and understanding of experimental observations, 
since experimental methods generally are restricted to the study of many 
molecules at a time, lacking the ability to study the details of a single molecule, for 
example with regards to its geometry or the movements of single electrons. 

A large number of polymers have been investigated during the PhD project 
presented in this thesis, often in collaboration with experimental groups at 
Chalmers and Linköping Universities. One very successful collaborative project 
resulted in the P3TQTIF polymer of so called D–A1–D–A2 type, showing 7.0% 
efficiency in solar cells. Several other D–A1–D–A2 polymers are computationally 
predicted to possess even better light-harvesting traits. One of the most important 
achievements is the development of a computational strategy to describe how 
different temperatures affect the optical and electronic properties of the polymers. 
With the ongoing development of computer hardware and computational methods, 
theoretical calculations are likely to play an increasing part in the development of 
new polymeric materials for use in solar cells and elsewhere. If the increase in 
efficiency of organic solar cells keep increasing as it has in the last decades, we 
are likely to see more of them sold commercially, for example for use on clothes, 
in windows, etc. where mechanical flexibility and absorption-tunability is vital. 
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Abbreviations, in order of appearance  

OPV Organic photovoltaics 
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EQE External quantum efficiency 
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AO Atomic orbital 

LCAO Linear combination of atomic orbitals 
STO Slater-type orbital 
GTO Gaussian-type orbital 

CGTO Contracted Gaussian-type orbital 
HF Hartree–Fock 

SCF Self-consistent field 
MP2 Møller–Plesset second order perturbation theory 

CI Configuration interaction 
CC Coupled cluster 
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Chemical compounds, in order of appearance 

P3HT Poly(3-hexylthiophene) 
PC61BM Phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 

PPV Poly(phenylene vinylene) 
T Thiophene 

BTz Benzotriazole 
PT Polythiophene 

BDT Benzodithiophene 
OBDT Dialkoxy-benzodithiophene 
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Se Selenophene 
Ii Isoindigo 

BTI Bisthienoazepinedione 
TPD Thienopyrrolodione 

BT Benzothiadiazole 
T34T Thieno[3,4-b]thiophene 
CDT Cyclopentadithiophene 

DTPy Dithienopyrrole 
Q Quinoxaline 

ODCB ortho-dichlorobenzene 
3T Terthiophene 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Scope and Outline 

 

The research presented in this doctoral thesis concerns polymers for use in organic 
photovoltaics (OPV), investigated by computational chemistry. The main aim has 
been to rationalize and predict those properties of the conjugated polymers that are 
most relevant to OPV applications. The focus of the research is consequently on 
the polymers’ structural, electronic, and optical properties on the molecular level, 
with the intention of using computational studies for an improved insight into the 
relationship between these properties, and to the applications of the polymers. 
Calculated results in form of orbital energies, ultraviolet–visible absorption 
spectra, redox potentials, etc. have been compared to experimental data provided 
by collaborating research groups, having permitted development of computational 
schemes capable of giving good predictions of optical properties. 

The computational methods used must be able to describe the sought 
properties well. However, the size of the molecular system that can be investigated 
is limited by the chosen method, where typically a trade-off exists between 
computational expediency and rigor. This is visualized in Figure 1.1 where 
different classes of computational methods are shown to be applicable to chemical 
systems of entirely different size scales as a result of the computational cost 
scaling. Regarding OPVs, on one end of the scale are calculations of the entire 
active layer or even the whole solar cell, feasible with formalistic methods. On the 
other end of the scale fall accurate ab initio quantum chemistry (QC) methods 
which due to their computational cost generally are restricted to single molecule 
calculations. Molecular mechanics (MM) based methods, including e.g. molecular 
dynamics with parametrized force fields, are capable of treating large model 
systems of hundreds of molecules, depending on the specific approach with 
regards to e.g. coarse-graining. The combination of quantum mechanical (QM) 
and MM methods, termed QM/MM, has also gained significant popularity in 
recent years.1 The various methods are also suited for describing processes on 
distinct time-scales, where the fast electron dynamics require explicit QM 
treatment while the much slower nuclear motions can be described with MM 
methods. More on how different aspects of OPVs are treated with different 
methods can be found in Chapter 3.2. 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic picture of the various classes of computational methods, showing 
the correlation between their rigor and cost, limiting the system sizes in terms of number of 
molecules to which they are applicable. 

The research presented in this thesis mainly uses Density Functional Theory 
(DFT) QC methods, constituting a good compromise between accuracy and 
computational cost for the calculation of the aforementioned structural, electronic, 
and optical properties of molecules such as conjugated polymers. Nonetheless, the 
application of DFT is still limited to investigation of molecular systems of up to 
around 1000–2000 electrons, depending on the exact formulation of the DFT 
method, the property under investigation, and the capabilities of the hardware. The 
calculations presented herein consequently treat only up to a couple of molecules 
at a time. 

This is a compilation thesis, whose foundation is the seven scientific articles 
included in the end. The articles are either published in, or submitted to, peer-
reviewed scientific journals, and they are herein referred to as Papers I–VII. The 
chapters of the thesis are numbered 1–6 and are intended as a coherent summary 
of the work presented in the articles, with respect to results, discussions, and 
general conclusions. This first chapter gives the reader an introduction to the 
thesis, and to the application of the research: organic photovoltaics. The second 
chapter provides a brief overview of quantum chemistry with focus on the 
methods used throughout the articles. Chapters 3–6 summarize the findings of the 
articles, where Chapter 3 mostly corresponds to results from Papers I and II, 
Chapter 4 to Papers III and IV, Chapter 5 to Paper V, and Chapter 6 to Papers VI 
and VII. The reader of this thesis is assumed to have some chemistry or physics 
background, and ideally also be somewhat familiar with computational chemistry. 
 

Physical rigor
Computational cost

DFTQM/MM QCFormalistic MM

Number of molecules

Entire device      1000          100             10                   1

Timescale of processes

days     hours       s             ms            μs            ns            ps            fs
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1.2 Organic Photovoltaics 

1.2.1 Background and History 

In 2012, the human energy consumption was 376 EJ or 3.76×1020 J.2 While 
limiting the consumption is desirable, parallel efforts in increasing the sustainable 
production of electricity must be made. Ideally, the energy production source 
should also be clean, inexhaustible, and contribute as little as possible to the 
greenhouse effect. Each year, the total solar energy that strikes the earth surface is 
14500 times our total consumption: a staggering 5459315 EJ/year.3 Consequently, 
humanity could harness sunlight to completely meet the energy demands of 
society, given sufficiently cheap and efficient solar cells. The efficiency of solar 
cells is simply the amount of energy produced as electricity by the cell, divided by 
the incoming energy in form of solar radiation, as discussed further in Chapter 
1.2.3. 

The solar cell technology is almost 140 years old, and the first cell consisted 
simply of a layer of selenium between two electrodes.4 Greatly improved 
efficiency was realized with the introduction of the semiconductor p–n junction 
(for positive–negative), where the active layer consists of two materials or phases 
being respectively electron-rich and electron-poor. Already in 1954, following the 
marketing of a silicon-based solar cell of 6% efficiency, the great potential of the 
“limitless energy of the sun” was identified by policymakers and news media.5 
Still to this day, a majority of solar cells are based on p–n junctions of crystalline 
silicon. They have a relatively high manufacturing cost, due to the required 
extensive purification of the silicon and the p- and n-doping of the material, 
achieved by the introduction of respectively electron-rich and electron-poor atoms 
as impurities. Silicon solar cells have reached 25% efficiency in the lab scale.6 
Higher efficiencies can be obtained with multi-junction solar cells, relying on the 
combination of several active layers of different materials with distinct spectral 
responses, increasing the percentage of sunlight that is effectively captured and 
exploited. These cells typically consist of various III-V materials, i.e. elements 
from group III and V in the periodic table, e.g. gallium arsenide, and the highest 
reported efficiency is 46%,7 using solar concentrators. This very expensive type of 
solar cell is often used when high performance and low weight is much more 
important than low price, such as for spacecrafts and satellites. 

Several alternatives to the expensive inorganic solar cells have been invented 
in the last decades, and are being pursued scientifically and to a lesser extent 
commercially. One of the first of these emerging photovoltaic technologies was 
the dye-sensitized solar cell,8 where fused semiconductor nanoparticles, typically 
of titanium dioxide, are covered with light-absorbing dye molecules which are 
typically organometallic compounds. Upon light-absorption the dye transfers 
electrons into the semiconductor, eventually generating exploitable electric 
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current. Other emerging photovoltaic technologies are often variations of the dye-
sensitized solar cell, e.g. using different light-harvesting materials such as 
quantum dots9 or perovskites, the latter having shown rapidly improving 
efficiencies from 3.8%10 to up to 20%11 in only six years. 

The photovoltaic technology of interest for the research in this thesis involves 
the employment of organic materials in the solar cell active layer, a technology 
known as organic photovoltaics. Solar cells of this type have many advantages 
compared to other technologies, such as consisting of solution-processable 
materials, being inexpensive, mechanically flexible, and easy to manufacture, e.g. 
through roll-to-roll printing.12 Furthermore, they can be made from renewable 
materials, and their light-absorption properties can easily be tuned by using 
different absorbing molecules. OPVs were invented over 50 years ago,13 and as 
with the inorganic solar cells, the first OPV device consisted of a single layer of 
active material with a very low resulting efficiency. The first two-layer OPV used 
thin films of smaller organic molecules in the active layer, and achieved an 
efficiency 0.95%.14 A significant improvement was realized in 1995 with the bulk 
heterojunction layout,15 using a conjugated polymer and a fullerene molecule as 
the respective p- and n-type materials, see Chapter 1.2.2 and Figure 1.2. This 
polymer solar cell (PSC) is to this day the dominant type of OPV and from this 
point on in the thesis the terms PSC and OPV are used interchangeably. Other 
types of OPV include those with small molecules instead of polymers, those using 
a second polymer of n-type instead of a fullerene, and ternary blend OPVs with 
more than two phases in the active layer. Multijunction OPVs are also feasible, 
although considerably more complicated to fabricate than single junction devices.  

1.2.2 Working Mechanism 

The typical PSC has two phases consisting of respectively a conjugated polymer 
such as poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) and a fullerene derivative such as phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM), both depicted in Figure 1.2a and b. The 
conjugation arises from alternating single and double bonds along the polymer 
backbone, providing favorable electronic and light-harvesting properties,16 as 
elaborated upon throughout Chapter 3. 

The light-to-electricity power conversion process in OPVs is schematically 
depicted in Figure 1.2c, and delineated in the following paragraphs. The 
absorption of light occurs mainly in the polymer, since it generally has a wider 
spectral response and absorbs more strongly than the fullerene. The absorption of a 
photon results in an electronically excited state in the polymer, described in simple 
terms as one electron having extra energy; read more in Chapter 2.3. When 
excited, the negatively charged electron goes from the valence to the conduction 
band of the polymer molecule, leaving behind a positive charge in the valence 
band, typically viewed as an “electron hole” or simply “hole” quasiparticle. The 
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hole and excited electron are coulombically bound due to their opposing charges, 
and this bound state is called an exciton. Excitons are also quasiparticles, and have 
good mobility in conjugated molecules. The mobility is important, since the 
exciton transport towards the polymer–fullerene interface where the crucial charge 
separation occurs, competes with the process of spontaneous decay to the ground 
state accompanied by a loss of energy to the adjacent molecules as vibrational or 
rotational energy, i.e. heat, which constitutes a loss mechanism for the solar cell. 
In addition to the mobility, the exciton transport may also be limited by the 
morphology of the phases, in terms of the average distance between the point of 
excitation and the polymer–fullerene interface. 

 

Figure 1.2. Chemical structures of the archetypal conjugated polymer P3HT (a), and the 
commonly used fullerene PC61BM (b). Working principle of a polymer solar cell (c), three 
different active layer heterojunction types (d). 

Having reached the polymer–fullerene interface, the exciton must dissociate so 
that the negatively charged electron (e-) is injected into the fullerene, leaving 
behind the positively charged hole (h+) in the polymer, see Figure 1.2c. This 
results in what is known as a charge-transfer (CT) state. This state can be directly 
measured by electro- or photoluminescence,17–19 and its characteristics in terms of 
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e.g. spatial extent and binding energy are very important for OPVs since it 
influences both the voltage and current produced by the cell. The transfer of the 
electron is facilitated by an intrinsically higher electron affinity (EA) of the 
fullerene than the polymer, imposing a strict requirement when developing new 
polymers: their EA must be sufficiently small for efficient electron injection into 
the fullerene. The ionization potential (IP), corresponding to the energy of 
removing an electron from a molecule, must be also greater in the fullerene than 
the polymer, to ensure that the hole remains in the polymer. The experimental 
observables IP and EA correspond respectively to the calculated electronic highest 
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 
(LUMO), read more in Chapter 2.3. 

The hole and the electron, known as charge carriers, are still strongly 
coulombically bound due to their opposing charges and spatial closeness, despite 
now residing on different molecules. They must become spatially separated for the 
eventual extraction of current from the device, and if they do not separate in time, 
the charge carriers are lost in what is called geminate recombination, i.e. when 
charge carriers originating from the same exciton recombine. The relatively strong 
currents produced by good PSCs reveal that the separation process can occur with 
efficiencies up to near 100%,20 despite the strong electrostatic attraction. This has 
led to some controversy as to the exact nature of the charge separation process 
away from the interfaces.21,22 One of the proposed mechanisms involves “hot” CT 
states,23,24 i.e. that the exciton bears some extra energy, electronic or vibrational, 
beyond just being in the first electronically excited state, providing enough energy 
to escape the coulombic potential well. The study of this process is beyond the 
scope of this thesis. 

After the electron and hole have separated, away from the polymer–fullerene 
interface, they travel through their respective phase towards their respective 
electrode. Should charge carriers of opposing charges encounter each other, they 
run the risk of recombining non-geminately, i.e. with a charge carrier generated by 
a different exciton. High hole-mobility of the polymer is therefore a crucial 
property. Another possible loss mechanism during the charge transport appears if 
the charge carrier was generated in a trapping region, i.e. an island of a phase that 
is unconnected to its respective electrode, which highlights the importance of the 
formation of a bicontinuous network of the two phases for efficient charge 
extraction.15 As a consequence of these two loss processes, charge extraction is 
favored by thin active layers; typical thicknesses are around 100 nm.25–28 The 
electrodes must have work functions that make the process of accepting the 
respective charge carriers energetically favorable, and the difference in work 
function between the two electrodes also determines the output voltage from the 
cell. The structures of the two phases, i.e. the morphology of the active layer, as 
well as details on the electrodes, fall outside the scope of the research presented 
herein. 
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1.2.3 Efficiency 

The perhaps most important quality of any solar cell is its power conversion 
efficiency (PCE), defined as the percentage of the power of the incoming light Pin 
that is converted to useable electric power Pout, see Equation 1.1. The input power 
is determined by the solar light power per area Esolar and the area of the cell Acell. 
The power output is given by the electric current multiplied by the voltage, 
corresponding to the number of charges produced per unit time multiplied by the 
potential energy of each charge. The maximum current is obtained during short 
circuit conditions, i.e. zero voltage, thus called the short circuit current JSC. The 
maximum voltage appears at open circuit conditions, i.e. when the current 
approaches zero. It is known as the open circuit voltage VOC. This results in a Pout 
that is described by Equation 1.1, where the actual current and voltage during 
operating conditions is represented by the ideal JSC and VOC downscaled by a so 
called fill factor (FF), representing non-idealities including resistive losses during 
operating conditions. FFs of up to 80% are reported for PSCs.29 

	
																																																															 1.1 	

The VOC corresponds to the potential energy of the charges, and its upper limit is 
determined by the energy offset between the fullerene LUMO and polymer 
HOMO. This leads to a strong linear correlation between the OPV VOC and 
measured polymer HOMO energy, for devices with the same fullerene 
molecule.30–32 In consequence, there have been some efforts to enhance the VOCs 
by developing polymers with a deeper HOMO,33–35 and VOCs over 1.1 V have been 
reported in polymer–fullerene bulk heterojunction OPVs.36–38 

The JSC, a measure of the amount of generated charges per unit time, is 
limited by the capability of the active layer to absorb photons, as well as to a 
number of loss mechanisms outlined in Chapter 1.2.2, such as trapping regions of 
a particular phase, exciton relaxation, and geminate and non-geminate 
recombination. These losses are collectively quantified by the internal quantum 
efficiency (IQE), defined as the number of extracted charges per number of 
absorbed photons. IQEs very close to 100% have been reported in OPVs,20,33,39 
connoting minimal electronic losses. Taking into account that only some of the 
incoming photons are absorbed, the external quantum efficiency (EQE) is an 
important parameter, defined as the number of extracted charges per number of 
incoming photons. The EQE is thus a measure of the light-to-current conversion 
capability of the solar cell, and it is typically reported as a function of the 
wavelength λ of the incoming light, which in turn is proportional to the speed c 
and reciprocal energy E of the photons: 

	 																																																																																																								 1.2 	
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As per Equation 1.3, the total JSC from a device is given by the EQE multiplied 
with the solar emission photon flux Φeλ, integrated over all wavelengths and 
multiplied with the electronic charge of each charge carrier, i.e. the elementary 
charge qe. 

	 	 																																																																						 1.3 	

The fact that EQE is integrated over all λ highlights the importance of good 
spectral coverage of the polymer, meaning effective absorption over a wide 
wavelength region which also should match the solar emission, which is strongest 
between 450–1100 nm. The generally limiting factor for the spectral coverage is 
the optical band gap, corresponding to the smallest photon energy that the polymer 
can absorb, which is closely correlated with the electronic energy gap between 
HOMO and LUMO, as further described in Chapter 3.5.1. A small band gap and 
good spectral coverage can be achieved with a deep polymer LUMO or high 
polymer HOMO. However, as briefly mentioned in Chapter 1.2.2, the polymer 
LUMO must be above the fullerene LUMO for efficient electron injection into the 
fullerene. Furthermore, since a deep HOMO is correlated with a high VOC, there is 
a trade-off between strong JSC (high HOMO energy) and good VOC (low HOMO 
energy). This trade-off generally makes the exact HOMO energy non-critical to 
the performance, although JSC has been shown to correlate more strongly than VOC 
with the final efficiency of OPV devices.40 The current state of the art single 
junction PSCs show JSCs over 19 mA cm−2, resulting in PCEs over 10% using so 
called donor–acceptor (D–A) polymers,41–43 described in detail throughout Chapter 
3. 

The efficiency development in OPVs is largely driven by the design of new 
polymers. The number of reported conjugated polymers is vast and ever-
increasing, but the design process often involves a large degree of trial-and-error, 
e.g. by including structural elements that in other copolymer combinations have 
provided favorable traits. Computational chemistry is capable of providing a better 
understanding of the interactions and processes on the molecular level, both within 
and between molecules, which can be exploited for a more advised design process 
for new polymer systems. Furthermore, quantum chemistry methods offer the 
possibility for enhanced streamlining of the experimental development efforts 
through their capability to predict optical and electronic properties of the 
polymers, before synthesis. Good accuracy of computational predictions is already 
attainable as shown in the research presented in this thesis, and it will improve 
even further with the constant development of faster and more powerful 
computers. In Chapters 3–6 are presented results from calculations of the 
fundamental properties of conjugated polymers that are most relevant for efficient 
OPVs in terms of charge carrier mobility, energy level alignment, and light-
harvesting capability. 
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2. Theory 

This chapter is intended to give the reader sufficient qualitative understanding of 
the theory and methods to appreciate and follow the computational results in later 
chapters. It is in no way exhaustive; mainly qualitative arguments are presented, 
with mathematical formulae only present when these promote the qualitative 
understanding. 

2.1 Quantum Mechanics 

The name quantum mechanics (QM) originates in nature’s tendency for 
quantization; light and matter consist of discrete units rather than a continuum, 
adopting discrete energy levels. Max Planck suggested in the beginning of the last 
century that the energy of light emitted by a black body was quantized in elements 
whose energies were determined by the frequency of the light ν multiplied by a 
constant h: 

																																																																																																 2.1 	

Although Planck considered the quantization as a mathematical trick, we now 
know that light itself can be seen as quantized physical particles: photons. In 1905 
Albert Einstein used the photon concept to explain how electrons are ejected from 
a material when light shines upon it, known as the photoelectric effect. This very 
early demonstration of the quantum nature of light is related to a phenomenon of 
great relevance for this thesis: the photovoltaic effect, where electrons rather than 
being ejected, are excited to higher energy states within the material. The 
exploitation of this electronic excitation energy is the basis of solar cells. Another 
early quantum concept of relevance for this thesis is that the electrons orbit around 
the atomic nuclei in quantized states, so called orbitals, each with a specific 
associated energy, postulated by Niels Bohr in 1914. 

The following decades saw great advances in the formulation, interpretation, 
and unification of QM theory, including work of Planck, Einstein, Bohr, 
Heisenberg, Schrödinger, and many others. Being a completely fundamental 
theory, QM relies on a number of postulates. These are unprovable, basic 
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assumptions that to this day have been supported by countless experiments and 
calculations, thus being apparently valid and certainly highly useful.  

2.1.1 Wave Functions, Operators, and Observables 

One postulate of QM states that any system of particles can be completely 
described by a wave function Ψ. This function of time and of the positions of each 
particle is generally complex. Its absolute value squared, |Ψ|2, corresponds at each 
point in time to the probability distribution function for the particles to be found at 
these positions. Another postulate states that any observable is associated with an 
operator. Together, these two postulates imply that by acting with the appropriate 
operator on a system’s wave function, any property of the system can be obtained, 
including energies, momenta, positions, etc. Mathematically defining the wave 
function and the operators is often difficult for more complex systems, and solving 
the resulting equations exactly is impossible for all but the simplest cases. 

2.1.2 The Schrödinger Equation 

Newton’s second law of classical mechanics, F=ma, describes how a classical 
system evolves in time with some initial conditions. Analogously, the 
corresponding evolution of a QM system is described by the time-dependent 
Schrödinger equation:	 

																																																																																														 2.2 	

Here i and h are constants, and Ĥ is the so called Hamiltonian operator which is 
associated with the total energy of the system whose wave function is denoted Ψ. 
This thesis mainly treats time-independent properties and systems, which 
accordingly are described by the time-independent Schrödinger equation: 

	 																																																																																																							 2.3 	

This equation yields the total energy E of the system state, but finding the exact 
formulations of Ĥ and Ψ can be difficult, and solving the equation exactly is 
impossible for most practically relevant chemical systems.  

2.2 Quantum Chemistry 

Quantum chemistry (QC) is the science of applying QM equations to chemical 
systems in order to extract information about them. The systems can be atoms, 
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solids, or as in the case of this thesis: molecules, here mainly in form of polymers. 
Due to the aforementioned complexity of the QM equations, various 
approximations and simplifications of the equations are required for all but the 
simplest chemical systems. The interested reader is encouraged to read references 
44 and 1, from which most of this chapter is adapted, or other QC textbooks. 

2.2.1 The Born–Oppenheimer Approximation 

The formulation of the energy operator, the Hamiltonian Ĥ, varies, but in general 
it contains at least five contributions: 

1) the attractive potential energy between the negatively charged electrons 
and the positive nuclei, 

2) the repulsive potential energy between nuclei, 
3) the repulsive potential energy between electrons, 
4) the kinetic energy of the electrons, and 
5) the kinetic energy of the nuclei. 

In reality, solving Equation 2.3 must be done under simultaneous consideration of 
all these factors, an extremely difficult task for most chemical systems. The 
commonly used Born-Oppenheimer approximation however, separates the nuclear 
and electronic contributions, allowing them to be solved consecutively.45 This 
essentially means that the nuclei are treated classically, which is generally an 
acceptable approximation since the nuclei are so heavy that their movement is 
negligible on the time-scale of the electron movements. The Born–Oppenheimer 
approximation, which also involves neglecting the 5th term above: the nuclear 
kinetic energy, greatly reduces the complexity and increases the feasibility of QC 
calculations. 

2.2.2 Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals 

The predominant way to approximate the total many-electron wave function Ψ, 
required to solve the Schrödinger Equation 2.3, is by combining a number of 
atom-centered so called basis functions φ into molecular orbitals ψ: 

																																																																																																 2.4 	

This construction of N molecular orbitals from a linear combination of N atomic 
orbitals (MO-LCAO) is the typical way of obtaining quantitative many-electron 
wave functions, where various QC methods are used to determine the optimal 
coefficients ci, as elaborated in subsequent subchapters. MO-LCAO it is also used 
frequently for qualitative arguments to rationalize properties of molecules, such as 
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the nature of bond formation, reactivities, orbital hybridizations, etc. Such 
discussions, including molecular orbital (MO) diagrams such as the one in Figure 
3.1a and 6.2, are today found in practically all chemistry text books, e.g. 
references 46 and 47. This highlights how QC can promote a general 
understanding of chemistry outside the purely computational domain. 

2.2.3 Basis Sets 

The set of atomic orbitals (AO) φ used in QC to construct the molecular orbitals ψ 
and the many-electron wave function Ψ is known as a basis set. In general, larger 
basis sets give more flexibility to Ψ, leading to increased computational cost but 
also increased accuracy up to the point of convergence for very large basis sets. 
The AOs, one-electron basis functions φ, are typically described by comparatively 
simple mathematical equations called Slater-type orbitals (STO):48 

																																																																																 2.5 	

n, l, and m are the electron quantum numbers representing electronic shell, 
subshell, and specific orbital respectively, N is a normalization constant, ζ is a 
constant for each nucleus relating to its charge, r is the electron’s distance from the 
nucleus, and Yl

m are the so called spherical harmonics functions.49 Using the STOs 
directly is possible, but a speed-up of QC calculations is facilitated by instead 
using Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO): 

																																																																													 2.6 	

These are more efficient by virtue of the much faster evaluation of integrals of the 
type ∫ e-x2

 × ∫ e-x2
 dx than ∫ e-x × e-x dx. In order to mimic the STOs better, 

typically a linear combination of a number of GTOs are used, known as contracted 
GTOs (CGTO). The STO-3G basis set uses three GTOs to mimic the STO for 
each electron. Using only one CGTO for each electron in the system is the 
smallest number possible, and is known as a minimal basis set. More than one 
CGTO per electron is often used for the valence electrons, being the most 
chemically relevant. Such basis sets are known as split valence basis sets, usually 
termed double-zeta in the case of two CGTOs per valence electron, triple-zeta for 
three CGTOs, etc. Furthermore, polarization functions can be added, which are 
represented by GTOs of higher subshell quantum number l than the electron, e.g. 
adding a d-type (l=3) CGTO to a p-shell (l=2) electron. To obtain a better 
description of anions and other systems with electron distributions that extend 
further from the nuclei, diffuse functions can be added which have a slower decay 
with increasing electron–nucleus distance. When computational cost is a concern, 
basis sets can employ effective core potentials, meaning that the core (non-
valence) electrons are treated as an effective charge distribution rather than with 
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explicit basis functions. This is particularly valuable for heavy atoms with many 
core electrons. 

In the research presented in this thesis, Pople-type basis sets are used 
throughout, which are labelled X-YZWG, where X is the number of GTOs linearly 
combined in each CGTO for the core electrons, Y is the number of GTOs per 
CGTO for the first basis function of the valence orbitals, and Z for the second 
valence basis function. In the case of triple-zeta basis sets, W represents the third 
valence basis function. If not otherwise noted, the basis set used for calculations 
presented herein is 6-31G(d,p), signifying that core electrons have 6 GTOs per 
CGTO, and the valence electrons are represented by 2 CGTOs constructed from 
respectively 3 and 1 GTOs.  It also includes d- and p-type polarization functions.  

2.2.4 Slater Determinants 

The MOs (one-electron wave functions) ψ are made up of a linear combination of 
AOs φ as described in Chapter 2.2.3. The ψ are then multiplied with a spin 
function α or β representing the up- or down-spin of the electron, forming the one-
electron spin orbitals χ. Setting up the total wave function Ψ for an N-electron 
system generally involves the formulation of a Slater determinant from the χ: 
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Here the coordinates xi include the spatial positions and spins of each electron. 
The dependence on spatial coordinates of electrons leads to the dependence of Ψ 
to the spatial coordinates of also the nuclei. The nuclear coordinates are 
consequently required as input in any QC calculation, either taken from 
experiments or as a qualified guess from the user. 

The Slater determinant approach of constructing the total many-electron 
wave function satisfies the requirement of anti-symmetry that goes for electrons 
and other fermions. It also obeys the Pauli Exclusion Principle stating that no two 
electrons can occupy the same quantum state simultaneously, meaning that at most 
one α and one β electron can occupy a single spatial MO. Apart from the orbitals 
occupied with electrons, also unoccupied or virtual orbitals are generated, since 
the number of atomic orbitals used is more than the number of electrons, as per 
Chapter 2.2.3, and the theory of MO-LCAO states that a number N of atomic 
orbitals will form the N molecular orbitals. 
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2.2.5 The Variational Principle and Hartree-Fock Method 

The total wave function in form of the Slater determinant can take many forms, 
depending on the coefficients in the LCAO described in Chapter 2.2.2 and 2.2.3. 
To identify the coefficients that provide the most realistic total wave function one 
exploits the variational principle, which states that the calculated ground state 
energy E of a system described by an approximate wave function is always larger 
than the true ground state energy E0 associated with the true wave function. 
Finding the most realistic approximation of the wave function Ψ is thus done by 
systematically and iteratively varying the basis function contributions of the 
molecular orbitals until the energy as given by the Schrödinger Equation 2.3 is 
minimized. 

In the Hamiltonian operator, whose components are described qualitatively in 
Chapter 2.2.1, the electron–electron interaction term is generally the most 
challenging to evaluate, as it cannot directly operate on the one-electron wave 
functions. In the Hartree-Fock (HF) method,50 each electron is approximated to 
experience only a mean field of the other electrons, reducing this term to a sum of 
one-electron operators which can be applied to the individual molecular orbitals or 
one-electron wave functions. Consequently, for a closed shell system, i.e. all 
orbitals populated by two electrons, the total electronic Hamiltonian consists of 
three one-electron terms, known as the Fock operator F̂, summed over all N 
electrons with index i: 

1
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Equation 2.8 uses atomic units in which many constants are set to the numeric 
value of 1. The three terms correspond respectively to the kinetic energy of the 
electrons, the attractive potential energy between the i:th electron and each nuclei 
with nuclear charge Zα, and the electron–electron interaction. To Equation 2.8 is 
also added the trivial nuclear–nuclear repulsions. The electron–electron terms are 
typically the most time-demanding to calculate as they involve double integrals 
over two electron positions, so called two-electron integrals. Ĵ represents the 
normal coulombic repulsion between electron i and j, and it is multiplied by 2 
since the sum goes over half the amount of electrons. K̂ is known as the exchange 
operator and it represents the energy associated with exchanging two electrons. It 
arises as a consequence of the anti-symmetry of the total wave function and the 
indistinguishability of electrons, and is a purely quantum mechanical effect that 
has no analogy in classical mechanics. The Fock operator of each electron acts on 
that electron’s spatial MO, yielding the energy of that MO in an eigenvalue 
equation: 

																																																																																	 2.9 	
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The formulation of F̂ for each electron depends on the ψ of the other electrons, and 
Equation 2.9 is thus non-linear and is solved iteratively. Based on some starting 
guess of the one-electron wave functions ψ, typically based on LCAO, one 
formulates F̂ and applies it to the guessed ψ, which results in an energy E and an 
updated ψ. The updated ψ is subsequently used to formulate an updated F̂, and the 
process is then repeated several times for all electrons until the change in ε and/or 
ψ with each iteration is smaller than some previously defined threshold, i.e. having 
reached self-consistency. The HF method is thus known as a self-consistent field 
(SCF) method. The computational cost scales to the number of electrons as N4, 
although mathematical tricks such as neglecting very small integrals can reduce it 
to N3 without noticeable loss of accuracy, and even lower scaling is possible 
through more severe approximations. 

As briefly mentioned in Chapter 1.2.2, the energy of the HOMO is related to 
the negative of the IP of that molecule, and in the context of restricted (no special 
description of singly occupied orbitals) HF theory, they are exactly equal. This is 
known as Koopmans’ theorem, and in practice it is often quite inaccurate, since it 
disregards that the MOs change when the molecule loses or gains an electron. 
Although not present in its original formulation, Koopmans’ theorem is sometimes 
also extended to include a similar relationship between the EA and the LUMO 
energy. This comparison is often even more precarious than the IP–HOMO, since 
the unoccupied orbitals have less well-founded physical meaning and are more 
sensitive to the choice of basis set. 

2.2.6 Other Wave Function Methods 

Several approximations are present in the HF method, but the one causing the 
largest loss of accuracy is arguably the mean field approximation: that the 
electron–electron interactions are not calculated rigorously. Many wave-function 
methods use HF as a starting point but then aim to include descriptions of this 
interaction, known as electron correlation. Of these so called post-HF methods, the 
perhaps simplest useful one is Møller-Plesset second order perturbation theory51 
(MP2) method, which has been very popular for QC calculations since the 1970s 
as it is reasonably efficient, scaling as N5. As the name indicates, it is a 
perturbation theory method,52 where the HF result is the 0th order solution. MP 
methods of higher order perturbation also exist, such as MP4 and MP5. The MP 
methods provide more accurate energies compared to HF, but no new orbitals are 
produced. 

Another post-HF method is configuration interaction (CI) whose starting 
point is the HF-computed Slater determinant. A linear combination is then formed 
from this HF-determinant and a number of similar determinants with some 
electrons excited to unoccupied orbitals. The energy is minimized by varying the 
coefficients in the linear combination. The very high computational cost of CI 
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limits its applications to small chemical systems. Coupled cluster (CC) is a 
typically very accurate method that also relies on a linear combination formed 
from the HF Slater determinant and some excited determinants, and it scales as N6 
or higher depending on if excitations of higher order than double are included.44 
As for most methods, various further approximations have been developed that 
reduce the scaling at the expense of the rigor. 

The HF Slater determinant is not a suitable reference wave function for some 
chemical systems, such as those with near-degenerate ground states or under bond-
breaking conditions. One may then use the complete active space (CAS)-SCF 
method,53 a so called multi-reference method which like CI and CC uses several 
determinants. But it allows variation of the basis function coefficients within each 
determinant in addition to the variation of coefficients in the linear combination of 
Slater determinants. Usually in CASSCF, only excitations between some 
predetermined set of occupied and virtual orbitals are allowed in the Slater 
determinants. Depending on the number of these orbitals, i.e. the size of the active 
space, this method can be accurate and affordable for systems with multi-reference 
character. 

2.2.7 Density Functional Theory 

The QC methods introduced so far all use wave functions with molecular orbitals 
produced as linear combinations of atomic orbitals. The wave functions have 
known mathematical form, and when operated on by the Hamiltonians, very 
complicated mathematical expressions, mostly integrals, are obtained, which are 
typically solved numerically. Density Functional Theory (DFT), rather than the 
explicit wave functions, uses the electron density ρ as the main carrier of 
information, but its equations are in many aspects similar to those of HF. 

The foundation of DFT is the Hohenberg–Kohn theorems.54 They state that 
the ground state properties of a chemical system can be uniquely obtained from ρ, 
and that there exists a functional F[ρ] that produces the ground state energy E 
which is minimized for the true ground state ρ, i.e. it is variational. The electron 
density ρ(r) is a function of the three Cartesian spatial coordinates r, meaning that 
F[ρ] is a function of a function, knowns as a functional, explaining the name 
Density Functional Theory. These theorems are proven, but the problem is the 
exact formulation of F[ρ] which although many approximations exist, is ultimately 
unknown. 

The Kohn–Sham framework developed in the 1960s is based on the 
Hohenberg–Kohn theorems and is still used today. It is an SCF methodology that 
as a starting point uses a non-physical system of electrons that do not interact with 
each other. The Kohn–Sham electronic energy is expressed as: 

																					 2.10 	
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Te is the kinetic energy of the non-interacting electrons, Vne is the nuclear–electron 
potential energy, Vee is the classical coulomb electron–electron repulsion. The last 
two terms in Equation 2.10 represent effective corrections to the kinetic energy of 
the electrons, and the potential energy between them, accounting for explicit 
electron–electron interactions. The three first terms in Equation 2.10 are very 
similar to the HF case in Chapter 2.2.5, although the expressions for Vne and Vee in 
DFT are rewritten as effective potentials over the electron density. Overall, this 
permits the formulation of single-particle eigenvalue equations analogous to the 
Fock-equations: 

1
2

																																																								 2.11 	

The one-electron energy operator is here seen to consist of the HF-formulation of 
the electron kinetic energy, and the remaining energy contributions formulated as 
an effective potential veff felt by the electron. The single-electron orbitals ψi are 
known as Kohn–Sham orbitals, with corresponding eigenvalue energies of εi. As 
in HF, these equations are solved iteratively over all electrons. The Kohn–Sham 
density ρKS(r) is obtained from the molecular orbitals of the Slater determinant: 

| | 																																																																									 2.12 	

DFT results tend to be less sensitive to basis set size than post-HF methods, 
mainly since only the occupied orbitals contribute to the ground state electronic 
structure of DFT.55  

The perhaps most important difference between HF and DFT is that while the 
electron exchange term K̂ appears in HF due to the antisymmetric Slater 
determinant wave function, in DFT it does not appear explicitly, and one instead 
aims to include its description in the two corrective terms appearing last in 
Equation 2.10. The energy resulting from these two terms is known as the 
exchange–correlation (XC) energy EXC, with a corresponding potential VXC. As 
the name indicates, VXC typically also attempts to include descriptions of the 
electron–electron correlation which is absent in HF. 

2.2.8 Exchange–Correlation Functionals 

The main issue with the implementation of DFT is the formulation of the XC 
potentials VXC, which are critical to the accuracy of DFT. There should in 
principle exist an exact formulation of VXC, but it is unknown so various 
approximate formulations are used instead. This has the important side-effect that 
DFT becomes a non-variational method, i.e. a lower energy is not necessarily 
associated with a more correct ground state Ψ (or ρ). Typically VXC consists of a 
number of terms for the exchange and correlation respectively, and in many QC 
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software programs the many existing exchange and correlation terms can be used 
in any combination. The contributions of the various terms are in many functionals 
determined by comparison to results either from experiments or from more 
accurate post-HF calculations. The resulting multitude of VXC formulations are 
often grouped according to their complexity, labelled as rungs on “Jacob’s ladder”, 
a concept introduced by John Perdew in 2000.56 

The first rung on Jacob’s ladder corresponds to the local density 
approximation which exploits the fact that VXC(ρ) is accurately known for a 
uniform electron gas, i.e. an infinite number of electrons in a space of implicit 
positive charge (in order to retain charge neutrality). One then uses this known 
VXC(ρ) for the studied chemical system, resulting in EXC(ρ) equal to that of a 
uniform electron gas of the same ρ. The second rung involves additional terms that 
depend on the gradient (first spatial derivative) of ρ, apart from ρ itself. These are 
called generalized gradient approximation (GGA) functionals and generally 
provide greatly improved accuracy, but with little added computational cost. The 
third rung functionals are known as meta-GGA and include also terms that depend 
on the Laplacian (second derivative) of ρ. 

An important problem with DFT is the so called self-interaction error which 
arises since in the Kohn–Sham formalism each electron interacts with the total 
electron density, and thus also to some extent with itself. In HF this self-
interaction is explicitly cancelled by the exchange term K̂. The electron self-
interaction error can cause many problems including overestimated charge 
delocalization in DFT calculations. This is of particular importance for the 
research presented herein, as it can result in overestimated degrees of conjugation 
in corresponding systems, affecting both structural (e.g. with respect to planarity) 
and electronic properties (smaller band gaps, bad description of charge separated 
states). To remedy this, it has become common to include XC terms that include 
some HF exchange, i.e. K̂ from Equation 2.8, acting explicitly on the molecular 
orbitals. These are known as hybrid functionals and represent the fourth rung on 
Jacob’s ladder. Hybrid functionals are generally much more accurate for 
calculations of molecular band gap energies, partly due to cancellations of error 
between DFT which tends to underestimate them and HF which typically 
overestimates them. However, the inclusion of this non-local exchange also 
increases the formal computational cost scaling from N3 to N4, although various 
strategies exist that reduce the scaling.57 

The fifth and final rung of the original formulation of Jacob’s ladder uses all 
Kohn–Sham molecular orbitals for the evaluation of exchange and correlation, 
thus becoming very computationally demanding and basis set sensitive. Such 
functionals are so far not practically used.58 Other additional refinements to the 
Kohn–Sham formalism have been developed however. So called long-range 
corrected (LC) functionals uses a distance-dependent amount of HF exchange,59 
which eliminates much of the problems associated with the self-interaction error. 
However, the suitable distance-dependence of the exchange is different for 
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different chemical systems and sizes.60 The inclusion of explicit dispersion 
interactions have also been realized,61 highly useful for systems where such weak 
interactions are important. 

Several XC functionals have been evaluated for the calculations presented 
herein, including PBE62 from the second rung of Jacob’s ladder, B3LYP63 from the 
fourth rung, M06-2X64 which as a hybrid meta-GGA functional combines features 
from the third and fourth rung, and the LC functional CAM-B3LYP.65  The 
functional eventually used for the majority of the calculations in this thesis is the 
PBE0 functional.66 Being a hybrid functional, it includes 25% HF exchange, the 
remaining 75% being of local, ρ-dependent character. This functional includes 
comparatively few terms and is not parametrized for any certain chemistry. It is 
consequently expected to give consistent results over different system sizes and 
chemistries.67 However, our results indicate that PBE0 tends to overestimate the 
conjugation, as is the case for most non-LC functionals.68–70 Another functional 
used for some calculations is ωB97XD71 which includes both some HF exchange, 
LC, and an empirical dispersion term. As noted in the previous paragraph, the 
appropriate amount of LC is system-dependent, and ωB97XD like most other LC 
functionals in their standard implementation uses LCs that are parametrized for 
smaller molecules, leading to overestimated band gaps for longer polymers.72 

2.2.9 Geometry Optimizations 

Apart from providing the minimum-energy and thus most realistic electronic 
structure, the Kohn–Sham formalism can be exploited for obtaining the minimum-
energy geometric structure (geometry optimization), used extensively in the 
research of this thesis. The gradient (spatial derivative) of the potential energy of 
each atom is proportional to the force acting on that atom. After analytical or 
numerical calculation of these gradients from the potentials, the atoms are moved 
along the vectors of these forces according to some algorithm. At the updated 
geometry, the SCF electronic structure calculation as per previous paragraphs is 
repeated, generating new gradients. This is repeated iteratively until the forces 
and/or spatial displacements are smaller than a predetermined threshold. 
Geometries optimizations can be done with HF and in principle with any QC 
method, although the gradients may be difficult to derive. DFT-predicted 
geometries are generally good,57,73–75 considering that post-HF methods tend to 
significantly outperform DFT for other properties such as energies.  

2.2.10 Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory 

As with most QC methods in their standard formulation, DFT treats the ground 
state of the chemical system. However, the excited state properties can be 
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evaluated with time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT), whose fundaments were 
developed by Runge and Gross in 1984.76 In this formalism, a time-dependent 
perturbation is applied, which when in form of an electric field can provide the 
electronic transition energies, transition dipole moments, and other excited state 
properties, described further in Chapter 2.3. Since it would require a lengthy 
introduction to perturbation theory, it is beyond the scope of this thesis to go into 
detail about the theory and equations behind TD-DFT. The reader is instead 
encouraged to read references 1, 57, or 77. Although relying on more complex 
equations, TD-DFT is currently implemented in a variety of QC software. 

The self-interaction error in DFT as discussed in the previous subchapter, is a 
problem also in TD-DFT, in particular for the description of excitations with CT 
character.78–80 Since excitations of this type are generally important for conjugated 
polymers, TD-DFT results must be analyzed with care. Despite this, TD-DFT has 
become very popular for the study of excited states of a vast array of molecular 
systems during the last decades,77,81,82 including conjugated systems such as the 
polymers being the subject of this thesis.83–87 TD-DFT is used extensively for the 
excited state and optical properties of the conjugated polymers herein, presented in 
Chapters 3–6. 

2.3 Excited States and Optical Properties 

The fundament of solar cells is the absorption of light, where the energy of the 
absorbed photon is converted to electrical energy. The interaction between light 
and matter has long been an interest of science, even before the introduction of 
QM. With the development of QM theory and the concept of wave–particle duality 
of light (and matter) however, has come a significantly improved molecular level 
understanding of how the electronic structure of matter interplays with light.  

As discussed in Chapter 2.2, the N electrons in a closed shell (even number 
of electrons) chemical system such as a molecule, will in the ground state occupy 
N/2 orbitals since two electrons of respectively spin up and down can occupy the 
same spatial orbital. As a result of using initially more than N/2 AOs, some 
unoccupied MOs are also computed. Unoccupied MOs are highly valuable tools 
for understanding and explaining various electronic processes, but it is important 
to note that they have no real physical meaning, which is why they are often 
referred to as virtual orbitals.88 The absorption of light occurs as a result of 
interaction between matter and the electric field component of the incoming 
electromagnetic radiation, i.e. the light. In the typical case, the system is in the 
ground electronic state when a photon is absorbed, whose energy is used to 
promote the system to an electronically excited state. Due to the physical laws of 
energy conservation, the difference in energy between the ground and excited 
states must match the energy of the absorbed photon Eabs. For electronic 
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transitions, this energy generally corresponds to somewhere in the ultraviolet–
visible–near infrared range, ~100–2000 nm (~12–0.5 eV). 

As a simplification, the excitation can be viewed as the promotion of an 
electron from an occupied orbital to an unoccupied, where the energy difference of 
these orbitals corresponds to the excitation energy. The first (lowest-energy) 
excited state generally corresponds to a HOMO→LUMO transition, depicted in 
Figure 2.1. The second and third excited states also shown in Figure 2.1 
correspond in this example to HOMO→LUMO+1 and HOMO−1→LUMO. 
Successive excited states correspond to promotions from deeper occupied MOs to 
higher unoccupied MOs. If the total number of spin up electrons is the same as 
spin down, the excited state is a so called singlet state. If conversely there are two 
more spin-up electrons than down, it is a triplet state. Excitations directly from the 
singlet ground state S0 to a triplet excited state Tn generally do not occur, 
especially not in organic polymers without heavy atoms that facilitate spin–orbit 
coupling.89,90 However, since a triplet state has lower energy than its 
corresponding singlet state, a so called intersystem crossing may occur, i.e. spin-
flip relaxation from e.g. S1 to T1, albeit with low probability. As a general rule, 
higher excited states Sn quickly relax to the first excited state S1 at a time-scale of 
picoseconds.89  

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic picture of the MO energy levels in a 10-electron molecule, where 5 
orbitals are occupied in the ground state. The absorption of a photon with appropriate 
energy ΔE results in an electronically excited state where as a simplification, an electron is 
promoted from an occupied orbital to an unoccupied. Singlet states S have an equal 
number of spin-up and spin-down electrons. Triplet states T have two more spin up 
electrons than down (or vice versa). 
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Although the representation in Figure 2.1 is an often useful way of considering 
excited states, it is only approximate for a number of reasons: 

 The target orbital is virtual before the excitation, and can upon becoming 
populated alter its character and energy significantly. 

 Also all occupied orbitals are altered in the excitation process, including 
the now singly occupied origin MO, affecting their energy and other 
properties. This is true even if α and β (spin up and down) orbitals are 
considered separately, i.e. the unrestricted case. 

 A single excitation can correspond to a mix of several orbital 
contributions. If there is more than one dominating contribution, the 
simplified picture in Figure 2.1 breaks down, losing its value even for 
qualitative discussions. 

 The excitation may involve also vibrationally excited states, either in the 
ground (origin) electronic state e.g. at elevated temperatures, or more 
commonly in the excited (target) state. The combination of electronic and 
vibrational excitations are called vibronic transitions and the consecutive 
transitions to the 0th, 1st, 2nd, etc. vibrational states in the electronically 
excited state are known as a vibronic progression. Frequently, vibronic 
transitions to excited vibrational states are more probable than to the 0th 
vibrational state, affecting the absorption spectrum. 

As a consequence of these effects, a more accurate view of the excitation and 
excited state is possible only from explicit excited state calculations rather than 
being inferred from the MOs, for example by analyzing the transition electron 
density difference through TD-DFT calculations.  

While QC calculations typically treat one molecule with a specific geometry, 
in experiments one measures the absorption of an ensemble of molecules with a 
distribution of conformations at finite temperature. Since the absorption energy 
depends on the geometry, this leads to so called inhomogeneous broadening in 
experiments, resulting in experimental absorption peaks of certain spectral width, 
whereas single-molecule calculations yield single absorption energies. Also 
homogeneous broadening occurs as a result of experimental conditions, such as 
finite pressure and temperature. Spectral broadening can cause issues in the 
interpretation of absorption spectra, e.g. if two distinct electronic transitions are so 
close in energy that their corresponding absorption peaks overlap significantly, 
producing only one apparent peak in the spectrum. More about how the 
broadening affects polymer absorption spectra can be found in Chapter 3.5. 

Measurements of optical properties can give indications of the MO energies. 
Electrochemistry experiments can provide a more direct measure of the orbital 
energies, in form of the oxidation and reduction potential. These correspond to the 
IP and EA, the energies associated with respectively the removal or addition of an 
electron to the system. These experiments are done at a rather long time scale, 
providing enough time not only to the orbitals to relax and rearrange as a reaction 
to the altered electronic conditions, but also to the nuclear coordinates. 
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Unrestricted QC calculations are capable of describing singly occupied orbitals 
and charged systems, and when coupled to geometry optimizations, they can be 
used to explicitly calculate the red-ox potentials. However, as a simplified first 
approximation, the experimental IP can be compared to the negative of the 
calculated HOMO energy and the EA to the LUMO. Known as Koopmans’ 
theorem, this is discussed in Chapter 2.2.5 in the domain of the HF method, but is 
applicable also to e.g. DFT.91,92 In summary, the HOMO–LUMO energy gap, the 
first excited state energy, and the difference between the first reduction and 
oxidation potentials, are all interrelated quantities but slightly different due to 
different conditions for the involved orbitals.69  

The different possible electronic transitions in molecules occur with different 
probabilities, i.e. it is not certain that a photon will be absorbed when striking a 
molecule even if it is of suitable energy. In the so called dipole approximation, 
what determines the probability of absorption Pabs is the transition dipole moment 
between ground and excited state:93 

∝ 〈 	|μ| 〉 																																																																														 2.13 	

This QM expression contains the dipole operator μ and the wave functions of the 
originally populated (ground) state ψGS and target (excited) state ψex. Excitations 
with non-vanishing transition dipole moments are known as allowed transitions, 
whereas those of negligible probability are called forbidden transitions, although 
they can still occur due to other mechanisms than dipole transitions. An example 
of a forbidden transition is a spin-flipping intersystem crossing, see above. Several 
other directly related measures of the absorption intensity or strength are 
commonly used, including the oscillator strength f, and absorption cross section σ. 
These molecular quantities also directly relate to the experimental absorption 
coefficients ε. The dimensionless absorbance A of a sample of absorbing material 
is defined as the negative of the decadic logarithm of the percentage of the 
incoming light that is transmitted, i.e. the transmittance T: 

log log 																																																																		 2.14 	

According to Lambert–Beer’s law, the absorbance is proportional to the path 
length l through the sample, and the absorption coefficient ε and concentration c of 
the absorbing material:47 

																																																																																																								 2.15 	

If c is the molar concentration, ε is the molar absorption coefficient. For polymers 
which have highly non-uniform molecular weights, a better comparison between 
the absorption capabilities of different polymers can be made using the mass 
absorption coefficient in units of L g-1 cm-1,  for which c is the mass concentration 
in units of g L-1. For solar cell applications, higher absorption coefficients are 
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naturally favorable, increasing the amount of absorbed and thus useable photons, 
as discussed for polymers in Chapter 3.5.2. 

If sufficiently accurate predictions of both absorption strengths and energies 
of all electronic transitions can be obtained from calculations, the absorption 
spectra of the whole visible region can be simulated. This would be an important 
achievement, and has been a stated goal for this thesis work, since efficient light-
harvesting is the arguably most critical parameter for high-performance solar cells. 
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3. Donor–Acceptor Polymers 

3.1 The Donor–Acceptor Motif 

The first class of successful light-harvesting polymers for solar cell applications 
was electron-rich homopolymers, meaning that they only have one repeating 
structural unit. Prominent examples are poly(phenylene vinylene) (PPV)94 and 
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT).95 While typically exhibiting very strong 
absorption, they fail to capture a large part of the solar emission due to only 
absorbing at wavelengths below ~600 nm. Alternating electron rich (donor) and 
electron poor (acceptor) units along the backbone in a copolymer can provide a 
narrower band-gap, as shown with the first donor–acceptor (D–A) copolymers 
developed in 1992.96 These polymers, polysquaraines and polycroconaines, 
showed maximum absorption wavelengths λmax of up to 900 nm. An enormous 
amount of D–A polymers have since then been developed,97–103 and used for many 
applications including OPVs, the main focus of this thesis.  

The D–A concept is exemplified with the homodimerization of thiophene and 
the co-oligomerization of thiophene (T) and benzotriazole (BTz) in Figure 3.1a, 
demonstrating the deeper LUMO but practically unchanged HOMO energy upon 
introduction of the BTz acceptor unit. The lone BTz unit has slightly higher 
HOMO energy than the small T unit, which is simply a consequence of that larger 
conjugated systems have higher associated HOMO and lower LUMO energies. 
For longer oligomers or polymers, this effect of unit size vanishes and T proves to 
be more electron-rich. The calculated absorption spectra of the corresponding 
polymers polythiophene (PT) and PTBTz are shown in Figure 3.1b, demonstrating 
the lower absorption energy Eabs=hc/λabs of the D–A copolymer PTBTz. The 
improved spectral coverage of D–A polymers generally compensates for the small 
loss in maximum absorption intensity compared to homopolymers, giving a 
significantly greater number of absorbed photons. While OPV efficiencies with 
homopolymers have recently reached 6.5%,104 the D–A polymer motif is currently 
capable of efficiencies exceeding 10% in standard, single-junction OPV 
devices.41,105  
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Figure 3.1. Molecular orbital diagram of the DFT-calculated frontier orbital energies of T, 
bithiophene (T–T), benzotriazole (BTz), and thiophene–benzotriazole (TBTz), 
demonstrating the narrowing of the HOMO–LUMO gap upon addition of units (a). The 
lower ELUMO of BTz affords a smaller HOMO–LUMO gap in TBTz than in T–T, inducing 
a red-shift of the PTBTz polymer absorption spectra compared to P3HT (b). Experimental 
P3HT absorption spectrum provided by Patrik Henriksson, Chalmers University. 

A very large number of donor and acceptor units have been developed since the 
introduction of D–A polymers. The archetypical donor unit is thiophene, its 
alkylated homopolymer P3HT being commonly used in OPVs before the upsurge 
of D–A polymers.104,106–108 The electron donating properties of thiophene come 
partly from the electron-rich, formally divalent, sulfur atom. Other donor units are 
often variations of thiophene, for example as co-fused with additional aryl rings as 
in benzodithiophene (BDT), whose structure is displayed in Figure 3.2a albeit with 
appended alkoxy-groups (OBDT). Five different donor segments are employed in 
nine D–A polymers in Paper I, and they all contain some T or BDT units. In 
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addition to thiophene itself, seven fused thiophene derivatives are investigated as 
donors in Paper II, as well as furan (Fu) and selenophene (Se), analogous to 
thiophene but with the sulfur atom replaced by the other chalcogens oxygen and 
selenium. In Figure 3.2a the structures of the ten donor units studied in Paper II are 
depicted, representative of donors commonly applied in D–A polymers. Acceptor 
units typically contain electronegative nitrogen atoms, as do all of the five 
acceptors studied in Paper I, and the six acceptors in Paper II whose structures are 
shown in Figure 3.2b. While typically only one acceptor aryl unit is used per 
copolymer repeating unit, several adjacent donor units are often employed, such as 
for EWC3109 with two thiophenes and one carbazole per repeating unit, see Figure 
3.3. 

 

Figure 3.2. Structures of the 10 donor (a) and 6 acceptor units (b) investigated in Paper II, 
representative of the variety of commonly occurring units in D–A polymers. For full 
names of units, see Paper II. 

3.2 Material Modeling in Calculations 

The active layer in OPVs consists of a thin, solid film with polymer and fullerene 
molecules. The morphology of these films is crucial for OPV efficiency,110 but can 
be difficult to assess on the molecular level with experiments due to their highly 
disordered nature. Semiempirical and classical mechanics computational methods 
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have been used to study the intermolecular interactions that govern the 
supramolecular structure in the respective polymer111,112 and fullerene113 phases, as 
well as the interfaces between them.23,114–116 Detailed information of the electronic 
and optical properties however, require more refined quantum chemical (QC) 
methods, capable of describing the molecular level electronic structure and excited 
states. The computational time consumption for these methods typically scale 
unfavorably with the size of the chemical system, thus becoming restricted to 
studies of a few or even single molecules. Among these QC methods, rapid 
developments in hardware have made accurate wave function-based approaches 
feasible for many small to medium sized molecules with up to ~300 electrons, 
discussed cursorily in Chapter 2.2.6. DFT methods emerge as a suitable 
compromise between efficiency and accuracy for larger chemical systems such as 
oligomers with 200–2000 electrons, depending on the power of the hardware. 
Small model systems of interfaces, consisting of a short oligomer and a single 
fullerene molecule have recently come within reach of full DFT treatments.117–121 

Although DFT compares favorably to other quantum chemical methods in 
terms of computational expedience, its normally cubical scaling to the number of 
electrons still necessitates approximations in the modeling of polymers. For 
instance, explicit treatment of the entire polymer strand is generally unfeasible 
since the experimental molecular masses of conjugated polymers often exceed ~ 
100000 g/mol; a 330000 g/mol molecular weight average was for example 
reported for the TQ1 polymer.122 Instead, computational studies are commonly 
based on oligomers. Calculated properties of oligomers of between three and ten 
repeating units are sometimes compared directly to experimental polymers.72,123,124 
Another more robust approach is to calculate the properties of a range of oligomer 
sizes,  whose resulting properties often exhibit systematic size-dependent trends, 
permitting extrapolation to the polymer limit.125–128 The extrapolated values can 
then be compared directly to experimental properties. Articles I, II, III, V, and VI, 
being those involving quantification of calculated polymer properties, all use an 
oligomer-based extrapolation approach for orbital energies, absorption energies, 
and absorption strengths, see Chapters 3.4 and 3.5. 

Another approximation of the models, common in the literature and also used 
in the research presented here, is the truncation of saturated alkyl side-chains 
which are present in experiments for solubility and processability reasons whereas 
not significantly affecting electronic properties. A third approximation regards the 
solvent, typically modelled as a polarizable continuum in computational studies 
throughout the literature,129–131 neglecting explicit polymer–solvent interactions. 
Continuum-solvent single molecule calculations can be directly compared to 
experimental polymer properties in solution, as done systematically in Paper I and 
intermittently in Papers III, V, and VI, as long as the solutions are dilute enough to 
not induce significant polymer–polymer aggregation. However, it is the film state 
of the polymer that makes up one of the two phases in the OPV active layer, 
generally dominating its absorption profile. Depending on the intermolecular 
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interactions and structure, the polymer film state optical properties sometimes 
deviate from the corresponding dilute solution, complicating comparisons to 
calculations.  

As explained in Chapter 2.2.8, several DFT functionals have been evaluated 
for the underlying work of this thesis. In combination with some basis set tests, 
PBE0/6-31G(d,p) has emerged as a level of theory which gives consistent and 
affordable results for a wide range of chemistries and oligomer sizes. Unless 
otherwise noted, this level of theory is used for the results presented in Chapters 
3–6. The SCF convergence threshold is electron density-based: the default “tight” 
setting in the G09 software.132 The thresholds for geometry optimizations are also 
the default values, corresponding to a maximum force on an atom of 0.00045, a 
root mean square (RMS) force of 0.0003, a maximum atom displacement of 
0.0018 and RMS displacement of 0.0012, all given in atomic units: Hartree/Bohr 
and Bohr respectively. 

3.3 Structural Properties 

The chemical nature of the polymer structure determines the observed properties. 
Improved understanding of this structure–property relationship is a fundamental 
goal of the research of this thesis, and of materials science in general. Properties 
related to polymer solubility and processability are factors requiring major 
consideration in synthesis and OPV device fabrication, affecting the free energy of 
solvation, aggregation, and the resulting morphology of the polymer films. Such 
properties do not directly enter in standard single molecule QC calculations 
however, permitting e.g. the omission of alkyl side-chains as mentioned in the 
previous section.  

It is the conjugated backbones that give the polymers their signature 
electronic and optical properties, with strong absorption in the visible region and 
high charge mobilities, crucial traits for OPV applications. The chemical 
compositions of the donor and acceptor units are critical factors, but also 
conformational properties are important. Planarity for example, positively affects 
the conjugation, which in turn tends to enhance charge transport and optical 
properties in terms of red-shifted and stronger absorption.16,133 This effect of 
planarity on the charge transport is one of the main points of Paper IV, outlined 
Chapter 4.3. The conformation dependent optical properties are studied 
extensively in Paper V, and is summarized in Chapter 5. 

The donor and acceptor units are individually rigid, but are connected by 
flexible single bonds. Standard quantum chemical calculations are typically based 
on fully optimized structures, i.e. the minimum energy conformations. Though 
complete coplanarity between units is energetically favorable from a conjugation 
perspective, colliding hydrogen atoms on adjacent units and other steric hindrance 
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effects, induce slightly out-of-plane structures. The degree of planarity is thus 
determined by the chemistry of the donor and acceptor units, near the connecting 
single bonds along the backbone. The planarity of D–A polymers is studied in 
Papers I and II, and is there quantified by average out-of-plane torsion angles over 
the single bonds between units. The donors and acceptor units in these two papers 
connect with either five- or six-membered rings, and the five-membered rings give 
consistently flatter optimum geometries, by virtue of lesser steric hindrance. This 
can be seen in Figure 3.3 where four example D–A dimers have their optimized 
dihedral angles shown. 

 

Figure 3.3. Optimized dimers of the polymers BDT-BTz and EWC3 from Paper I, and 
PT32TII and PCDTBTI from Paper II, showing the dihedral angles between units. The six-
membered isoindigo and carbazole rings in PT32TII and EWC3 cause steric hindrance and 
more out-of-plane angles. 

The permitted rotation around the single bonds between units also confers cis–
trans (syn–anti) conformational isomerism to the polymer, with energy minima for 
dihedral angles both ~180° and ~0°. The cis–trans isomerism of the TQ1 
polymer134 is studied in Paper III, where we show that the more planar trans 
isomer confers a smaller optical band gap. The structural and optical properties of 
TQ1 are described in more detail in Chapter 4. 

3.4 Energy Levels 

 
The D–A polymer motif was developed for their narrower band gap as compared 
to homopolymers. This is achieved by the alternating electron rich donor and 
electron poor acceptor units along the backbone, respectively responsible for 
raising the HOMO and lowering the LUMO energy of the copolymer. The energy 
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gap between these frontier orbitals is closely related to the absorption energy, 
since the energy conservation laws requires that the increase in electric energy 
upon light absorption matches the energy of the photon. This is elaborated in more 
detail in Chapter 2.3.  

The LUMOs of D–A polymers usually correspond mostly to the acceptor 
LUMO, and are mostly localized on the acceptor unit.72,97,135 This partial 
localization is seen in Figure 3.4 where HOMO and LUMO of four polymers from 
Paper I are depicted, although the effect is less pronounced for shorter donor 
segments, e.g. in TBDT-Q. The optimum LUMO energy is closely determined by 
the LUMO of the electron-accepting molecule (typically a fullerene), as the energy 
difference between them constitutes a driving force for exciton separation at the 
polymer–fullerene interface. To facilitate efficient exciton splitting the copolymer 
LUMO energy should consequently be 0–0.3 eV higher than the fullerene 
LUMO.32 For even higher LUMO energy offsets, the excess energy is lost without 
contributing to better exciton splitting. The fact that the copolymer LUMO is 
largely determined by the acceptor thus makes the choice of acceptor unit critical. 
Only a handful of different acceptors have been able to achieve D–A polymer 
solar cell power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) exceeding ~8%, among those 
being isoindigo (Ii),136 bisthienoazepinedione (BTI),29 thienopyrrolodione 
(TPD),137 benzothiadiazole (BT),41,138 and naphtobisthiadiazole.41,139 Fine-tuning of 
the LUMO energy is possible by appending the acceptors with electron-donating 
or -withdrawing substituents, commonly fluorine atoms. Thienothiophene (T34T), 
though normally electron-rich, has after fluorination been used as an acceptor, 
yielding a PCE over 9% in OPV devices.140,141 

For a given LUMO energy, a higher copolymer HOMO provides a narrower 
optical band gap, beneficial for efficient light-harvesting and strong photocurrents 
in OPV devices. A deep copolymer HOMO conversely, increases the voltage of 
the device,31,32 as explained in Chapter 1.2.3. This voltage–current tradeoff makes 
the optimal HOMO energy less well defined, requiring a balancing depending on 
other parameters. Though the donor unit is employed for raising the energy of the 
copolymer HOMO, this orbital is typically delocalized over the entire backbones 
of polymers,72,97 see Figure 3.4. This gives the copolymer HOMO character of 
both the acceptor and donor HOMOs, influencing its energy. As described in 
Paper II, high-HOMO acceptors such as Ii and BTz consequently yield higher 
HOMO energies in their copolymers than low-HOMO acceptors like BT and TPD.  
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Figure 3.4. Calculated HOMO and LUMO of trimer models of four D–A polymers studied 
in Paper I. 

The energies of the frontier orbitals HOMO and LUMO have been shown to 
evolve approximately linearly as a function of the reciprocal number of repeating 
units (1/n). For longer oligomers however, the energies converge faster than the 
linear functions, and various non-linear equations have been shown to give better 
fits to the size evolution from monomer (1/n=1) to polymer (1/n=0).142,143,126,144 In 
paper I, the HOMO and LUMO of the 9 studied polymers are estimated using a 
fitting and extrapolation procedure based on Hückel MO theory,144 and the 
significance and physics behind it is there discussed in further detail. 

3.5 Optical Properties 

3.5.1 Absorption Energy 

As described in the previous section, the HOMO–LUMO energy gap of the 
polymer is closely related to the absorption energy. The term optical band gap is 
often used for the onset absorption energy rather than the peak absorption energy. 
Since standard QC calculations yield only precise absorption energies rather than 
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peaks of a certain width, the discussions herein will focus on the energy of 
maximum absorption Eabs. 

The solar emission of photons has considerable intensity in a wide spectral 
region that begins at around 300 nm (3.0 eV), increases sharply and peaks around 
700 nm (1.8 eV) and then decays slowly up to 2000 nm (0.6 eV). The band gap of 
the polymer constitutes the minimum energy the photons must have to be 
absorbed, resulting in zero absorption of sub-band gap photons. On the other hand, 
as mentioned in Chapter 2.3, higher excited states Sn quickly decay to the first 
excited state S1 through internal conversion. This means that only the S1 energy, 
corresponding to the band gap energy, can be exploited, and the excess energy of 
higher energy photons is not exploitable in OPVs. Based on these limitations, 
Shockley and Queisser used a detailed balance calculation to determine the 
maximum achievable efficiency of a p–n junction solar cell as a function of the 
band gap of the absorber.145 According to such calculations, a maximum PCE of 
33.7% is achievable with a band gap of 1.34 eV. The very tunable properties of D–
A polymers as a function of the choice of structural units, is thus very 
advantageous, compared to silicon which has a suboptimal band gap of 1.1 eV 
which is not readily tuned. D–A polymers with Eabs lower than 1 eV are 
reported.96,146–148 However, such low-energy absorption, apart from being lower 
than the Shockley–Queisser optimum, is typically accompanied by a very deep 
copolymer LUMO, impeding exciton separation at the fullerene interface. For 
OPVs specifically, if using a PCBM fullerene as the electron-accepting material, 
an absorption onset of 1.5 eV ~ 825 nm has been suggested as ideal,32 although it 
depends on other factors such as absorption intensity and IQE.  

The first (lowest energy) electronically excited state of conjugated polymers 
corresponds to a strongly allowed π→π* transition,149,150 mainly corresponding to 
the promotion of an electron from HOMO to LUMO. This first transition is the 
cause of the relatively intense first peak typically seen in the absorption spectra of 
D–A polymers, and since LUMO is often denser on the acceptor, it involves a 
partial intramolecular charge transfer (CT) from donor to acceptor unit. 
Subsequent absorption peaks frequently occur at 300–450 nm, whose 
corresponding electronic transitions typically exhibit less CT character, being 
more localized either within the donor segment,151–153 or less commonly within the 
acceptor unit.154,155 Generally, conjugated molecules experience a decrease in band 
gap with growing system size, associated with increased delocalization of the π-
orbitals. This is consistent with the respective increase in HOMO and decrease in 
LUMO energies for increasing number of repeating units in D–A polymers as 
discussed in the previous section. In Figure 3.5a, the size dependence of 
Eabs=hc/λabs is demonstrated with the calculated absorption spectra of the four 
BDT-BTz oligomers with 1, 2, 3, and 5 repeating units. 

The evolution of the frontier orbital energies as a function of 1/n, as 
discussed in Chapter 3.5.1, and approximated from Hückel MO theory in Paper I, 
can be exploited to model the corresponding Eabs size evolution: 
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Figure 3.5. The calculated absorption spectra of BDT-BTz oligomers of 1, 2, 3, and 5 
repeating units, obtained by adding an inhomogenous Gaussian broadening to calculated 
electronic transitions (a). Calculated first peak absorption energy Eabs vs. reciprocal 
oligomer size of the 9 polymers in Paper I (b). Lines are fitted to the data points according 
to Hückel MO theory as in Equation 3.1. 

In Paper I, Eabs is calculated with TD-DFT on various oligomer sizes of 9 
polymers, which are then fitted to Equation 3.1 using Δα and Σβ as fitting 
parameters. The fits are very good for all polymers, and the results are presented 
as a function of 1/n in Figure 3.5b. The function appears linear for smaller 
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oligomer sizes, but saturates more quickly when approaching the polymer limit. 
The short repeating units of TQ1 and BDT-BTz lead to a stronger dependence of 
Eabs on n, since more repeating units are needed for the same conjugation length, 
compared to e.g. the APFO-G9 polymer156 with a much larger repeating unit.  

As mentioned in Chapter 3.3, the minimum energy conformation of polymers 
is typically studied in standard QC calculations. However, this would represent 
reality only at absolute zero temperature. At any finite temperature, a polymer 
ensemble in solution will exhibit a distribution of conformations, which on 
average is less planar than the optimized structures.157,158 This makes calculations 
overestimate the planarity and conjugation,159 leading to frequently underestimated 
Eabs in calculations.126,128 The stochastic distribution of conformations induces an 
experimental “effective conjugation length”, meaning the expected extension of 
the conjugation, as a function of the coplanarity between units. The effective 
conjugation length in solution at room temperature is commonly between 2–10 
repeating units, depending on the length of the unit.160–162 The effective 
conjugation length can be estimated as the oligomer size whose calculated 
absorption matches the experimental polymer absorption. The temperature-
induced conformation distribution is typically inhomogeneous, i.e. a larger part of 
the polymer ensemble is on the planar side of the range of conformations since this 
is energetically favored, while fewer molecules adopt more twisted, higher-energy 
conformations. Since more planar conformations have lower associated Eabs, the 
absorption peaks of conjugated polymers typically exhibit inhomogeneous 
broadening, decaying more steeply towards lower energies than higher, seen e.g. 
for P3HT in Figure 3.1 and for TQ1 in Figure 4.3. 

In Paper I the underestimation of Eabs in calculations based on optimized 
geometries is found to be highly systematic for the 9 studied polymers, amounting 
to 0.35±0.04 eV (excluding the TQ1 polymer). The TQ1 polymer shows a smaller 
Eabs underestimation by virtue of its special structural properties as presented in 
Chapter 4. The systematic trend is explained by the analogous nature of the 
backbone structures in the different polymers, with similar degrees of twisting in 
experiments. We introduce a simple empirical correction in Paper I by adding 0.32 
eV (including TQ1 in the test set) to the calculated, extrapolated Eabs, which then 
show good agreement with the experimental results. This correction is also used in 
Paper VI, providing an independent validation of its applicability. Part of the 
~0.32 eV underestimation can be compensated for, by including explicit 
temperature-dependent conformational effects, see Chapter 5, whereas the 
remainder is mainly attributed to limitations in the DFT functional. 

3.5.2 Absorption Strength 

Efficient harvesting of the solar light requires suitable absorption energy, but also 
high absorption strength, meaning high probability that a photon will be absorbed 
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when hitting the material. The molecular property that determines the absorption 
strength is the oscillator strength f which can be calculated with TD-DFT or other 
computational methods. This translates approximately to the macroscopic 
observable molar absorption coefficient ε according to163: 

4 	 10
																																																													 3.2 	

Here, me and qe are the electron mass and charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, NA 
is the Avogadro number, and ν is the light frequency. This equation is used for the 
absorption coefficients in Figure 3.5a above. Increasing the amount of absorbed 
light can be accomplished by simply making a thicker film, but in addition to 
increasing the material cost, this would hamper the charge extraction, so a strong 
absorption per unit volume, i.e. strong specific absorption, is the most relevant 
property for OPVs. Since most D–A polymers have highly similar densities 
around 1 kg/dm3, this corresponds to strong absorption per unit weight, or specific 
absorption strength. Dividing both sides of Equation 3.2 with the molecular mass 
provides a relation between the specific oscillator strength FM and the 
experimental mass absorption coefficients, permitting direct comparisons between 
experiment and calculation. Importantly, the alkyl side-chains mentioned in 
Chapter 3.3 do not contribute to the absorption, and are thus “dead weight”. So 
while they are necessary for solubility, making them larger will diminish the FM. 

The calculated FM increases linearly as a function of reciprocal number of 
repeating units in oligomers,164 permitting extrapolation to 1/n→0, analogously to 
the Eabs extrapolation. After extrapolation, the calculated FM of the 9 polymers in 
Paper I exhibit a systematic overestimation of absorption strengths by a factor 
1.65. As with absorption energies, this is rationalized from the zero-temperature 
calculations yielding over-idealized geometries with too strong conjugation, 
positively affecting the absorption strength. In further analogy to the Eabs, we 
introduce in Paper I a simple empirical correction by simply dividing calculated, 
extrapolated FM values by 1.65, which then show dramatically improved 
agreement with experiments. 

Translating experimental absorption peaks to FM values is simply a matter of 
integrating the absorption coefficients numerically, e.g. by means of the 
trapezoidal rule as done in Paper I, and multiplying with the constants of Equation 
3.2. Simulating absorption spectra from calculated oscillator strengths however, 
require some assumption of the shape of the peak. Commonly, calculated 
transitions are broadened with an applied Gaussian function, but its width must 
either be known from experiments or arbitrarily guessed, diminishing the 
predictive power of calculated spectra. Furthermore, the experimental peaks are 
generally inhomogeneously broadened due to unresolved vibronic progression and 
uneven distribution of conformations, as discussed in Chapter 3.5.1 and 2.3. The 
calculated spectra herein are, unless otherwise noted, simulated using two half 
Gaussians with a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 5333.3 cm-1 of the high 
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energy half, and a 2666.7 cm-1 of the low energy half Gaussian, resulting in a total 
FWHM of 4000 cm-1 ≈ 0.5 eV and an inhomogeneity factor of 2. 

3.5.3 Light-Harvesting Capability 

As outlined in Chapter 1.2.3, the efficiency of OPVs is determined by the short 
circuit current JSC, the open circuit voltage VOC and the fill factor (FF). Of these, 
the JSC has been found to be the best predictor to the final efficiency of the solar 
cell,40 and it is largely determined by the light-harvesting capability of the 
polymer. The combined consideration of absorption energy and specific 
absorption strength gives an indication of the total light-harvesting capability of 
polymers, where a small but balanced Eabs and a large FM is desired. In Figure 3.6 
the FM of the 9 polymers from Paper I are plotted against Eabs, both as 
experimental and as calculated and empirically corrected. In addition to showing 
the good accuracy of the corrected calculations (except for TQ1), Figure 3.6 
demonstrates that none of the investigated polymers show simultaneous small 
band gap and strong absorption. 

 

Figure 3.6. Specific absorption strengh FM vs. absorption energy Eabs for the 9 polymers in 
Paper I, experimental and as calculated including an empirical correction. 

The APFO-3 polymer is the strongest absorber in Paper I, showing a very high 
solution εmax of 80 L g-1 cm-1, having resulted in PCEs of 4.2% in OPV 
devices,165,166 impressive at the time. APFO-G9 has a more ideal band gap, but its 
modest PCE of 2.3% is limited by its weak absorption and also by an unfavorably 
deep polymer LUMO energy,156 hampering electron injection into the fullerene. 
TQ1 has been applied in OPVs with over 7% efficiency, attributed to ordering and 
morphological effects rather than superior light-harvesting;134,167 read more in 
Chapter 4. Several polymers in subsequent papers display better light-harvesting 
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properties, as experimentally confirmed for PTI-1 in Paper V,168 and P3TQTI-F in 
Paper VII, and as computationally predicted for several polymers in papers II and 
VI. The most efficient D–A polymers in the literature with PCEs ≥ 9.5%: 
PffBT4T-2OD,41 PBDT-TS1,140 and PTB7-DT,42 all show strong absorption with 
peak Eabs around 1.7 eV. 

The discussion so far in this chapter has revolved around the first peak 
optical properties, in terms of absorption energy and strength. Reliable 
computational predictions of these properties are certainly useful as the first peak 
typically is the strongest, and the excess energy of higher excited states are not 
exploitable due to ultrafast relaxation to the first excited state, as discussed in 
Chapter 3.5.1. However, calculations of the full absorption spectra are even more 
valuable, and to accurately predict them is a stated goal of this thesis work. As 
demonstrated in the following chapters, this is to some degree accomplished, using 
the empirical corrections as outlined above. 

3.6 Donor and Acceptor Strength 

The optical and other properties of the copolymers are determined by the structure, 
as stated in Chapter 3.3. New D–A designs largely drive the development of more 
efficient OPV devices, but the design process is to a large extent trial-and-error 
based, where experimentalists have a qualitative, intuitive feeling of the properties 
of the D and A units, and how they will affect the copolymer properties. QC 
calculations are therefore valuable for a more detailed understanding of the 
structure–property relationship in D–A polymers, and can guide the design process 
through being able to provide more quantitative traits of the units, prior to the 
time-consuming synthesis and characterization. 

Essentially, the copolymer properties can be derived from two sources: the 
properties of the constituent units, and the coupling between those units. This is 
illustrated well in Figure 3.5, where the former source is represented by the 
monomer (1/n=1) point, and the coupling is reflected by the slope of the fits; a 
strong coupling leads to a strong size-dependence of the absorption energy, and 
also of other properties. The same data points are presented in Figure 3.7, but with 
linear fits and a different X-axis. The X-axis here is the reciprocal molecular mass 
of the oligomer backbones, which reduces the bias that gives smaller repeating 
units a steeper slope in Figure 3.5. The resulting slopes in Figure 3.7 are steeper 
for BDT-BTz, TQ1, TBDT-Q, and TDBT-T-TP-T, which is rationalized from that 
the donors in these polymers are all terminated by five-membered rings, whereas 
the other 5 polymers all contain fluorene or carbazole in the donors, whose six-
ring termination give their copolymers larger dihedral angles and thus weaker 
coupling. A small out-of-plane dihedral angle is associated with good conjugation, 
yielding stronger electronic coupling between units, as discussed in Chapter 3.3. 
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Figure 3.7. Calculated absorption energy vs. reciprocal molecular mass excluding side 
groups, for oligomers of 1–5 repeating units of the 9 polymers in Paper I. 

Even though donor and acceptor units can be individually quite different, the 
electronic couplings between units are very similar, illustrated by the almost 
identical slopes within the two respective groups of copolymers of five-membered 
and six-membered ring donors in Figure 3.7. The similarity in coupling is 
exploited in Paper II, where 6 acceptors and 10 donors are studied, the donors all 
being five-ring terminated, see Figure 3.2. 

In Paper II, we predict the optical and electronic properties of 60 D–A 
copolymers, both from calculations on the explicit D–A systems and from the 
calculated properties of the donors and acceptors individually, and use it to gain a 
quantitative understanding of the donor and acceptor strengths. More specifically, 
estimates of the HOMO and LUMO energies of the copolymers ( D,AEHOMO , 

D,AELUMO ) are obtained as the weighted means of the HOMO and LUMO 
energies of the constituent units’ homopolymers (DEHOMO, DELUMO, AEHOMO, and 
AELUMO). The estimates compare favorably to the orbital energies as explicitly 
calculated on the copolymers (DAEHOMO and DAELUMO), as seen in Figure 3.8a and 
3.8b where they are grouped by acceptors. The HOMO estimates give an almost 
quantitative correlation across the 6 series, whereas the LUMOs show clear trends 
within the respective acceptor series but differ somewhat between acceptors. This 
is explained by the partial localization of LUMOs on the acceptor units for these 
and other D–A copolymers, while HOMOs tend to delocalize completely, see 
Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.8. Calculated EHOMO as the weighted mean of the constituent homopolymers vs. 
as directly calculated for the copolymer (a). ELUMO as the weighted mean of the constituent 
homopolymers vs. as directly calculated for the copolymer (b). All frontier orbital 
energies, as weighted means vs. as calculated for the copolymers (c). 
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The estimation of D–A copolymer properties from calculations on only donor and 
acceptor homopolymers permits predictions with vastly improved scaling. With 5 
donors and 5 acceptors, the orbital energies of 25 copolymer combinations can be 
estimated, while with 100 donors and 100 acceptors, 10000 combinations exist, 
constituting a quadratic scaling with number of units. Some precision is lost in the 
estimates, so this procedure is best suited as part of a screening process, where 
copolymer combinations with promising properties proceed to more refined 
analysis, while discarding those with e.g. discouragingly large band gap or 
unsuitable LUMO alignment vs. the fullerene.  

The correlation between the frontier orbital energies of the donor and 
acceptor unit homopolymers and their copolymers also permits an assessment of 
the strength of the units from their homopolymer properties. In Paper II, we use 
the donor homopolymer DEHOMO to quantify the donor strength, defined as the 
propensity to induce a small band gap in a D–A copolymer. Analogously, the 
acceptor-homopolymer AELUMO quantifies the strength of that acceptor, where a 
deep acceptor LUMO correlates with small copolymer band gap. Based on this 
measure, the donors are sorted by strength in the left hand side of Figure 3.9, 
where cyclopentadithiophene (CDT) and dithienopyrrole (DTPy) emerge as the 
strongest of the donors in Paper II, while OBDT is the weakest. Analogously for 
the acceptors in the right hand side of Figure 3.9, BTI and BTz are the strongest 
and weakest acceptors, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.9. The frontier orbital energies of the single units and of the homopolymers. The 
latter quantifies the strength of the unit. 

The above defined strength of the units relates to the Eabs of their D–A 
copolymers, but according to the results of Paper II also correlates somewhat with 
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the copolymer absorption intensity. The stronger donors tend to promote more 
intense absorption in their copolymers, whereas the inverse relation is found for 
the six acceptors, for which a small D–A band gap is associated with weaker 
absorption. This indicates that when designing D–A copolymers, strong donors are 
favorable both for narrowing the band gap and increasing the absorption strength, 
whereas the choice of optimal acceptor is less straight-forward, requiring 
consideration of other factors such as the polymer–fullerene weight ratio and the 
active layer thickness. 
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4. The TQ1 Polymer 

The TQ1 polymer is named for its thiophene (T) donor and quinoxaline (Q) 
acceptor, and was first published in 2010, showing a then state of the art PCE of 
6% in OPV devices.134 By virtue of its excellent photovoltaic properties, rather 
simple design, and ease of manufacture, it has subsequently been comprehensively 
investigated;122,169–173 as of May 2015, a search on Google Scholar on ‘”TQ1” 
conjugated polymer thiophene quinoxaline OPV’ generates 84 scientific articles, 
books, and theses. Through the use of processing additives, an improved 
morphology control permitted an improved PCE of 7.08% in TQ1-based OPVs.167 
Several studies of TQ1 utilizing computational methods have also been 
published,167,174–176 in addition to Papers I, III and IV herein, demonstrating the 
power of calculations to rationalize many experimentally observed properties in 
this auspicious polymer. In this chapter are presented the DFT-calculated 
structural, optical, and electronic properties of TQ1, contributing to the 
understanding of its success through insight of the molecular level traits. 

4.1 Structural Properties 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 3, the conjugated backbones of D–A polymers 
largely determine their optical and electronic traits, and usually also the structural 
properties, whereas the side-groups are typically present in experiments for 
solubility reasons. In Paper III however, we find that in the TQ1 polymer, a 
favorable position of the phenyl side-groups in adjacent units permit them to form 
an attractive stacking in the cis conformation, see Figure 4.1. The calculated TQ1 
side-group phenyl–phenyl distance of 3.5 Å agrees with typical π−π interaction 
distances of 3.4–4.1 Å.177,178 The stacking promotes a unique helical minimum-
energy conformation, visualized for the nonamer in Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4.1. Optimized TQ1 dimer and nonamer (2 and 9 repeating units), showing the 
attractive stacking interaction between  phenyl groups on adjacent repeating units, 
inducing a helical optimum geometry. 

Although normally not taken under much consideration in the design of 
conjugated polymers, non-bonded interactions are in a few cases reported to 
strongly influence the backbone conformation D–A polymers.179–181 These effects 
are of enormous importance in nature, being a fundament for the structure of DNA 
and certain proteins.182–184 It is also of high relevance for the development of 
pharmaceuticals, with respect to protein–ligand interactions.185  In larger-scale 
calculations, e.g. with (semi)-empirical force-fields, attractive dispersion terms are 
typically included as Lennard-Jones potentials with attractions scaling as r-6 to the 
distance between particles.1,186 However, describing such interactions with 
quantum chemical methods can be challenging, as briefly discussed in Chapter 
2.2.8. While attractive dispersion forces are captured by some high-level QC 
methods with accurate electron correlation descriptions such as coupled cluster 
methods, they are generally omitted in DFT.187 To remedy this, DFT functionals 
have been developed that include some dispersion description, often 
empirically.188–191 

In Paper III, we used the ωB97XD71 functional with an empirical dispersion 
description, as well as a larger basis set, to more accurately quantify the 
implication of the stacking interaction on the potential energy landscape of TQ1. 
In Figure 4.2a, the potential energy as a function of rotation around the thiophene–
quinoxaline torsion angle is plotted in the TQ1b variant without phenyl side-
groups. It demonstrates the sensitivity to QC method and solvation of both the 
optimum dihedral angle and the rotation barrier between the cis (10–30°) and trans 
(140–150°) conformations. For the TQ1 dimer, when including the phenyl side-
groups and their potential stacking interaction, the difference between the 
dispersion-including ωB97XD and the standard hybrid PBE0 functionals is 
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heightened, see Figure 4.2b. While the PBE0 results show almost no cis–trans 
preference, the ωB97XD functional assigns the cis conformation as more stable by 
up to 30 kJ/mol per repeating unit. The stacking cis-conformation is less planar 
than the trans-conformation and thus less favorable from a pure conjugation-
perspective. The fact that the cis-conformation is still more stable overall, 
confirms that the geometric structure is determined by the attractive side-group 
interactions rather than the backbone for this particular polymer. However, it is 
important to note that these calculations are performed at 0 K with an implicit 
solvent and without alkyl side-chains. Effects of explicit solvent molecules and 
finite temperatures, as present in experiments, will complicate the situation, 
influencing the conformational characteristics to the point where an experimental 
ensemble of TQ1 polymers at the very least is expected to contain some polymers 
in the trans-conformation. 

 

Figure 4.2. Relative system energy as a function of dihedral angle between quinoxaline 
and thiophene in the TQ1b monomer, calculated with two DFT functionals and the 
wavefunction method MP2, with and without a continuum ortho-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) 
solvent (a). System energy as a function of dihedral angle between the two quinoxaline 
units in the TQ1 dimer, calculated with PBE0 and ωB97XD (b). 
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4.2 Optical Properties 

In Figure 3.6, TQ1 stands out among 9 polymers as the one where calculations do 
not agree with experiments. However, the comparison there is done with 
empirically corrected computational results, and actually TQ1 is the one polymer 
whose uncorrected, calculated Eabs shows the smallest underestimation: only 0.13 
eV, compared to around 0.35 eV for the other 8 polymers. This is attributed to that 
the optimized, minimum-energy conformation of TQ1 is closer than other 
polymers to its experimental average conformation, due to the interacting side-
groups partially preventing the conformational redistribution typically seen for 
other polymers at finite temperatures. 

The calculated peak Eabs of TQ1 is 1.91 eV, as extrapolated from oligomer 
calculations as per Figure 3.5. This compares well to the experimental Eabs of 2.04 
eV in experiments, although being slightly lower. The calculated tetramer and 
pentamer (4 and 5 repeating units) conversely, show slightly shorter peak 
wavelengths (λmax) of 576 and 595 nm than the experimental 609 nm, as seen in 
the absorption spectra in Figure 4.3. This indicates that a size of ~5 repeating units 
corresponds to the experimental effective conjugation length, further corroborated 
by the excellent agreement in absorption coefficients, which however is partly 
attributed to fortuitous cancellations of error. The corresponding first electronic 
transition is of HOMO→LUMO character, as for most D–A polymers. This 
transition shows rather modest strength compared to the other polymers in Paper I, 
leading to a maximum absorption coefficient εmax of < 40 Lg-1cm-1. 

 

Figure 4.3. TQ1 absorption spectra, as calculated for the tetra- and pentamers, and as 
experimentally recorded for the polymer. Due to computational limitations, the pentamer 
calculation only covers the absorption > 380 nm. 

The experimental emission spectrum of a neat TQ1 film, as recorded with 
electroluminescence measurements, peaks at 715 nm.192 This results in a Stokes-
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shift of 0.30 eV, taken as the difference in energy between the maximum 
absorption and maximum emission, since neither the experimental emission nor 
absorption spectra show resolved vibronic features. This compares reasonably 
with the calculated Stokes-shift of a TQ1 trimer of 0.38 eV, and an even better 
agreement is obtained if represented as a difference in λmax: 106 nm in experiments 
vs. 111 nm in calculations. More interestingly, this 0.3 eV Stokes-shift is smaller 
than for many other conjugated polymers, with reported Stokes-shifts typically 
exceeding 0.4,193–196 and reaching up to 0.9 eV.197 This implies that the typical 
planarization of the polymer backbone in the excited state,198–200 responsible for 
the red-shifting of the emission, is less pronounced for TQ1. This is coherent with 
the notion that the TQ1 geometry is not primarily determined by the conjugated 
backbone, as discussed in Chapter 4.1.  
 

4.3 Electronic Properties 

 
Despite the light-harvesting properties of TQ1 not being ideal, OPV efficiencies 
with this polymer have reached 7.08%, partly attributed to a macroscopically 
favorable morphology.167 The molecular level structural ordering, as predicted in 
Paper III, is also beneficial for the functioning in solar cells, promoting high 
intramolecular mobility of excitons and charge carriers. The excellent 
delocalization of the frontier orbitals is visualized for the TQ1 nonamer in Figure 
4.4. This is a result of that the total system energy increases sharply for more 
twisted geometries than the optimum. The side group attractions thus “lock” the 
polymer chain to a structure of extended conjugation. This demonstrates that 
molecular design assisted by QC calculations can promote favorable 
intramolecular structural ordering, while the larger-scale intermolecular ordering is 
generally out of reach for these methods. 

Figure 4.4 also shows the electron density difference between the ground 
state and the first excited state, demonstrating some CT character from donor to 
acceptor unit. Furthermore, it also shows that electrons move from formal double 
bonds to formal single bonds, an effect reported also in Paper I for other polymers, 
explaining the previously mentioned planarization of the excited state. 
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Figure 4.4. Calculated TQ1 nonamer HOMO and LUMO, demonstrating an extended 
delocalization of both orbitals. The first excited state electron density difference for the 
TQ1 tetramer, with electrons moving from purple to turquise upon excitation, indicates the 
CT from donor to acceptor. 

As per the working mechanism of OPVs, delineated in Chapter 1.2.2, it is 
important that the conjugated polymer has a high hole mobility. This is warranted 
by the typically good delocalization of HOMO, the orbital through which hole 
transport mainly occurs, as displayed for TQ1 in Figure 4.4 and discussed for D–A 
polymers in general in Chapter 3.4. The electron mobility of the polymer has less 
direct impact in polymer–fullerene OPV applications, but is relevant for other 
applications such as organic transistors,201 diodes,202 or in the electron-accepting 
polymer in polymer–polymer OPVs.203 The electron mobilities are often lower, 
rationalized from the generally more localized LUMOs through which electron 
transport mainly occurs, as discussed in Chapter 3.4. In TQ1 however, a very short 
donor unit confers spatially near-lying acceptor LUMOs, promoting a 
delocalization of also the copolymer LUMO, as seen in Figure 4.4. As a result of 
this, high TQ1 film mobilities of over 10-4 cm2V-1s-1 for both holes and electrons 
are seen in the field effect transistor measurements carried out in Paper IV.  

Another important finding in Paper IV is that while hole mobilities show an 
expected increase with temperature, the electron mobilities start decreasing around 
room temperature, far below the glass transition temperature. This is rationalized 
from the fact that higher temperatures entail more twisted polymer conformations, 
which break the LUMO delocalization. The HOMO conversely, is delocalized for 
any conformation; see Figure 4.5 where HOMO and LUMO for three 
representative conformations of the TQ1 dimer are plotted. This is anticipated to 
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provide reliable hole transport for the wide range of polymer conformations that 
are present in the disordered films in OPVs, being highly beneficial for the 
generation of photocurrent. In the following chapter, a more refined, quantitative 
analysis of the temperature dependence of structural, electronic, and optical 
properties is presented. 

 

Figure 4.5. TQ1 dimer frontier orbitals for three representative geometries, showing 
respectively good (a), decent (b), and poor LUMO delocalization (c). HOMO is 
delocalized in all cases, and energies are relative to the minimum energy conformation, as 
calculated at the ωB97XD/6-311+G(2d,p)//6-31G(d,p) level of theory. System energies are 
relative to the minimum energy conformation. 
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5. Temperature-Dependent Properties  

5.1 Planarity and Conjugation 

As discussed on a qualitative level in Chapter 4.3 for the TQ1 polymer, 
temperature affects the planarity of the polymer backbone, critical for the degree 
of conjugation. Temperature is an important parameter for classical molecular 
dynamics and certain other calculations, but does not enter explicitly in standard 
QC calculations. It can however be studied implicitly, by exploring the structural 
energy landscape and inferring the possible effects of temperature. In lieu of an 
exhaustive investigation of all structural modes, the rotation around the flexible 
single bonds between units is studied in Paper V for a number of D–A polymers. 
This rotation, represented by the dihedral angle between units, is the geometric 
coordinate that most severely affects the crucial electronic and optical properties 
of conjugated systems for OPV applications. Furthermore, these rotations are more 
energetically accessible than other structural distortions. 

The dependence on planarity of the optical properties is demonstrated in 
Figure 5.1, where the calculated oscillator strength f and absorption energy is 
plotted against the imposed dihedral angle between units for dimer models of the 
D–A polymers PTI-1 and APFO-3. The TD-DFT-calculated Eabs vary by up to 0.3 
eV from a flat 180° geometry to a fully twisted 270° angle. The oscillator strength, 
which is directly proportional to the absorption coefficients, see Equation 3.2, 
demonstrates even greater sensitivity to planarity; the intensity is halved when 
going from planar to fully twisted angles. 
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Figure 5.1. Calculated first transition absorption energy and oscillator strength vs. imposed 
T–I dihedral angle between units in a PTI-1 dimer, and for B–T and F–T angles in an 
APFO-3 dimer. The remaining coordinates are fully relaxed. 

5.2 Temperature-Dependent Optical Spectra 

 

Figure 5.2. Experimental absorption spectra for two of the five investigated D–A polymers 
from Paper V at various temperatures. Insets depict the same spectra but zoomed in around 
the first respective peaks. 

A polymer ensemble in solution will at a finite temperature adopt a range of 
conformations, whose exact distribution depends on the temperature. The various 
conformations, with varying degree of planarity, will also exhibit distinct spectral 
response. Wavelength shifts of up to 50 nm have been reported for temperature 
differences of up to 100°C.134,204 Calculations however, are typically based on 
fully optimized structures, corresponding to a temperature of 0 K, leading to 
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frequently underestimated Eabs. The effect of temperature on optical properties is 
clearly visible in Figure 5.2, where experimentally recorded absorption spectra are 
plotted for a range of temperatures between 2 and 70 °C for two of the five 
investigated polymers of Paper V. In a clear and systematic trend, higher 
temperatures entail a blue-shifting and weakening of the first absorption peak, 
both being signs of diminished conjugation. 

Nature strives to minimize the free energy G of a system, which consists of 
an enthalpy H and a temperature-dependent entropy S term: 

																																																																																																		 5.1 	

With increased temperature, the entropy gained from populating more different 
conformational states becomes more significant than the decrease in enthalpy from 
optimizing the geometry of the polymers. Since the minimum energy 
conformation is typically near-planar, the additional conformations permitted at 
higher temperatures will on average be more twisted, causing a decrease of the 
total average planarity of the polymer ensemble with increasing temperatures. 
Essentially the chain of dependences goes as follows: the temperature influences 
the conformations, which influences the electronic coupling and conjugation, in 
turn affecting the electronic properties, which determine the optical traits.  

The distribution of conformations at any finite temperature is also part of the 
reason for the typically inhomogeneously broadened shape of D–A polymer 
absorption peaks, as discussed in Chapter 3.5.1. The most frequently occurring 
conformations are near planar, consequentially exhibiting stronger and more red-
shifted absorption than more twisted conformations which are more uncommon 
and absorb more weakly at shorter wavelengths. Beyond the optical properties as 
studied here, the conformation distribution has further implications for processes 
in OPVs, in terms of e.g. CT state energies, charge carrier mobilities (typically 
increasing with temperature), electron-transfer, etc. Understanding and quantifying 
these effects is important for the development of OPV applications, since most 
reported OPV efficiencies are limited to room temperature, whereas their 
operating conditions can surpass 60 °C.205 

5.3 Boltzmann-Distribution of Conformations 

The significant temperature dependence of the optical properties highlights the 
precariousness of the common practice of comparing experimental properties to 
those calculated at 0 K, i.e. with fully optimized structures only, as briefly 
discussed in Chapter 3.5. By conversely accounting for these effects in the 
computational approach, much more accurate calculated predictions of properties 
are possible. Furthermore, it facilitates a decomposition of the discrepancies in 
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conditions between experiments and calculations, permitting more thorough 
assessment of e.g. the DFT functional and solvent model. 

In Paper V, a strategy to implicitly include these thermal effects and quantify 
their influence on the optical properties is presented. The torsional modes around 
the single bonds between units are of low energy compared to other 
conformational modes, with shallow wells around the slightly out-of-plane energy 
minima. As a model system for the rotations between two conjugated rings, the 
biphenyl molecule has a reported optimized dihedral angle of 41–49° with various 
wave function methods including coupled cluster,206 while a slightly more planar 
optimum is calculated with the BP86 DFT functional.207 The energy associated 
with complete planarization is 11.2 kJ/mol with at the CCSD(T)/cc-pVDZ level of 
theory and 6.7 kJ/mol with BP86/TZ2P, while the energies for fully twisted 90° 
angles are 6.3 and 10.3 kJ/mol with the two methods.206,207 The almost inverted 
numbers for the two methods demonstrates the common tendency for DFT to 
overestimate conjugation and thus planarization, as mentioned in Chapter 2.2.8. 

Rather shallow, wide potential energy wells for the rotation between units is 
seen in the potential energy surfaces (PES) over the dihedral angle coordinate for 
APFO-3 and PTI-1, plotted in Figure 5.3. Compared to biphenyl, the optimum 
angles here are closer to the planar 0 or 180° due to less steric repulsion between 
hydrogen atoms on neighboring units as a result of the thiophene units.  Due to 
their chemical similarity, the F–T and T–I bonds exhibit practically identical PESs.  

 

Figure 5.3. Potential energy surfaces over the dihedral angles between units in APFO-3 and PTI-1 
monomers, with energies relative to the minimum within the series. Calculated with the PBE0 DFT 
functional. 
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According to Boltzmann statistics, the probability for a polymer to adopt a certain 
geometry depends on the free energy of that conformation relative to the minimum 
energy conformation, and also on the temperature: 

∆ / 																																																																																																		 5.2 	

As a result, in a hypothetical system of two allowed conformations at 25 °C, a 
conformation 4 kJ/mol higher than the lowest energy conformation has a 20% 
probability to be populated. This example shows that a wide region of dihedral 
angles in PTI-1 and APFO-3 can significantly contribute to the conformations of a 
room-temperature polymer ensemble. 

Under the assumption that the torsion between units is the only relevant 
geometric coordinate and that the monomer PES is representative also for longer 
oligomers, the relative energies presented in Figure 5.3 can be applied in Equation 
5.2 to predict the probability of a certain dihedral angle in the polymers. The QC 
calculations give only the enthalpy part of the free energy, and we here neglect the 
explicit entropy since it is expected to be practically equivalent for the different 
conformations of the single molecules. This provides a probability distribution of 
dihedral angles, which in Paper V is used to construct ensembles of oligomers, 
with dihedrals chosen stochastically but according to the Boltzmann probability. 
For the two polymers APFO-3 and PTI-1, for each oligomer size of 1–5 repeating 
units, and for two temperatures of 293 and 343 K, 10 sample systems were created 
with imposed dihedral angles, as chosen stochastically according to their 
probability distribution. After relaxing the remaining geometric coordinates, the in 
total 200 systems (2 polymers × 2 temperatures × 5 oligomer sizes × 10 samples) 
proceeded to a TD-DFT calculation of their optical properties. As expected, the 
samples with larger dihedral angles exhibit lower f and larger Eabs, and when 
convoluted, the spectra of the oligomer ensembles are weakened and blueshifted 
compared to the corresponding optimized, 0 K oligomers, as exemplified with the 
PTI-1 pentamer in Figure 5.4a. Extrapolation procedures, as described in Chapter 
3.5.1 and 3.5.2 for the absorption energy and strength respectively, were carried 
out for the optical properties, and the 343 K PTI-1 oligomer ensemble εmax 
extrapolation is as an example compared to the optimized oligomers in Figure 
5.4b. 
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Figure 5.4. First excitation oscillator strength and wavelength of the PTI-1 pentamer at 0 
K, and the 10 samples of PTI-1 pentamers at 293 and 343 K, as well as their corresponding 
absorption spectra, modeled by applying a homogeneous Gaussian broadening to each 
transition and averaging (a). Average, smallest, and largest calculated first peak maximum 
absorption coefficient for PTI-1 oligomer samples at 343 K, compared to optimized 
oligomers, corresponding to 0 K (b). 

Extrapolation procedures such as exemplified in Figure 5.4b, was in Paper V 
carried out for Eabs and εmax for APFO-3 and PTI-1 oligomers at 0, 293, and 343 K. 
The results were then compared to the corresponding experimental optical 
properties, as extracted from the spectra in Figure 5.2, and are plotted against 
temperature in Figure 5.5. Both polymers show good trend-wise agreement 
between calculations and experiments with respect to the temperature-dependence 
of both λabs and εmax. The calculations still underestimate εmax, although the 
underestimation is almost halved compared to the case of standard, 0 K 
calculations for both polymers. The calculated PTI-1 λabs is shorter than the first 
experimental peak, which is highly unusual for D–A polymers. However, the PTI-
1 experimental absorption spectrum in Figure 5.2 shows a pronounced shoulder at 
around 650 nm, and since aggregation has been reported as an issue in isoindigo 
polymers,208–211 we assign this shoulder as the single strand absorption, and the 
peak at ~700 nm as corresponding to an aggregated specie. Consequently, the 
calculated λabs should be compared to this shoulder, resulting in a picture more 
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consistent with other polymers. The temperature-including computational scheme 
introduced in Paper V reduces the underestimation of calculated Eabs at 293/343 K 
from 0.16 to 0.12/0.10 eV for PTI-1 and from 0.29 eV to 0.25/0.22 eV for 
APFO-3. 

 

Figure 5.5. Temperature-dependent first peak absorption wavelengths and coefficients, as 
extrapolated from oligomer calculations including best linear fits, and as extracted from 
experimental absorption spectra. 

The experimental temperature-dependences of the optical properties are 
reproduced trend-wise from the computational strategy in Paper V, permitting 
some conclusions to be drawn. In agreement with the results in Figure 5.1, the 
absorption strength is more sensitive to temperature and twisting than the 
absorption energy. By increasing the temperature 100 K, the absorption peak 
would shift ~15 nm, corresponding to less than 5% of the total absorption energy, 
whereas the absorption coefficients would decrease by ~12 Lg-1cm-1, 
corresponding to a ~15% drop. 

The active inclusion of thermal effects allows their quantification, in turn 
permitting a decomposition of the sources of error between calculations and 
experiments. While this strategy improves the calculated predictions, there is a 
significant remaining discrepancy to experiments, which we primarily ascribe to 
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limitations in the standard hybrid DFT functional used: PBE0. Functionals with 
corrections for long-range electronic effects (LC functionals) could reduce the 
errors further, as they are known to reduce underestimations of Eabs. Lack of 
explicit description of the solvent molecules is another discrepancy which may be 
responsible for a smaller part of the error between the calculations and 
experiments. In Chapter 3.5 an empirical correction to calculated optical properties 
are used, which aims to correct for several of these shortcomings of standard QC. 
Applying  the strategy to include temperature effects as per above, but with: a) 
larger sampling, b) LC functionals with less self-interaction error,72,212 c) larger 
basis sets, especially for the PES calculations, and d) good implicit solvent 
models, is probable to yield greatly improved results compared to standard 
calculations based on fully optimized structures. This would substantially reduce 
the need for empirical corrections, as it has the potential to provide accurate yet 
feasible predictions of the light-harvesting capability of practically any D–A 
polymer candidate.  
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6. D–A1–D–A2 Polymers 

6.1 Dual Peak Absorption 

The success of D–A polymers during the last decade is mainly attributed to their 
smaller band gap and better light-harvesting compared to homopolymers, as 
discussed in Chapter 3.1. However, their absorption profile, typically dominated 
by a single peak centered somewhere between 500 and 1000 nm, still overlaps 
rather poorly with the wide solar emission spectrum. This is visualized in Figure 
6.1 with two polymers from Paper II respectively representing narrow and wider 
band gap polymers. EWC3 fails to efficiently capture photons above ~600 nm, 
whereas APFO-G9 exhibits a wide region of negligible absorption between ~400–
600 nm. Higher-energy peaks present in the spectra of both EWC3 and APFO-G9, 
as well as many other D–A polymers, generally have a maximum at around 300–
400 nm where the solar emission is weak, thus not contributing significantly to the 
photocurrent.  

 

Figure 6.1. The solar emission spectrum, compared to the calculated and experimental 
absorption spectra of APFO-G9 and EWC3 from Paper II, representative of small and 
wider band-gap polymers respectively, demonstrating the typically lacking spectral 
coverage of D–A polymers. Solar flux spectrum taken from the National Renewable 
Energy Laboratory at rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5 
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One possible approach to exploit a larger part of the solar emission, is to 
manufacture multijunction cells with two (tandem) or three subcells, having in the 
OPV case shown PCEs exceeding 11%.213–215 These come however with a 
considerably increased complexity and cost of manufacture, reducing their 
feasibility for real-world applications. Another strategy to increase the spectral 
coverage of the active layer is to include more than one polymer, either in a binary 
(two-phase) polymer–polymer solar cell,216,217 or a ternary (three-phase) solar cell 
with two polymers and a fullerene.218,219 These two approaches have so far not 
been able to compete with the efficiency of standard polymer–fullerene cells due 
to increased difficulty in controlling the morphology and charge transport 
properties. 

Various design motifs with more than one donor and one acceptor alternating 
along the backbone have been proposed, whose resulting electronic and optical 
properties have been exploited in attempts to maintain the favorable 
morphological and manufacturing properties of single junction polymer–fullerene 
OPVs, while absorbing over a wider spectral region.220  The recently introduced 
D–A1–D–A2 design motif for conjugated polymers has shown promising 
characteristics in this respect, as a result of employing two acceptors with 
complementary optical properties. 

In Paper VII, six D–A1–D–A2 polymers are experimentally investigated, with 
the best PCE of 7.0% reported for P3TQTI-F, a record for this type of polymer at 
the time of publication. The good efficiency and great JSC of 15.5 mA cm-2 are 
attributed to an enhanced spectral coverage which originates in the capability of 
D–A1–D–A2 polymers to exhibit allowed electronic transitions from a delocalized 
HOMO to both LUMO and LUMO+1, residing respectively on the stronger and 
weaker acceptor. The two transitions are schematically visualized in Figure 6.2, 
along with the resulting, archetypal D–A1–D–A2 absorption spectrum with two 
peaks in the region of strong solar emission, i.e. λ > 450 nm. 
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Figure 6.2. Schematic description of the energy levels and transitions in D–A1–D–A2 
polymers.The LUMOs of the two acceptor units with an energy difference ΔELUMO,A 
interact, forming the copolymer LUMO and LUMO+1, whose energy gap ΔELUMO,P is 
larger than ΔELUMO,A by an amount that is determined by the strength of the interaction, in 
turn dependent on the spatial separation R(A1–A2). A better spectral coverage than for D–
A polymers is obtained if electronic transitions to both LUMO and LUMO+1 are allowed. 

6.2 Optical Properties 

6.2.1 Predicted Absorption Spectra 

In Paper VI, five D–A1–D–A2 polymers with known experimental absorption 
profiles were subject to calculations: P3TQTI-F and PTQTI221 from Paper VII, and 
the previously unpublished PTIIBTzF, all three developed at Polymer Technology 
at Chalmers University, as well as PBTDPP and PBBTDPP from the literature.146 
Their calculated spectra were obtained using the empirical correction described in 
Chapters 3.5.1 and 3.5.2. It is based on the first peak absorption energies Eabs and 
mass absorption coefficients ε of oligomers, linearly extrapolated to 1/n→0: 

,
, 0.32	
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The D–A1–D–A2 oligomer size whose uncorrected Eabs best matches Eabs,corr had its 
calculated spectrum parallel-shifted so that its first peak Eabs matches Eabs,corr. The 
spectrum was then up-scaled or down-scaled so that first peak ε coincides with 
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εcorr. In this manner, corrected, calculated spectra of the entire visible region can be 
produced in principle for any polymer. This is an important step towards accurate 
computational prediction of full absorption spectra, moving beyond simpler 
considerations of just the first absorption peak, while simultaneously not relying 
on direct comparisons between calculated oligomers and experimental polymers 
and hoping for cancellations of error. 

Predicted spectra were obtained as per the above for the five polymers, and 
three of them are compared to their experimental spectra in Figure 6.3. The very 
good agreement in absorption energies, relative peak heights, and overall spectral 
shapes serves as independent validation of the empirical correction, and is very 
encouraging for the continued application of this strategy for predictions of 
absorption spectra. 

 

Figure 6.3. Chemical structures of three of the five D–A1–D–A2 polymers from Paper VI 
whose experimental absorption spectra are known, together with their calculated and 
experimental spectra. The sidegroups are R1=1’octyl, R2=1’-hexyl, and R3=5’-undecyl. 

The absorption spectra of both PBBTDPP (not shown here, see Paper VI) and 
PTIIBTzF, and to some extent PBTDPP (not shown here), exhibit clear dual-peak 
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character. The two peaks are revealed by calculations to correspond to transitions 
of dominantly HOMO→LUMO and HOMO→LUMO+1 character respectively, 
where LUMO mainly resides on the stronger acceptor and LUMO+1 on the 
weaker acceptor, in agreement with the D–A1–D–A2 concept described in Figure 
6.2. All polymers except PTIIBTz exhibit weak peaks at around 350–400 nm, 
which correspond to transitions mainly within the donor segment, similar to the 
D–A polymer case as discussed in Chapter 3.5.1. Apart from this peak at 
wavelengths where the solar emission is weak, P3TQTIF has only one apparent 
absorption peak at lower energy. However, calculations reveal that two low-
energy transitions are present in P3TQTIF too, but their energies are so similar 
that they are completely unresolved in the spectrum. Nevertheless, the existence of 
two transitions broadens the absorption and leads to better spectral coverage 
despite being unresolved. The orbitals involving the relevant transitions in 
P3TQTIF are presented in Figure 6.4. The Ii-centered LUMO and the quinoxaline-
centered LUMO+1 are the target orbitals for the two strong but unresolved 
transitions at around 600 nm. LUMO+2, partly localized on the donor segment, is 
the main contributor to the weaker transition at around 400 nm. The delocalized 
HOMO is the origin orbital for all these three transitions in P3TQTIF. PTQTI is 
the only polymer exhibiting only one strong low-energy transition and 
consequently one absorption peak, the reasons for which can be found below. 

 

Figure 6.4. The monomer frontier orbitals for P3TQTIF, the main contributors to the 
strongest transitions and absorption peaks. 

Encouraged by the good agreement to experiments, we applied the computational 
strategy for prediction of spectra on 10 new D–A1–D–A2 polymer candidates, for a 
more systematic investigation of the factors that determine the potential for 
double-peak absorption. The 10 polymers use 5 different two-acceptor 
combinations, with donors consisting of either a single thiophene unit or 
terthiophene, and their structures are visualized in Figure 6.5. The very weak BTz 
acceptor was chosen as the weaker acceptor in 8 of the copolymers to facilitate 
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good spectral separation of the transitions to LUMO and LUMO+1. Of the 10 D–
A1–D–A2 polymers, 7 exhibit two clear low-energy peaks or a peak with a 
shoulder, all corresponding to HOMO→LUMO and HOMO→LUMO+1 
transitions, with LUMO on the stronger acceptor and LUMO+1 on the weaker. 

 

Figure 6.5. Chemical structures of the 10 D–A1–D–A2 polymer candidates from Paper VI, 
together with their calculated and empirically corrected absorption spectra. The donors (D) 
are either a single thiophene (T) or terthiophene (3T). The alkyl chains R are replaced by 
methyl groups in calculations. 
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6.2.2 Absorption Peak Energy 

Just as for D–A polymers, the 10 D–A1–D–A2 polymers in Figure 6.5 show first 
absorption peak energies closely related to their HOMO–LUMO gap, where 
LUMO is mainly determined by the LUMO of the stronger acceptor. Thus, the 
four copolymers with the very strong pyrazinoquinoxaline (PzQ) acceptor all show 
first peak absorptions at λ≈900 nm, while the II and BT acceptors provide their 
copolymers with first peak wavelengths around 650–700 nm. For the D–A1–D–A2 
polymers with a strong second absorption peak/shoulder, the energies of those 
peaks are related to the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO+1, where 
copolymer LUMO+1 corresponds to the weaker acceptor LUMO, as outlined in 
Figure 6.2. BTz accordingly induces secondary peaks at ~500 nm in the 6 bottom 
polymers in Figure 6.5. 

According to a MO theory argument, the two orbitals	φLUMO,A1 and φLUMO,A2  
interact and mix in the copolymer, with a mixing coefficient λ that depends on 
their spatial and energetic separation:222 

– 	≅
, ,

, ,
∝

∆ ,
																				 6.2 	

This means that the copolymer LUMO and LUMO+1 are pushed apart in energy, 
by an amount that increases with decreasing separation in space and energy of the 
non-interacting acceptor LUMOs. The resulting two absorption peaks are thus 
considerably further apart in the spectra of the polymers with a short T donor in 
Figure 6.5, than for those with greater LUMO–LUMO distance as induced by the 
longer 3T donor, clearly seen for all except the top two polymers in Figure 6.5. 
The length of the donor segment is thus, in conjunction with the acceptor units’ 
LUMO energies, parameters that can be chosen to tune the energies of the two 
absorption peaks. 

6.2.3 Relative Peak Intensity 

The relative strengths of the two low-energy absorption peaks from the dual 
absorption can be rationalized from viewing the D–A1 and D–A2 parts as an 
interacting excitonic J-dimer, where the dimeric optical properties depend on the 
electronic coupling between the two parts. Without going into details (the 
interested reader is encouraged to read reference 223 or other photophysics text 
books), strong excited state interaction between the a=D–A1 and b=D–A2 parts 
results in that the total wave functions Ψ and transition dipole moments M of the 
first S1 and second excited state S2 become linear combinations of the non-
interacting wave functions ψ and transition dipole moments μ:223 
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This leads to a strengthening of the S1 transition dipole moment at the expense of 
S2, since the transition dipole moment vectors are almost parallel along the 
backbone of the polymers. This explains why the S2 transition is of negligible 
intensity for PTQTI in Figure 6.3 and P3TPhQBTz, PTPhQBTz, and PTPzQPhQ 
in the top of Figure 6.5: strong excited state interaction between D–A1 and D–A2 
as a result of small energetic and spatial separation between the two acceptor 
LUMOs. As an overall consequence of this, the polymers with the short T donor 
show consistently weaker second peaks than the 3T donor cases in Figure 6.5. 

For conversely weak interactions between the D–A1 and D–A2 excitonic 
parts, they absorb more independently of each other. This leads to a D–A1–D–A2 
spectrum resembling a combination of the two corresponding D–A polymer 
spectra, as is the case for P3TPzQBTz and to some extent P3TIIBTz and 
P3TBTBTz, as seen in Figure 6.5. This proves beneficial for the overall spectral 
coverage. 

6.3 Light-Harvesting Capability 

In Chapter 3.5.3 we defined the light-harvesting capability of D–A polymers as the 
ability to absorb strongly at a suitably low wavelength. However, this measure 
only considers the first absorption peak, and an improved quantification is 
desirable for D–A1–D–A2 polymers whose advantage is the potential for an 
additional low-energy absorption peak. In Paper VI we introduce a more refined 
analysis for the quantification of the light-harvesting capabilities of the 15 D–A1–
D–A2 polymers. The calculated polymer absorption coefficients ε(poly) are used 
together with the calculated coefficients of the PC71BM fullerene ε(PC71BM), to 
provide an estimate of how many photons the OPV active layer will absorb per 
unit time. This corresponds to the EQE, under the assumption that all absorbed 
photons produce one electric charge each without losses, i.e. IQE=100%. The 
EQE integrated with the solar photon flux Φeλ and multiplied with the elementary 
charge qe gives the short circuit current: 
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Apart from that the IQE=100%, the application of Equation 6.4 relies on several 
more assumptions: the active layer film thickness d=100 nm, the density of the 
film ρ=1 g cm-3, a 1:1 polymer:PC71BM mass ratio, full reflectivity of the bottom 
electrode yielding two optical passes through the active layer. The factor 1.5 in 
Equation 6.4 arises from the fact that the transition dipole moments are assumed to 
be perfectly parallel to the backbones of the polymers, which during spin-coating 
become parallel to the surface of the film, increasing the polymer absorption by a 
factor 1.5 compared to a 3D-isotropic solution.224,225 

Thorough investigations of the relation between the absorption and current 
generation in OPV films have been made, taking into account the effects of 
internal reflection, interference, and diffuse scattering.226,227 Though disregarding 
many of these processes, the rough estimates of JSC presented in Paper VI are 
useful for comparisons of the light-harvesting capabilities between polymers. The 
theoretical JSC of all 15 polymers are listed in Table 6.1, showing that the longer 
donor segments in the 3T variants gives larger currents by virtue of stronger 
second peaks, except for PnTBTBTz where the redshifted first peak with the 
single T donor results in better light-harvesting. The very large JSC estimated for 
the D–A1–D–A2 copolymers with PzQ and benzobisthiadiazole (BBT) are 
misleading, as the LUMO energies of these are expected to be lower than that of 
PCBM, hampering electron injection and lowering the IQE drastically. P3TQTIF 
shows a slightly lower theoretical estimate than the experimentally determined JSC 
of 15.5 mA cm-2, assigned mainly to the underestimation of absorption 
wavelengths seen in Figure 6.3. The theoretical JSC in Table 6.1, in particular of 
PBTDPP and PnTBTBTz, compare favorably to the state of the art D–A polymer 
OPV devices with JSCs of up to 19  mA cm-2.41 However, such direct comparisons 
to experiments are precarious, owing to the many approximations in the theoretical 
model which is better suited for qualitative comparisons between calculated 
polymers. 
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Table 6. 1. Theoretical estimates of JSC of the 15 D–A1–D–A2 polymers in Paper VI. 

Polymer 
JSC,theo [mA/cm2] 

(n=1)  (n=2) (n=3) 

PTQTI 15.4   
P3TQTIF   14.6 
PTIIBTzF 17.2   
PBTDPP  28.0  
PBBTDPP  35.8  
PnTPhQBTz 14.8  16.9 
PnTPzQPhQ 21.2  27.3 
PnTBTBTz 24.2  21.2 
PnTIIBTz 18.2  18.3 
PnTPzQBTz 27.9  30.4 

 
P3TQTIF can be used in solar cells of 7.0% efficiency, as demonstrated in Paper 
VII, but still shows inferior light-harvesting capability compared to most D–A1–
D–A2 polymers in Paper VI. This is very encouraging for the continued 
development of new, more efficient D–A1–D–A2 systems, where the choice of 
acceptors and donor segments can be guided by computational results. Of 
particular value is that the absorption spectra as fully predicted from calculations 
are in such good agreement with the experiments over the entire visible region, as 
demonstrated for five D–A1–D–A2 polymers in Paper VI. This highlights the 
emerging opportunities for quantitative predictions of the light-harvesting 
capabilities of practically any conjugated polymer through first principles quantum 
chemical calculations. 
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7. Conclusions 

Theoretical research should aid the progress of the corresponding fields of 
knowledge. There are two dominant ways in which computational chemistry can 
accomplish this. The first derives from the ability to rationalize experimentally 
observed trends and properties, i.e. its explicative power. This has been of 
enormous importance during the last century, much thanks to the development of 
quantum mechanics which has been used to elucidate the electronic structure, first 
of atoms, and later molecules of increasing sizes. The second reason for the 
usefulness of computational chemistry is its capacity to predict many properties 
before the experiments are performed, i.e. its predictive power. Quantum chemical 
calculations can predict e.g. geometric and optical properties, as they derive from 
the electronic structure of the molecules. Using sufficiently capable methods is a 
prerequisite for accurate predictions, but the most comprehensive quantum 
chemistry methods generally come with a prohibitively high computational cost 
for studies of macromolecules such as polymers. Approaches based on DFT 
calculations are however feasible for predictions of respectable quality. 

In this thesis, results are presented that highlight both the explicative and 
predictive power of quantum chemistry. Several results of explicative value are 
found in Chapters 3–6. In Chapter 3, systematic calculations of 60 D–A polymers 
are used to explain how different electronic and optical properties correlate to each 
other, and to the chemical composition with respect to the D and A units. For 
example, estimates of the HOMO and LUMO energies of D–A copolymers are 
obtained as weighted means of the HOMO and LUMO of the corresponding D and 
A homopolymers. In Chapter 4, experimentally recorded hole and electron 
mobilities of the TQ1 polymer are related to the delocalization of the 
corresponding orbitals HOMO and LUMO, and an unusual temperature 
dependence profile of the electron mobility is rationalized from the calculated 
LUMO showing a diminished delocalization for more twisted geometries. Related 
to this are the observed trends in Chapter 5: a number of D–A polymers exhibit an 
absorption that is weakened and blue-shifted with increasing temperature. This too 
is explained by a thermal population of more twisted conformations with 
weakened conjugation. In Chapter 6, the tendency for some D–A1–D–A2 polymers 
to exhibit two strong absorption peaks at long wavelengths is rationalized from a 
MO theory argument involving the interactions between the A1 and A2 LUMOs, 
promoting strong electronic transitions to both of these LUMOs in the copolymer, 
on the condition that these LUMOs are sufficiently separated in space and energy. 
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With regards to predictive power, some steps have been made in this thesis 
work. Experimental data for the geometry is generally not available for the 
typically amorphous D–A polymers, but quantum chemical calculations can 
predict the geometry of the polymer chains. The geometry has further implications 
for the electronic properties, for example as shown for the TQ1 polymer in 
Chapter 4, where the minimum energy conformation exhibits a unique helical 
geometry with extended conjugation, promoted by stacking interactions between 
phenyl side groups on neighboring units. Polymers are generally too large to be 
modeled in their entirety in quantum chemistry calculations, and many of their 
properties can therefore be challenging to predict. However, in Chapter 3 a 
strategy based on extrapolations of calculated oligomer properties is presented, 
where systematic comparisons to experiments for nine polymers have permitted 
the development of an empirical correction for the absorption energy and specific 
absorption strength. This empirical correction yields calculated optical properties 
in very good agreement with experiments among the nine D–A polymers, but also 
for polymers outside the test set, e.g. five D–A1–D–A2 polymers in Paper VI, 
whose more advanced design concept make quantitative calculations even more 
important. Predictions of optical properties can be difficult due to differences in 
conditions compared to experiments e.g. with respect to temperature. In Chapter 5, 
results are presented that are based on a methodology taking into account the 
effect of temperature on the low-energy structural modes that most affect the 
optical properties: the dihedral angles between units. Calculated temperature-
dependences obtained this way for the APFO-3 and PTI-1 polymers reproduce the 
experimental trends well, and can if applied to other polymers be used for 
predictions of their temperature-sensitive optical properties. 

Properties that have been difficult to calculate a priori due to the large size of 
polymer molecules are now becoming accessible through developments in 
computational methodologies and hardware. One such property is absorption 
spectra, whose accurate prediction requires computationally demanding quantum 
chemistry methods. It is here shown that an oligomer extrapolation approach based 
on TD-DFT calculations, combined with an empirical correction for the absorption 
energy and strength, has the capacity to quantitatively predict absorption spectra 
over the entire visible region. The good agreement is shown for three D–A1–D–A2 
polymers in Figure 6.3, where the PTIIBTzF polymer was synthesized after its 
computationally predicted absorption profile had been found promising. Regarding 
this new polymer class, calculations formed part of the design process of the first 
generation of D–A1–D–A2 polymers presented in Paper VII, resulting in an 
impressive efficiency of 7.0%. In Paper VI, several candidates are presented that 
possess even greater predicted light-harvesting capabilities, demonstrating the 
superior spectral coverage facilitated by this design motif. In conclusion, quantum 
chemical calculations have the potential to contribute significantly to the field of 
conjugated polymer research, through providing better understanding and 
predictions of structural, electronic, and optical properties. 
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8. Outlook 

Taking the work presented herein as a point of origin, there are several possible 
routes for continued research efforts. The effect of temperature on the absorption 
profile for example, has only been semi-rigorously investigated in Paper V, and 
only for two polymers. More thorough consideration of e.g. sampling size, basis 
sets, solvents, etc. would enhance the robustness of the methodology. Its 
application to other interesting polymers could provide additional valuable 
insights. For example to PDTTTPD, a polymer showing an almost 200 nm blue-
shift when the temperature is increased from 19°C to 120°C;228 or to TQ1, where 
the effects of the unique structural properties could be better understood by 
probing the temperature-dependence of its electronic structure; or to PffBT4T-
2OD in which strong aggregation causes a significant red-shift of the experimental 
solution absorption for lower temperatures, complicating the interpretation of its 
spectra but being partly responsible for the 10.8% efficiency of its solar cells.41 

Most of the calculations in this thesis are performed with the hybrid PBE0 
XC functional. It gives more consistent results than many other functionals, but 
tends to significantly overestimate the conjugation, impacting not only electronic, 
but also structural and optical properties of polymers. Functionals less beset by 
self-interaction errors have recently been developed, that employ a system-
dependent degree of LC.60,229 These non-empirically tuned range-separated 
functionals have been used in calculations of conjugated polymers with highly 
encouraging results,72,230,231 and should be considered for any quantum chemical 
study of these types of systems. The more accurate predictions of e.g. optical 
properties with these methods could be used for a re-assessment of the empirical 
correction described in Chapter 3.5, decreasing the magnitude of the correction 
and improving the reliability of spectral predictions. 

The computational toolbox for conjugated polymers now includes a priori 
predictions of absorption spectra, temperature-dependent optical properties, 
theoretical estimates of short circuit currents, and comparative energy level 
assessments. With these, a highly systematic investigation of a large set of 
polymer candidates is possible, e.g. through building upon the library of 60 D–A 
polymers introduced in Paper II. This is anticipated to be of value in the quest for 
improved efficiency in OPVs, which to a large extent is determined by the 
molecular level properties. Polymers of the D–A1–D–A2 motif have shown 
particularly promising light-harvesting properties, and as demonstrated throughout 
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Chapter 6, calculations have the potential to contribute to a rational design of new 
candidates within this advanced class of polymers. 

Finally, calculations of supramolecular systems of interest for OPVs, 
including several fullerene molecules and polymer chains, are becoming 
accessible through the development of faster computers.  Such studies are already 
being performed with QM/MM methods, but more quantitative results could be 
obtained with comprehensive quantum chemical investigations. 
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Light-harvesting capabilities of low band gap
donor–acceptor polymers†

Svante Hedström,a Patrik Henriksson,b Ergang Wang,b Mats R. Anderssonbc and
Petter Persson*a

A series of nine donor–acceptor polymers, including three new and six polymers from previous work, have

been investigated experimentally and theoretically. The investigation focuses on narrow band gaps and

strong absorptions of the polymers, where experimentally determined first peak absorption energies range

from 1.8 to 2.3 eV, and peak absorption coefficients vary between 19–67 L g�1 cm�1. An overall assess-

ment of each polymer’s light-harvesting capability is made, and related to the chemical structure.

Oligomer calculations using density functional theory are extrapolated to obtain size-converged polymer

properties, and found to reproduce the experimental absorption trends well. Accurate theoretical

predictions of absorption energies to within 0.06 eV of experiments, and absorption strength to within

12%, are obtained through the introduction of an empirical correction scheme. The computational and

experimental results provide insight for the design of polymers with efficient absorption, concerning the

intrinsic properties of the constituent units and the use of bulky side-groups.

Introduction

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) are promising as energy producing
devices.1–3 They typically consist of a conjugated polymer capable
of absorbing visible light, mixed with a Buckminster-fullerene
derivative. Since the polymer is the main light-absorbing compo-
nent, the choice of polymer dictates the optical response of the
cell. Poly(3-hexyl-thiophene-2,5-diyl) (P3HT) has been very com-
monly used since the late 20th century,4 but its limited spectral
coverage has prompted extensive research to find donor–acceptor
(D–A) copolymers with better light-harvesting capabilities.5–8

These D–A polymers consist of alternating electron-donating
and -accepting moieties along the conjugated backbone, and by
varying these building blocks, the absorption profile of the polymer
can be tuned. Several experimental5,9–11 and computational12–16

studies have been published recently on D–A polymers yielding
high-efficiency solar cells. The most important optical properties

of D–A polymers are the absorption strength and optical band
gap. Strong absorption and narrow optical band gaps of o2 eV
both contribute to the number of photons absorbed and thus the
external quantum efficiency (EQE),2 and current ( J) generated by
the OPV device.

Optical and electronic properties of polymers typically depend
on the conformation which is sensitive to the environment, as well
as being hard to determine experimentally. In this study, polymers
have been studied experimentally in solution, providing a good
opportunity for deeper understanding of the intrinsic proper-
ties of individual polymer chains, and for detailed comparison
with molecular quantum chemical calculations. Computational
analysis provides a deeper understanding of the structure–
property relationship in polymers, which can guide the develop-
ment strategies for new polymer motifs. Quantitative calculations
of optical properties furthermore have the potential to reduce the
time-consuming effort of synthesizing a large number of D–A
polymers, and subsequently making films and analyzing them
experimentally. This aids the development of more efficient
OPVs,5,17–19 even though complete accuracy of the computational
methods remain a challenge. Single-molecule calculations con-
stitute a stepping stone towards more elaborate calculations of
polymer films and blends where intermolecular interactions
play a more significant role.

Six previously reported D–A polymers with various donor and
acceptor components and diverse optical traits are here investi-
gated: APFO-3,20 APFO-15,21 APFO-G9,22 EWC3,23 and TQ1,24

developed at Polymer Technology at Chalmers University, and
BDT-BTz.25 Three new polymers were synthesized for the first
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time to further explore chemical components conferring narrow
band gaps and/or strong absorption: TBDT-Q named for its thienyl-
benzodithiophene (TBDT) donor and quinoxaline (Q) acceptor,
TBDT-T-TP-T with a thiophene–thienylbenzodithiophene–thiophene
donor and thienopyrazine (TP) acceptor, and EWC4 with a thio-
phene–carbazole–thiophene donor and pyrazinoquinoxaline (PzQ)
acceptor. TBDT-Q, BDT-BTz, and TQ1 consist of one donor and one
acceptor ring-system per repeating unit, whereas the remaining six
polymers have donors of type T–X–T where X = fluorene, carbazole,
or thienyl-benzodithiophene and T = thiophene. Overall, this set of
selected polymers represents the diversity in structures and proper-
ties covered by D–A polymers applied in OPVs today. Five different
donor and five acceptor units are used throughout the nine
polymers, and their structures are outlined in Chart 1.

This article is centered on the assessment of light-harvesting
capabilities across the series of nine polymers, with particular
emphasis on narrow band gaps and strong absorption. Quantita-
tive comparison between experimental measurements and calcu-
lated results was used to develop a highly accurate computational
scheme for size-converged absorption energies and strengths,
providing themeans to efficiently predict experimental properties.
In the results sections, structural features of the nine polymers are
first presented, followed by electronic properties, and a discussion
regarding light-harvesting potential. The outcomes of measure-
ments and calculations are finally discussed and compared in
order to identify promising polymer design strategies.

Methods
General

Unless otherwise stated all reactions were performed under nitro-
gen atmosphere and all chemicals were bought from Sigma-Aldrich
or Acros and used as received. Anhydrous THF was dried over

and distilled from sodium benzophenone ketyl under an atmo-
sphere of dry nitrogen.

Optical characterization

Absorption spectra were measured using a Perkin Elmer 900 UV/
VIS/NIR. Samples were prepared by dissolvingB1 mg polymer in
50 mL of ortho-dichlorobenzene (o-DCB), which was chosen for
its good dissolving capacity, while its absorption in the UV
region does not affect the results which focus on the red-most
absorption peaks of the polymers. The polymer solutions were
heated up to ensure complete dissolution of the polymer into the
solvent and then allowed to cool down to room temperature
before the spectra were recorded. The experimental absorption
coefficients e (in L g�1 cm�1) were calculated from Beer–
Lambert’s law: A = ecl.

Electrochemical characterization

Square-wave voltammetric measurements were carried out using
a 0.1 M solution of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate
in anhydrous acetonitrile as supporting electrolyte at a scan rate
of 125 mV s�1. A CH-Instruments 650 D electrochemical work-
station using a three electrode setup was used, consisting of a
Ag/Ag+ reference electrode and platinum wires as working- and
counter electrodes. The polymer was deposited onto the working
electrode from chloroform solution. The electrolyte was bubbled
with nitrogen gas prior to each experiment in order to remove
oxygen from the system. During the scans the nitrogen inlet
was raised above the electrolyte surface to not disturb the
measurement. After each experiment a calibration scan using
the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc+) redox reaction was performed.
The highest occupied (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular
orbital (LUMO) energy levels were approximated from the third
oxidation and reduction scan respectively, using the peak

Chart 1 Chemical structures of the nine investigated polymers. R1 = 10-octyl, R2 = 30-heptyl, R3 = 10-hexyl.
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values and setting the oxidative potential of Fc/Fc+ vs. the
normal hydrogen electrode (NHE) to 0.630 V26 and the NHE
vs. vacuum to 4.5 V.27

Size exclusion chromatography

Waters Alliance GPCV2000 with refractive index detector columns:
Waters Styvagel HT GE � 1, Waters Styvagel HMW GE � 2. The
operating temperature was 135 1C, the eluent used was 1,2,4-
trichlorobenzene and the dissolution time was 2 h. The samples
were filtered prior to analysis (0.45 mm) and the concentration
was 0.5 mg mL�1. The molecular masses were calculated using
polystyrene standards for relative calibration.

Synthesis

See ESI† for the synthesis details of the polymers TBDT-Q,
TBDT-T-TP-T, BDT-BTz, and EWC4.

Calculations

Density functional theory (DFT) relaxations at the PBE028/
6-31G(d,p) level of theory were conducted on oligomers with
1, 2, 3, and 5 repeating units, except where the pentamer size
was deemed too computationally demanding, and was replaced
by a tetramer. TQ1 oligomers with 1–9 repeating units underwent
relaxations at the same level. Long alkyl side-chains were trun-
cated to shorter ones, depending on branching and chemical
environment. Time dependent (TD)-DFT was then applied to each
system in order to calculate the lowest energy vertical excitations
that constitute the first absorption peak in the respective
polymers. An extended TD-DFT scheme including excitations
that cover the entire visible region was applied to the oligomer
lengths that give the best match to the respective experimental
spectrum. PC61BM underwent a PBE0/6-31G(d,p) calculation.
BDT-BTz, TQ1, APFO-G9, TBDT-Q, and TBDT-T-TP-T were subject
to TD-DFT calculations using an o-DCB polarizable continuum
model (PCM) solvent. All DFT calculations were carried out with
the Gaussian 09 package.29

Results
Structural properties

The average molecular weights of the polymers were determined
by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). Table 1 shows that the
polymers display considerable variation in weights and poly-
dispersity indices. Optical traits generally depend somewhat on the
number of repeating units until they converge for longer polymers.
It is assumed that the weights in Table 1, corresponding in

all cases to at least 7 repeating units, are sufficiently large for
convergence.

The polymers were modeled as oligomers for the computa-
tional investigation, due to size restrictions of the first-principle
quantum chemical methods. Oligomers of 1–5 repeating units were
optimized computationally in order to determine the minimum
energy conformation. Like most conjugated D–A polymers,6 the
oligomers consist of stiff, planar ring-systems, connected by flexible
single bonds along the backbones. Though a planar geometry is
favored from an electronic conjugation perspective, the optimiza-
tions yield geometries with the ring-systems out of plane by
3–221 (see Table 1), due to steric hindrance. The non-planarity
varies significantly between the polymers, with BDT-BTz and
TBDT-T-TP-T having the smallest average angles corresponding
to 3.51 and 4.21 out of plane respectively, which is due to the
lack of H–H collisions between rings in these two polymers, (see the
optimized monomers in Fig. S1, ESI†). APFO-G9, EWC4, and TQ1
have the largest calculated dihedral angles B201 due to their bulky
phenyl side-groups which for TQ1 imposes a helical minimum
energy conformation.30 Even larger dihedrals have been reported
for TQ1 in the trans-conformation,31 but our calculations suggest
the cis-form as the minimum-energy geometry.

The fact that the rigid ring-systems can rotate over the single
bonds between them bestows conformational isomerism.
Local structural energy minima occurs when the dihedral angle
between neighboring units is either slightly larger or smaller
than 01 or 1801 respectively, generating four local minima per
single bond. In the monomers, the number of such single bonds
range between one in BDT-BTz to seven in APFO-G9, EWC4, and
TBDT-T-TP-T, which for the latter means that under the approxi-
mation that the dihedral angles are individually independent, up
to 28 locally optimized geometries must be compared to identify
the global minimum for each polymer. However, the recurrence
of certain structural elements reduces the number of conforma-
tions requiring exploration.

Long alkyl side-chains are included in the synthesized poly-
mers for increased solubility.31 Since such effects are beyond the
scope of this study, the chains are replaced by shorter alkanes in
the calculations that focus on electronic properties. All polymers
except APFO-3 and BDT-BTz also contain off-backbone phenyl-
and thiophene moieties. The weight fractions of side-groups are
reported in Table 1.

Electronic structure

Electronic structure properties of the D–A polymers are crucial
for the functioning of the solar cell. In particular, HOMO and

Table 1 Structural properties. Molar mass averages, Mn and Mw, in kDa of the polymers measured by SEC. Weight fraction of the off-backbone side-
groups in %. The average calculated dihedral angles between aryl rings along the backbone in optimized trimers, expressed as number of degrees out-of-
plane

BDTBTz TBDTTTPT APFO3 APFO15 TBDTQ EWC3 TQ1 APFOG9 EWC4

Mn/kDa 8.1 8.5 18 15 8.7 23 56 11 12
Mw/kDa 21 74 32 36 18 62 170 26 22
Sidegroup/% 51 61 33 58 72 59 66 52 52
Out-of-plane/1 3.5 4.2 14.0 15.1 16.3 19.3 20.0 21.4 21.9
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LUMO frontier orbitals typically constitute the origin and target
orbital of the first electronic excitation, respectively. The poly-
mer HOMO is furthermore responsible for hole-transport to the
anode, while the electron should be injected from the polymer
LUMO to the fullerene after excitation. Calculated HOMOs and
LUMOs are depicted in Fig. 1. Generally, the HOMOs have good
delocalization over the polymer backbones, favoring efficient
hole-transport.16 The LUMOs are more determined by the acceptor
unit, so e.g. APFO-15, EWC-3, TBDT-Q, and TQ1 consequently
exhibit very similar appearance between them since these

all employ a Q acceptor. The LUMOs are also denser at the
respective acceptor moieties, particularly apparent for the polymers
with T–X–T donors where the acceptors are more spatially
separated from each other. The frontier orbitals strongly affect
the first electronic transition densities, also depicted in Fig. 1.
The tendency for LUMO to be localized on the acceptor unit
induces a clear D–A effect for all polymers, with electrons
moving from donor to acceptor upon excitation. This can be
exploited to give more narrow band gaps by choosing acceptors
with deeper LUMO level, such as PzQ in APFO-G9 and EWC4.

Fig. 1 Frontier orbitals (isovalue = 0.015), and excited state electron density difference (isovalue = 0.0004) of optimized trimers, with electrons being
transferred from purple to turquoise upon excitation. Calculated with TD-PBE0/6-31G(d,p). Note that a short repeating unit leads to a short trimer.
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Furthermore, it is evident that electronic excitation generates larger
electron density in the single bonds between ring-systems, giving
them an increased double-bond character in the excited state,
which in turn accounts for the trend among conjugated systems
that the excited state is more planar than the ground state.32–37

The polymer HOMO and LUMO energies are important since
the difference between them is related to the optical energy of
maximum absorption (Eabs). In addition, the LUMO(fullerene)–
HOMO(polymer) energy difference determines the open circuit
voltage of the cell, while the LUMO(polymer)–LUMO(fullerene)
energy offset constitutes the electron injection driving force. Since
our calculations are based on smaller oligomers, we employ an
extrapolation technique to obtain size-converged frontier orbital
energies, as follows. According to the tight binding approximation
in theory of solids, a single orbital of a monomer splits into n
orbitals upon oligomerization to a linear n-mer, with each
orbital’s energy given by the formula:38

EkðnÞ ¼ aþ 2b cos
kp

nþ 1

� �
k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n (1)

where a is the energy of the corresponding non-split orbital
(that of a monomer, n = 1). The parameters a and b are fitted
to the calculated oligomer HOMO and LUMO energies, and
the resulting function is plotted vs. the inverse oligomer length,
1/n, in Fig. 2.

The extrapolated frontier orbital energies in Fig. 2 show
spreads of B0.5 eV for both HOMO and LUMO, owing to the

diverse chemical composition of the polymers. The suggested4,39–41

minimum energy difference between polymer and fullerene
LUMO 0.30–0.35 eV for efficient electron injection is fulfilled
by all polymers herein. The HOMOs are more size-dependent
than the LUMOs, which can be rationalized from the orbital
pictures in the Fig. 1, where HOMOs display continuous density
along the entire backbone, whereas the LUMOs are more isolated
on acceptor moieties, making their energies less size-sensitive.
The steeper slopes for the smaller polymers in Fig. 2 is explained
by the fact that polymers with shorter repeat units require more
repeating units than a polymer with a long repeat unit to achieve
the same extent of orbital delocalization. The polymers with
only two ring-systems per unit: TQ1, BDT-BTz, and TBDT-Q
show even more size-dependent LUMO energies, which is due to
stronger delocalization of their LUMOs, as seen in Fig. 1. Conversely,
APFO-G9 and EWC4 exhibit negligible LUMO stabilization for
increasing oligomer length, explained by the fact that their
LUMOs are very isolated on their PzQ acceptors, and thus do
not further delocalize upon polymerization.

The polymers with the same acceptor exhibit very similar
extrapolated LUMO energy in Fig. 2. APFO-G9 and EWC4 display
the lowest LUMO energies, due to the strong electron-deficiency
of their PzQ acceptor. The TBDT-T-TP-T LUMO energy is slightly
higher, followed by APFO-3 with a benzothiadiazole (BTD) acceptor,
and the benzotriazole (BTz) containing BDT-BTz. Q is the weakest
of the acceptors employed, leading to the higher LUMO energies of
EWC3, APFO15, TQ1, and TBDT-Q, which may limit their spectral
coverage in the lower energy region. Similarly to the LUMO case,
the order of the extrapolated HOMOs exhibits the same effect of
dependence on acceptor unit, although less pronounced. APFO-3
displays the lowest HOMO energy which contributes to its high VOC
of 1.0 eV,42 whereas TBDT-T-TP-T has the highest HOMO,B0.5 eV
higher than APFO-3. For all polymers, the largest calculated
oligomer size (4–5 repeating units) has a LUMO energy converged
to within 0.02 eV of the extrapolated value, whereas the greater size-
dependence of the HOMOs leads to largest oligomer energies up to
0.11 eV short of the polymeric extrapolated estimate.

The HOMO and LUMO levels were also investigated experi-
mentally by square wave voltammetry (SWV), measurement
plots can be found in ESI.† The polymer oxidation potential,
i.e. extraction of electrons, is related to the HOMO of the material.
Respectively, the reduction of the material corresponds to
the reception of electrons, related to the LUMO.43–45 The
ordering between polymers is retained in calculations except
for TBDT-T-TP-T and EWC3. The experimental SWV peaks in Table 2
are, however, of consistently lower energy than calculated HOMO
and LUMO, which is generally the case for conjugated, organic
systems.46–50 The difference is due to the fact that experimental
orbital energies are not observables, but are derived from redox-
potentials which can only be strictly compared to calculated redox
energies. Comparing to calculated orbital energies is possible
according to Koopman’s theorem, though the disregard of orbital
relaxation and solvent effects makes it highly approximate.51

Furthermore, uncertainty arises in the comparison of wide experi-
mental peaks to calculated point values. The discrepancy in
HOMO energy between the two methods is similar for all

Fig. 2 Calculated HOMO (diamonds) and LUMO (circles) energies as a
function of inverse oligomer size, compared to the HOMO and LUMO energies
of PC61BM, solid and dotted lines, respectively. All energies calculated with
PBE0/6-31G(d,p). Lines are fitted to the points according to the tight binding
approximation of eqn (1).
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polymers, amounting to 0.87–1.26 eV. The overestimations of
calculated LUMOs show a greater variation: 0.35–1.11 eV, owing
to their virtual nature,52 which is responsible for discrepancies in
HOMO–LUMO gaps of�0.71 to +0.16 eV between the twomethods.

Absorption spectra

Experimental polymer solution absorption spectra are shown in
Fig. 3, providing an overview of the light-harvesting capabilities
of the polymers. There are obvious differences between the
measured absorption profiles of the investigated polymers, which
are related to their chemical structure. Six of the polymers exhibit
classical ‘‘double hump’’ absorption characteristics, while the three
(T)BDT-containing polymers show more irregular spectra with
additional peaks, making their absorption more panchromatic.
Since the solar emission is weak at wavelengths shorter than
B400 nm, it is for all nine polymers the first, red-most, absorption
peak that is most relevant for photovoltaic purposes.

The peak wavelengths (labsmax = hc/Eabs) of these first peaks
range between 533 and 700 nm. The calculated HOMO–LUMO
gaps agree better to calculated Eabs than to experimental

HOMO–LUMO gaps, since the former do not involve orbital
relaxation, unlike the latter which are approximated from
redox-potentials. The novel polymers TBDT-T-TP-T and EWC4
have the smallest optical band gaps, with absorption onsets
at B900 nm, similar to APFO-G9, mainly attributed to the low
LUMO afforded by their strong acceptors PzQ and TP. APFO-3,
APFO-15, EWC3 and BDT-BTz all have absorption onsets at
B620 nm, which for APFO-3 is attributed to its low HOMO energy,
and for the other three mainly due to high LUMO energies. They
thus fail to capture significant part of the solar emission.

The maximum absorption coefficients emax, of the polymers
appear related to the acceptor unit. APFO-3 with a BTD acceptor
exhibit the greatest first peak absorption coefficient, 67 L cm�1 g�1,
followed by BDT-BTz. The polymers with PzQ and TP acceptors
absorb the weakest; leaving Q as an intermediate absorbing
acceptor, except in TBDT-Q whose very low emax is partly explained
by that it has the lowest Mw of all polymers, see Table 1.

Following a common,15,53–56 but non-predictive practice, the
experimental polymer spectra in Fig. 3 are compared to calcu-
lated spectra of oligomers whose sizes are chosen a posteriori to

Table 2 Square wave voltammetry peak values vs. vacuum in eV (see Fig. S2 (ESI) for plots), and HOMO and LUMO as calculated with PBE0/6-31G(d,p).
Sorted by experimental HOMO–LUMO gap

EWC4 APFOG9 BDTQ TQ1 EWC3 BDTTTPT APFO3 APFO15 BDTBTz

HOMOSWV �5.7 �5.7 �5.8 �5.7 �5.8 �5.8 �6.0 �6.1 �5.9
LUMOSWV �3.9 �4.0 �3.6 �3.3 �3.3 �3.3 �3.2 �3.2 �2.9
HOMOcalc �4.7 �4.7 �4.7 �4.8 �4.8 �4.6 �5.1 �4.8 �4.9
LUMOcalc �2.9 �2.8 �2.5 �2.4 �2.3 �2.8 �2.7 �2.4 �2.5
H–L gapSWV 1.7 1.7 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.8 2.9 3.1
H–L gapcalc 1.8 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.5 1.8 2.4 2.4 2.4

Fig. 3 Experimental (red) and calculated (blue) absorption spectra of the investigated polymers. Experimental as recorded in o-DCB solvent. The
experimental e-values for the absorption maxima are marked on the y-axis, with secondary (lower) e-values indicating the red-most peak maxima where
this is not the most intense peak for that polymer. The calculated TD-DFT spectra were obtained by a 3000 cm�1 Gaussian broadening, and with
absorption intensities normalized to match the most intense experimental peak. Numbers of repeating units (n) in the oligomer calculations were chosen
to match experimental spectra. The TD-DFT calculations include only states \300 nm due to computational limitations.
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match the experimental absorption profiles. This provides good
agreement between calculated and experimental spectra regarding
the general shapes as well as relative peak heights, in particular for
the ‘‘double-hump’’ cases. For TBDT-T-TP-T, and to some extent
also for APFO-3 and APFO-15, the experimental absorption is
blueshifted compared to the calculated dimer but redshifted vs.
the monomer, which demonstrates the precariousness of relating
small and well defined oligomers to long and polydisperse experi-
mental polymers. The Gaussian broadening of 3000 cm�1 that is
arbitrarily chosen for calculated spectra, is in most cases slightly
narrower than experimental peak widths, particularly for EWC4
and APFO-G9. Furthermore, this Gaussian function is symmetric,
while the experimental broadening is inhomogeneous, extending
further to the shorter wavelengths due to unresolved vibronic
progression and uneven distributions of conformations. In the
following sections we describe and apply a procedure which relies
on extrapolations to size-converged properties, rather than an
ad hoc choice of oligomer size as above. This permits accurate
prediction of size-consistent absorption wavelengths and inten-
sities which provides an in-depth understanding of the potential
for efficient photon collection of these polymers based on their
chemical structure and electronic properties.

Absorption energies

In recent years, low band gap polymers have been sought after,
due to their ability to absorb a greater portion of the solar
emission spectrum, yielding larger photo-currents.6 However,
a low absorption threshold typically leads to a lower voltage
output from the cell, and finding the ideal absorption energy
becomes a complex optimization problem. A rough, qualitative
estimation of the first transition energy of absorption (Eabs) in a
copolymer can be can be made from the HOMO and LUMO of
the donor and acceptor units, since the frontier orbitals of the
copolymer are constructed from these units. For instance,
polymers with the low-LUMO acceptor PzQ exhibit low Eabs,
both herein (APFO-G9 and EWC4) and elsewhere,57 in contrast
to e.g. the Q acceptor.

Any quantitative prediction of calculated Eabs however,
requires a more elaborate quantum chemical treatment, e.g.
with TD-DFT, which we employ to obtain calculated absorption
energies (Eabs) and intensities for oligomers of 1–5 repeating
units (excitations listed in ESI†). To obtain polymeric estimates
from oligomer calculations, calculated Eabs are often extra-
polated to the polymer limit by fitting them to a linear function
vs. inverse number of repeating units (1/n),58–61 but more physically
rigorous, non-linear approaches also exist.62–64 Since the optical
band gap is strongly related to the HOMO–LUMO gap, we can
rewrite eqn (1) in terms of Eabs(n):

EabsðnÞ � ELUMO � EHOMO

¼ aLUMO � aHOMO � 2 bLUMO þ bHOMOð Þ cos p
nþ 1

(2)

This function describes the size dependence of the HOMO–LUMO
gap, and thus approximately that of Eabs. TD-DFT calculated

Eabs(n) were fitted to the right-hand side of eqn (2) using two
fitting parameters: (aLUMO � aLUMO) and (bLUMO + bHOMO). The
fits are good in all cases, as seen in Fig. 4 where they are plotted
vs. the inverse oligomer length, together with calculated oligo-
mer absorption energies. TQ1, BDT-BTz, and TBDT-Q exhibit
steeper slopes, as their shorter repeat unit necessitates more
units for conjugation convergence, analogously to the orbital
energy convergence in Fig. 2. It is noticeable that polymers
having common acceptors yield comparable results, i.e. APFO-G9
vs. EWC4 and APFO-15 vs. EWC3.

Comparisons between experiment and calculations are com-
plicated due to the difference in conditions, e.g. with respect
to temperature, system size, solvents, etc.62 The extrapolated,
calculated Eabs are compared to the experimental peak Eabs in
Fig. 5, where a systematic underestimation of the calculated
values is apparent for all polymers. This is because the calcula-
tions are based on the minimum energy conformation of the
oligomers, whereas under room-temperature conditions, a multi-
tude of conformations is present. The optimized structures are
usually more planar than the actual range of conformations.
Planarity is associated with red-shifted absorption,65–68 so calculated
absorption energies typically represent the lower limit of experi-
mental Eabs. Solvent effects and unresolved vibronic progression,
present in experimental spectra but absent in calculations, further
adds to the discrepancy.

Despite the diverse nature of the studied polymers and their
wide range of absorption energies, the underestimation of
calculated Eabs is practically constant over the series, within a
narrow range of 0.31–0.38 eV, except for TQ1 for which it is
limited to 0.13 eV since TQ1 is restricted to an experimental

Fig. 4 Calculated first peak absorption energy (Eabs) as function of inverse
oligomer size. Lines are fitted according to the tight binding approximation
of eqn (2). Color order from violet to red according to extrapolated Eabs.
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geometry closer to the optimized (calculated) structure due to
its phenyl side-groups.30 The calculated Eabs are plotted against
experimental in the top panel of Fig. 5, and the best linear fit
exhibits a slope of virtually unity and an intercept of �0.32 eV.
An empirical correction consisting of the addition of the 0.32 eV
average underestimation to the calculated series is introduced to
compensate for the highly systematic discrepancy. The uncor-
rected and corrected calculated Eabs are compared to the experi-
mental numbers in the bottom panel of Fig. 5. With the empirical
correction, calculated Eabs match the experiments very well,
exhibiting accuracy to within 0.06 eV, or 3% error to experiment
for all polymers except TQ1. This is remarkable considering the
large spread of experimental absorption energies of the series,
ranging from 1.77–2.33 eV. Similar kinds of empirical corrections
have commonly been applied to other types of calculated results,
such as vibrational spectra,69–74 and NMR shifts,75–79 but also to
electronic and optical properties.80–84

Several computational shortcomings contribute to the total,
uncorrected error. While implicit solvent effects have a minor
influence on the Eabs, o0.05 eV (see Table S3, ESI†), explicit
solvent and thermal/conformational effects contribute to the

underestimation of calculated Eabs. Importantly, hybrid DFT
functionals such as PBE0 used here, are known to overestimate
the conjugation and planarity in conjugated polymers,64,85–87

leading to calculations predicting unrealistically flat geometries
and red-shifted electronic transitions. Part of the calculated
underestimation of Eabs can also be explained by experimental
limitations: SEC measurements are known to overestimate the
molar masses of D–A polymers. This stems from the fact that
SEC uses the flexible polystyrene as a reference, whereas D–A
polymers are generally more rigid. Further theoretical and experi-
mental studies may elucidate the individual contributions from
the respective sources of error.

Absorption strengths

While the absorption energy should not be too small or too
large, a greater absorption strength is monotonically favorable
for the OPV performance, since stronger absorption leads to
larger currents, up to the limit of all photons absorbed. The
electronic transport properties of an OPV are favored by a thin
device, so to maximize absorption per device thickness, high
absorption intensity per polymer volume is desired. This is
equivalent to strong absorption per weight since most polymers
have a density very close to 1 kg dm�3.

The first peak absorption intensities of the polymers herein
were calculated for oligomers of 1–5 repeating units. The inten-
sities as calculated with TD-DFT are expressed as oscillator
strengths ( f ), an extensive property that increases linearly with
oligomer length.88 Calculated oscillator strengths divided by the
oligomer molar mass yield a more relevant, intensive property:
specific absorption strength (FM). These are plotted vs. inverse
number of repeating units in Fig. 6. In agreement with theory
and previous reports,62,89–93 a linear relation is evident for all
polymers, allowing extrapolation to the polymer limit (see ESI†
for details). Size-converged specific absorption strengths are
thereby obtained, despite performing the calculations on smaller
oligomers. It is noticeable that the polymers with lighter repeating
unit BDT-BTz, APFO-3, and TQ1 are more size-dependent than the
heavier ones, leading for APFO-3 and BDT-BTz to very strong
calculated polymeric absorption,B2 kg�1. TQ1 is the only polymer
whose monomer does not follow the linear trend, a consequence
of its unique ability to adopt a helical geometry in oligomers larger
than the monomer.30

The specific absorption strength, FM, is related to the absorp-
tion coefficients of the first peak through the relation:38

FM ¼ 4 lnð10Þmece0
NAe2MW

�
ð
eðnÞdn (3)

whereme and e are the electron mass and charge respectively, e0
is the vacuum permittivity, NA is the Avogadro number, n is the
light frequency, MW is the measured molecular weight average
and the factor ln(10) enters since e is the decadic (as opposed
to natural), molar absorption coefficient. Accordingly, experi-
mental FM values are obtained by taking the integral over the
first experimental absorption peak, as approximated through the
trapezoidal rule to the local spectral minimum after the peak.

Fig. 5 Top: calculated vs. experimental peak Eabs, with best linear fit.
Bottom: calculated Eabs with and without correction, as well as experi-
mental. The calculated Eabs corresponds to the extrapolation to 1/n- 0 in
Fig. 4. The correction corresponds to a constant +0.32 eV amendment.
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The experimental FM show a trend-wise agreement with emax

since the peak widths are similar, see Fig. 3.
In Fig. 7, the experimental FM values are compared to the

calculated ones, taken from the linear fit extrapolation in Fig. 6.
Analysis and quantification of the discrepancies provides possi-
bility to assess and compensate for the errors, analogously to the
Eabs case in the previous section. The best linear fit of calculated
vs. experimental absorption strengths exhibits a negligible inter-
cept, demonstrating that the overestimation is proportional to
FM, as seen in the top panel of Fig. 7. The slope of 1.65 indicates
a consistent error, meaning that dividing calculated FM values by
1.65 constitutes an empirical correction that provides signifi-
cantly more accurate theoretical estimates, as demonstrated in
the bottom panel of Fig. 7. The correction improves the mean
absolute error from 0.40 to 0.07 kg�1.

The uncorrected errors in oscillator strength are larger here than
in many studies of smaller molecules.94–97 This can be explained
in terms of the non-ideality of experimental conditions, where
thermal effects and solvent interactions induce conformational
twists, kinks, and coils in the polymer chains which reduce the
conjugation16 and consequently the absorption intensity. The
polarizability of the solvent affects the transition dipole moment
in the polymers and thus the absorption strength. The FM of five
of the polymers was calculated using TD-DFT with an o-DCB
polarizable continuum model solvent, showing in all cases
stronger absorption than vacuum calculations (see Fig. S8, ESI†).
The effect of the solvent decreases with increasing oligomer size,
leading to extrapolated FM values 2–15% larger than the vacuum
calculations. This is in decent agreement with other studies showing
that continuum solventmodels do not affect the absorption strength
in polymers by more than B10%.98–100 Overestimated masses

from SEC are also responsible for part of the discrepancy
between calculation and experiment. The findings suggest that
the calculations represent the upper bound of experimental absorp-
tion strengths, in the limit of extended, non-kinked, non-coiled
polymer chains. The comparison of absorption strengths between
polymers is relatively uncommon, in particular in computational
studies where the intensities in calculations are often normalized
when related to experimental spectra.13,101–107 Normalized absorp-
tion comparisons permit assessment of relative peak height and
wavelength but not the intensity which is important for the
performance of OPVs. Accurate quantum chemical predictions of
specific absorption strengths as demonstrated here are therefore
important for modeling, aimed at rational design of new and better
light-harvesting polymers.

BDT-BTz and APFO-3 are the strongest absorbers as seen in
Fig. 7, attributed to their respective BTz and BTD acceptors, and
their very flat minimum-energy geometries, as seen in Table 1.
APFO-3 furthermore has the lowest side-group weight fraction
of the studied polymers. These side-groups give a negligible
contribution to the first peak absorption and are thus ‘‘dead
weight’’ with respect to the excitations, which is further corro-
borated by the lack of frontier orbital density on these groups in
Fig. 1. TBDT-Q, with the highest side-group weight ratio as

Fig. 6 Calculated specific absorption strengths, FM, vs. inverse oligomer
order. Lines are best linear fits, extrapolated to 1/n = 0.

Fig. 7 Top: calculated vs. experimental absorption strengths, FM, for
the investigated polymers, with best linear fit. Bottom: comparison of
uncorrected and corrected calculated absorption strengths to experi-
mental absorption strengths, sorted by experimental values.
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listed in Table 1, consequently demonstrates the weakest specific
absorption. Thus, stronger absorption is obtained by developing
more streamlined polymers with a low side-group-to-backbone
weight ratio, although some alkyl side-chains are required for
solubility. While this study is limited to repeating units with a
1-to-1 D/A ratio, Beaujuge et al. have previously reported the
effect of the D/A ratio on the absorption strength.108 They also
propose the disregard of the side-chain mass for a more fair
comparison of the intrinsic specific absorption strength between
polymers with different repeating units.

The absorption intensity assessment here only treats the
first absorption peak, whereas consecutive peaks also may
contribute to the photoelectric conversion efficiency in working
OPVs. Secondary peaks may even be more important, e.g. APFO-G9
and EWC4 showmuch more intense peaks atB400 nm, making
those polymers suitable in tandem OPVs. It may therefore be
interesting to extend the investigation of optical traits to the
whole visible region in future studies.

Light-harvesting capability

The output power of an OPV is a product of the current J and
the voltage V. The current depends on, among other things, the
absorptivity, whereas the voltage is limited by the polymer’s
band gap and its HOMO energy relative to the fullerene LUMO.
Scharber et al. have developed a method to anticipate the
maximum energy-conversion efficiency of a polymer/PC61BM
solar cell as a function of the polymer LUMO and band gap.41

According to that study, the ideal polymer band gap is around
1.5 eV, assuming an ideal polymer LUMO energy 0.3 eV higher
than the fullerene LUMO. APFO-G9 has a near-ideal LUMO
0.30 eV higher than the PC61BM LUMO. Furthermore the Eabs of
APFO-G9 lies very near the above mentioned optimum 1.5 eV,
and would thus score very high in the model of Scharber’s et al.
However, that study does not take the absorption intensity into
account explicitly, but rather approximates the EQE to 65% at
all wavelengths above the band gap, and thus fails to predict
the relatively bad performance of APFO-G9 due to its weak
absorption.22 Assessing also the absorption strength allows for
a more complete evaluation of the light-harvesting potential of
a polymer in single-junction OPVs. If one moreover permits the
use of other fullerene acceptors with different LUMO energies, the
polymer LUMO becomes a less crucial parameter. This leaves FM
and Eabs as the most important intrinsic polymer light-harvesting
properties for efficient OPVs, although charge transport and other
attributes still affect the device performance. Experimental and
calculated FM and Eabs are compared in Fig. 8 for all polymers
included in the present investigation.

The large variation in chemical structure of the polymer
selection manifests itself as a considerably scattered distribu-
tion in Fig. 8. This figure shows that the calculations provide a
good assessment of the light-harvesting properties of the different
polymers, as the discrepancy to experiments for all the individual
polymers is significantly smaller than the overall spread of these
traits across the polymer series. APFO-3 and BDT-BTz score best
on absorption strength, attributed to the respective BTD and BTz
acceptors, and for APFO-3 also to its low side-group weight ratio.

However, the efficiency of these two polymers is limited by their
higher absorption energy, and for BDT-BTz also by poorer
LUMO alignment vs. PCBM.25 Fluorination of BTz-containing
polymers lowers the LUMO energy, and can give device efficien-
cies above 7%.10 The low-LUMO PzQ acceptor of EWC4 confers an
in this respect near-ideal, lower Eabs of 1.73 eV, but it is the second
weakest absorber of the investigated polymers, also attributed to
the PzQ acceptor. The novel polymer TBDT-T-TP-T exhibits the
lowest energy of absorption, but its high side-group ratio of 61%
induces a relatively low FM of 0.60 kg�1. TBDT-Q is the only new
polymer with an experimental Eabs in the central region of Fig. 8,
i.e. between 1.9 and 2.3 eV, but its limited FM below 0.40 kg�1

weakens its suitability for application in OPVs.
In summary this study highlights the current difficulty of

finding D–A polymers that simultaneously display small optical
band gap and strong absorption. To achieve such traits, one
firstly needs to carefully choose appropriate acceptor units
(and to some extent also donors). E.g. the BTD acceptor grants
strong and reasonably low-energy absorption, which is why device
efficiencies over 8% have been achieved using a this acceptor,109

while the weak absorption of PzQ makes it unsuitable in conven-
tional D–A polymer OPVs. Secondly, it is advised to avoid inclusion
of too large side-groups that are ‘‘dead weight’’ with respect to the
absorption strength. Thirdly, a sufficient degree of polymerization
during synthesis, i.e. high enough polymer molecular weight is also
beneficial for stronger and lower energy absorption.

Conclusions

Light-harvesting capabilities of a series of donor–acceptor type
polymers have been investigated using a combination of experi-
ments and calculations. The focus of the investigation concerns
the ability to identify polymer candidates with promising optical

Fig. 8 Light-harvesting capability plot for the investigated polymers
showing the absorption strength, FM, vs. Eabs. The plot includes a compar-
ison of calculated values to experimental results. The calculated FM and
Eabs are taken from the extrapolated, corrected values shown in Fig. 6
and 7 respectively.
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characteristics at an early stage, specifically strong absorption at an
adequately narrow band gap. The investigated set of polymers
exhibits a significant span of experimentally determined first peak
energies (Eabs) in solution from ca. 1.8 eV to ca. 2.3 eV, as well as
having mass absorption intensities that vary by a factor of three.

Size-converged electronic and optical properties have here
been obtained by means of oligomer calculations, extrapolated to
the polymer limit. The calculated polymer absorption energies
show a trend-wise agreement with experiments, but are system-
atically underestimated. The clear, consistent trend between
calculated and experimental Eabs enables the introduction of an
empirical correction, which yields quantitative prediction of peak
absorption energy to within an accuracy of 0.06 eV. The experi-
mental and calculated absorption strengths per unit weight (FM),
vary by up to a factor of three across the polymer series, which is
considerably more than Eabs. Nevertheless, the calculated specific
absorption strengths (FM) display an error to the experimental
values limited to 12%, following the introduction of an empirical
correction to the calculations. The quantitatively accurate calcula-
tions of absorption energies and intensities together provide good
possibilities to predict intrinsic light-harvesting capabilities of
D–A polymers. This offers a deeper understanding of the physical
properties that govern the electronic and optical processes in the
polymers, and also makes calculations an efficient tool to assess
the suitability of the polymers in an OPV context.

Of the polymers in this study, APFO-3 scores best on absorption
strength, concurring with its high performance in solar cells.20,42

This derives from its light repeating unit, with small side-group to
backbone ratio, and the intrinsic properties of its BTD acceptor.
Three of the investigated polymers: APFO-G9, EWC4, and TBDT-T-
TP-T, show significantly lower optical band gaps of around 1.7 eV,
owing mainly to the deep-LUMO acceptors PzQ and TP. The
remaining six polymers all have band gaps above 2.0 eV. However,
none of the here investigated polymers simultaneously display both
suitably low Eabs and high FM, suggesting that there is significant
room for further improvements in the design of D–A polymers for
efficient OPVs. One such opportunity is to focus on acceptor units
with promising intrinsic electronic properties, and to pursue poly-
mers with high backbone weight-ratio since side-groups do not
contribute to light-absorption.

In a broader perspective, the ability to reliably predict light-
harvesting capabilities of new polymers is an important part of the
search for novel and improved solar cell materials that is largely
driven by efficient screening of a wide range of materials. The here
adopted predictive approach is already starting to yield promising
results for the design of new polymers currently under development.
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Abstract 

The progress in efficiency of organic photovoltaics is largely driven by the 
development of new donor–acceptor (D–A) copolymers. The number of possible 
D–A combinations escalates rapidly with the ever-increasing number of donor and 
acceptor units, and the design process often involves a trial-and-error approach. 
We here present a computationally efficient methodology for the prediction of 
optical and electronic properties of D–A copolymers based on DFT calculations of 
donor- and acceptor-only homopolymers. 10 donors and 6 acceptors are studied, as 
well as all of their 60 D–A copolymer combinations, showing absorption energies 
of 1.6–2.3 eV, and absorption strengths varying by up to a factor of 2.5. Focus lies 
on exhibited trends in frontier orbital energies, optical band gaps, and absorption 
intensities, as well as their relation to the molecular structure. Based on the results, 
we define donor and acceptor strength, and quantify it for all investigated units. 
The light-harvesting capabilities of the 60 D–A copolymers were also assessed. 
This gives a valuable theoretical guideline with the potential to reduce the efforts 
in the synthesis part of the design of new D–A copolymers. 
 
Keywords 
Donor–acceptor polymers, DFT calculations, homopolymers, frontier orbitals, 
light-harvesting capabilities. 

Introduction 

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) is a promising technology for producing clean, 
cheap, and sustainable electric energy.1–4,5 Typically, the active layer of OPVs 
consist of a light-harvesting, conjugated polymer and a fullerene derivative. 
Homopolymers such as poly-3-hexylthiophene (P3HT) and poly-(phenyl vinylene) 
(PPV) were the dominant light-harvesting species of OPVs in the last century, 
P3HT more recently achieving efficiencies exceeding 6%.6 The mismatch between 
the solar emission spectrum with strong emission over a wide spectral region >450 
nm, and the absorption of the homopolymers with onsets at < 500 nm, has 
compelled the development of lower band gap polymers. The dominant strategy to 
reduce the band gap is to use units of alternating high HOMO and low LUMO 
energy, known as electronic donors and acceptors respectively.7–9 Compared to 
P3HT, the first donor–acceptor (D–A) conjugated copolymer displayed a 
considerably lower absorption energy (Eabs) of 1.35 eV in chloroform solution.10 
D–A polymers typically include donor units chosen for their ability to increase the 
copolymer HOMO energy (EHOMO), and acceptor units lowering the copolymer 
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LUMO energy (ELUMO). The resulting narrow band gaps have facilitated D–A 
polymer-based OPVs with efficiencies exceeding 10%.11,12 

The frontier orbitals HOMO and LUMO in D–A polymers typically show 
significant delocalization over the conjugated π-system, making their energies 
dependent on system size, or degree of polymerization.2,13 The respective increase 
and decrease of EHOMO and ELUMO  upon polymerization is examplified with the 
homodimerization of thiophene and the co-oligomerization of thiophene–
benzotriazole (TBTz) in Figure 1. The orbital energies reveal a smaller HOMO–
LUMO gap for TBTz than T–T due to the deeper LUMO of BTz than T, 
demonstrating the potential for narrower gaps with D–A copolymers compared to 
homopolymers. 

 

Figure 1. Molecular orbital diagram of the calculated frontier orbital energies of thiophene 
(T), bithiophene (T–T), benzotriazole (BTz), and thiophene–benzotriazole (TBTz), 
demonstrating the frontier orbital energy splitting upon addition of units, narrowing the 
HOMO–LUMO gap. The lower ELUMO of BTz affords a smaller HOMO–LUMO gap in 
TBTz than in T–T. 

By adding more units, the oligomer HOMO is further destabilized, and 
LUMO is correspondingly stabilized, until they converge at a certain HOMO–
LUMO gap when the systems approach the polymer limit. The energy change of 
two orbitals φ1 and φ2 upon dimerization is dependent on the strength of the 
orbital-orbital interactions, described by an interaction coefficient λ1-2, which in 
turn depends on the overlap of the interacting orbitals, as outlined in equation 
(1).14 For chemically similar systems such as these conjugated aryl rings, the 
spatial overlaps and energy differences are of comparable magnitudes, making the 
λ1-2 similar, and the orbital energy evolution upon oligomerization analogous for 
different units. A coplanar polymer geometry, i.e. a small dihedral angle between 
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the donor and acceptor, increases the orbital overlap and therefore enhances the 
HOMO–LUMO gap reduction upon polymerization. Steric repulsion between 
hydrogen atoms on neighboring units will push those units out-of-plane from each 
other, weakening the conjugation. This steric effect is greater for six-membered 
than five-membered rings. 

	∝
|

																																																																										 1 	

Frontier orbital energies of D–A polymers are highly important for OPV 
applications for two main reasons. The first is that the lowest energy electronic 
excitation of D–A polymers is predominantly of HOMO→LUMO character,15–19 
generally involving some charge transfer (CT) from donor to acceptor unit. The 
HOMO–LUMO energy gap thus relates to the optical band gap of the polymer, 
which determines what portion of the solar emission can be absorbed. More 
absorbed photons result in an increased electrical current J produced by the cell. 
The second reason relates to the orbital energy alignment between polymer and 
acceptor fullerene material. The optimal polymer ELUMO is suggested to be 0.0–0.3 
eV above the fullerene ELUMO;20 the difference acting as a necessary driving force 
for exciton separation at the polymer–fullerene interface. A too large offset would 
however result in a loss of voltage V output. 

Computational methods such as density functional theory (DFT) are 
commonly employed when studying conjugated polymers, as they are capable of 
quantifying and elucidating molecular level properties such as orbital shapes and 
energies or molecular geometries, which may be difficult or impossible to assess 
with experimental methods.21–26 Calculated HOMO and LUMO energies are 
related to the ionization potential and the electron affinity respectively via 
Koopmans’ theorem, although it is quite approximate due to neglect of orbital 
relaxation effects. Nevertheless, frontier orbital energies calculated with DFT have 
been shown to produce useful results in terms of both trends and absolute 
values.27–29 Predictions of traits like absorption energies and strengths may also be 
made with DFT, reducing the experimental effort required to characterize the large 
number of emerging polymer designs.  

In this article, ten donors and six acceptors are studied, selected to be 
representative of the wide diversity of units commonly used in D–A polymers for 
OPV applications. They are studied both individually and in 60 D–A copolymer 
combinations. The donors are 4,8-dialkoxy-benzodithiophene (OBDT),  thiophene 
(T), thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (T32T), selenophene (Se), thieno[3,4-b]thiophene 
(T34T), furan (Fu), dialkyl-dithienopyrrole-benzothiadiazole (DTPBT), 4,4,9,9-
tetraalkyl-indacenodithiophene (IDT),  4,4-bisalkyl-cyclopentadithiophene (CDT), 
and 4-alkyl-dithienopyrrole (DTPy). The acceptors are quinoxaline (Q), 2-alkyl-
benzotriazole (BTz), benzothiadiazole (BT), N,N′-dialkyl-isoindigo (II), 5-alkyl-
thienopyrrole-dione (TPD), and N-alkoxy-bisthienoazepine-4,6-dione (BTI). The 
chemical structures of all donor units are presented in Chart 1a and all acceptor 
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units in Chart 1b. All donors have chemically similar connecting points, being of a 
5-ring thiophene type, whereas the acceptors show more varied structure around 
their connection points. The Q acceptor has frequently been appended with 
alkoxyphenyl side-groups in synthesis, which slightly tunes its electronic 
properties as well as enhances the solubility.30,21 For computational efficiency we 
here investigate the bare quinoxaline unit. We investigate T34T as a donor unit, 
although when appended with electron-withdrawing substituents such as fluorine 
or ester groups, T34T can act as an electron acceptor.31–33 All donors contain 
electron-rich sulfur, selenium, or oxygen atoms, while all acceptors contain 
electron-poor nitrogen atoms. 

 

Chart 1. Chemical structures of the investigated donors (a) and acceptors (b). The 
solubilizing alkyl groups R, are truncated to shorter alkyl chains in the computational 
modelling. 

Experimental experience regarding redox potentials, optical band gaps, and other 
properties of copolymers can give an indication of the typically loosely defined 
‘strength’ of the donors and acceptors. However, a more quantitative and well 
defined measure of donor and acceptor strength is obtainable through calculations 
where the orbital contributions, energies, and interactions, as well as absorption 
characteristics, can be more exactly quantified. The objective of this investigation 
is to define and quantify the donor and acceptor strength of the units, through 
systematic analysis of trends in electronic and optical properties, crucial for OPV 
applications. Particular attention is given to the frontier orbital energies of 
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individual D and A units (D1EHOMO, D1ELUMO, A1EHOMO, and A1ELUMO), of donor and 
acceptor homopolymers (DEHOMO, DELUMO, AEHOMO, and AELUMO), and of their D–A 
copolymer combinations (DAEHOMO, DAELUMO). These are compared to the 
calculated homo- and co-polymer absorption energies and strengths, and the 
results are also related to the chemical structures of the constituent units and the 
interactions between them. Finally, the light-harvesting capabilities of the 60 D–A 
copolymers are predicted.  

Computational Details 

All calculations were performed at the DFT PBE034/6-31G(d,p) level of theory 
with the Gaussian 09 package.35. Structural optimizations were conducted on the 
60 monomers and dimers from combinations of 10 donors and 6 acceptor units. 
The 6 acceptors were also optimized as homo-oligomers of 1–4 repeating units, 
while homo-oligomers of 1–3 repeating units were optimized for the 10 donor 
units, except the lightest T, Fu, and T32T donors for which also the tetramers were 
studied. Time dependent (TD)-DFT was applied to all co-oligomers and donor-
only homo-oligomers, to calculate the lowest energy vertical excitations that 
constitute the first absorption peak in the respective polymers. Long alkyl side-
chains were truncated to shorter ones, depending on branching and chemical 
environment, since these chains typically do not significantly affect the intrinsic 
electronic properties of conjugated systems. 

Results and Discussion 

Copolymer and homopolymer frontier orbitals 

The D–A polymer frontier orbitals HOMO and LUMO are of great importance for 
OPV applications, since they largely determine the relevant optical and electronic 
properties of the polymers. The HOMO–LUMO energy gap correlates closely to 
the optical band gap, while their spatial overlap partly determines the first 
absorption peak intensity which typically corresponds to a HOMO→LUMO 
transition. From all combinations of the 10 donors and 6 acceptors in Chart 1, 60 
D–A co-oligomers of 1 and 2 repeating units were constructed and their frontier 
orbital energies and shapes were calculated with DFT after structural optimization. 
As exemplified by PIDTBT and POBDTII in Figure 2(a), the calculated LUMOs 
are mainly localized on the acceptors, while calculated copolymer HOMOs are 
evenly delocalized over the entire backbones, a tendency commonly reported for 
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D–A polymers.36,37,15,21 Since computationally demanding first-principles 
calculations are limited to shorter oligomers, extrapolation techniques are 
commonly used to approximate the polymeric orbital energies. The oligomer 
orbital energies are typically plotted as a function of inverse number of repeating 
units, 1/n,38,15,39 and can then be approximately fitted to a linear (empirical) or 
other more physical, non-linear equations,40 and extrapolated to 1/n→0. The linear 
fitting procedure is compared to a Kuhn fit41 for PTII in Figure 2(b), 
demonstrating the small difference in resulting polymer orbital energies between 
the two extrapolation methods. 

After linear extrapolation, the 60 D–A copolymer LUMO energies (DAELUMO) 
are plotted against the 6 single unit acceptor LUMO energies (A1ELUMO) in series of 
10 donors in Figure 2(c), exhibiting a very weak and scattered correlation where 
the coefficients of determination (r2 values) of the series vary between 0.27 and 
0.84. The 60 copolymer HOMO energies (DAEHOMO) show a similarly scattered 
correlation to the 10 single donor unit HOMO energies (D1EHOMO) in Figure 2(d), 
with r2 ranging from 0.09 to 0.66, and the DAEHOMOs are seen to depend strongly on 
the choice of acceptor. Thus, the simplified picture of the copolymer HOMO being 
solely determined by the single donor, and the LUMO by the single acceptor unit, 
is not a useful approximation.  

The significant degree of delocalization of LUMO and particularly HOMO as 
seen in Figure 2(a) makes the single donor or acceptor unit incapable of faithfully 
representing the influence of the unit on the copolymer properties. The spatial 
confinement in singe units in contrast to the delocalization in polymers, affects the 
orbital energy according to band theory: the longer the conjugation, the lower 
ELUMO and higher EHOMO, see Figure 1 and Figure 2(b). To create a better 
representation of the donor and acceptor influence, we constructed donor-only and 
acceptor-only homo-oligomers. Their resulting calculated homo-oligomer orbitals 
are fully delocalized; see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. Analogously to 
the D–A co-oligomer case, the homo-oligomers frontier orbital energies were 
plotted vs. the reciprocal number of repeating units (1/n) and linearly extrapolated 
to the polymer limit, i.e. 1/n→0. The resulting homopolymer HOMO energies 
(HPEHOMO) and homopolymer LUMO energies (HPELUMO) are plotted in Figure 2(e), 
where they are also compared to the single unit orbital energies (1EHOMO and 
1ELUMO). The extrapolated homopolymer frontier orbitals will influence the band 
gap of their copolymers. The size-evolution of homo- and co-polymer orbital 
energies should be fairly analogous, due to the energetic similarity of the 
individual unit frontier orbitals (all within ~2 eV of each other as shown in Figure 
2(e)), as well as by the structural similarity of these conjugated, organic aryl ring-
systems. One factor that weakens this analogy is the difference in planarity 
between the acceptors based on six-membered rings (II, BTz, BT, and Q) and five-
membered rings (BTI and TPD), due to less steric repulsion between units given 
by the latter. 
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Figure 2. Calculated LUMO and HOMO for PIDTBT and POBDTII dimers, 
isovalue=0.02 (a). Calculated frontier orbital energies of PTII vs. inverse number of 
repeating units, with linear fit in dashed and Kuhn fit in solid lines (b). Calculated DAEHOMO 
vs. D1EHOMO (c) and DAELUMO vs. A1ELUMO (d). Calculated frontier orbital energies of donors 
(left) and acceptors (right) as single units (1) and as homopolymers (HP), with donors 
sorted by ascending HPEHOMO and acceptors sorted by descending HPELUMO (e).  

In Figure 3(a), the 1/n→0-extrapolated HOMO energies of the 10 donor-only 
homopolymers (DEHOMO) are compared to the corresponding DAEHOMO in series of 
the 6 acceptors, showing a strong correlation with high r2 values of 0.73–0.97, 
although the absolute value depends on the acceptor. Less intuitive is the exhibited 
correlation (r2=0.29–0.88) between the donor homopolymer LUMO energies 
(DELUMO) and the DAELUMO for all of the acceptors in Figure 3(b), except II and 
TPD for which r2<0.1. This challenges the simplified view that the copolymer 
LUMO is solely determined by the acceptor unit. However, the slope of the 
HOMO correlation in Figure 3(a) is much steeper than the LUMO correlation in 
Figure 3(b), indicating that the donor unit still influences the copolymer HOMO 
more strongly than it does the LUMO, in agreement with the conventional picture 
of D–A polymers. Figure 3(b) also shows that for the high-LUMO acceptors BTz 
and Q, the donors have a greater influence on the copolymer LUMO, due to the 
enhanced interaction between donor LUMO and acceptor LUMO when they are 
closer in energy, in agreement with equation (1). The DAEHOMO and DAELUMO are 
plotted against the 6 acceptor homopolymer HOMO energies (AEHOMO) and 
LUMO energies (AELUMO) in series of the 10 donors, in Figures 3(c) and 3(d). 
Consistent with the conventional picture of D–A polymers, the AELUMOs (Figure 
3(d)) show a decent correlation, (r2=0.57–0.96) although some codependence is 
found also for the AEHOMOs, albeit weaker and more scattered (r2=0.41–0.71). 

The trends exhibited among the donors in Figure 3(a) and 3(b) permits a 
qualitative estimation of the D–A copolymer orbital energies from the choice of 
donor; particularly the DAEHOMO is strongly correlated to the DEHOMO. We thus 
propose the DEHOMO as a rough but quantitative measure of donor strength, defined 
as the unit’s potential for yielding a small band gap in a D–A copolymer. The 
strength of the 10 studied donors is thus represented by their sorting in Figure 2(e), 
from weakest (OBDT) to strongest (CDT and DTPy). Importantly, this differs 
greatly from the ordering of the single unit D1EHOMO, due to the orbital energies’ 
strong dependence on unit size. The acceptors can be considered in the same way: 
since a deeper AELUMO is correlated with a deep DAELUMO, we propose the use of 
AELUMO to quantify acceptor strength. This AELUMO is not as good a predictor of the 
D–A band gap as is the DEHOMO, due to the previously mentioned more uniform 
geometries of the donor homopolymers than acceptor homopolymers with respect 
to coplanarity. Nevertheless, the acceptors in Figure 2(e) are thus roughly sorted 
from the weakest (Q and BTz) to the strongest (TPD and BTI). 
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Figure 3. D–A copolymer orbital energies vs. corresponding homopolymer orbital 
energies. DAEHOMO vs. DEHOMO (a), DAELUMO vs. DELUMO (b), DAEHOMO vs. AEHOMO (c), 
DAELUMO vs. AELUMO (d).  

The influence of the donor on the DAEHOMO is smallest for the copolymers with the 
largest acceptor II, revealed by the gentler slope of the II-series in Figure 3(a) and 
(b) compared to the other acceptors. Furthermore, the influence of the acceptor 
unit is greatest for the smallest donor Fu, indicated by the steeper slope of the Fu-
series in Figure 3(c) and 3(d).  This suggests that the physical size of a unit partly 
determines its influence on its copolymer orbital energies. Thus, for each D–A 
copolymer, we constructed arithmetic means of the frontier orbital energies from 
the two corresponding donor and acceptor homopolymers, weighted to the unit 
molecular masses (A1M and D1M), according to equation (2) and equation (3).  

 

〈 , 〉 																												 2 	
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These weighted means of the frontier orbital energies ( D,AEHOMO  and D,AELUMO ) 
are plotted against the DAEHOMO and DAELUMO as explicitly calculated on the 
copolymers in Figure 4(a) and (b) respectively, in series of the 6 acceptors. The 
correlation is strong for the HOMOs in Figure 4(a), with r2 values of 0.67–0.96, 
except for the D–A polymers with the Q acceptor in Figure 4(a) (r2=0.48) since the 
minimum energy geometry of the Q-copolymers varies between a cis- (thiophene 
S in the same direction as quinoxaline N) and trans-conformation (thiophene H 
towards quinoxaline N). The clear correlation signifies that the band formation is 
analogous in the homopolymer and the copolymer case, due to the chemical 
similarity of the constituent units, as well as their comparable frontier orbital 
energies. The ELUMO trends in Figure 4(b) are clear within each of the 6 series 
(r2=0.66–0.91), but are slightly different for the different acceptors, confirming 
that the choice of acceptor unit still affects the copolymer LUMO more than the 
donor does. Furthermore, DFT is known to be less reliable for virtual, unoccupied 
orbitals.27 Overall, these weighted mean D,AEHOMO  and D,AELUMO  exhibit the 
capability to predict explicitly calculated D–A frontier orbital energies to within 
~0.1 eV over a ~1.4 eV interval. 
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Figure 4. D,AEHOMO  from equation (2) vs. DAEHOMO as directly calculated for the 
copolymer (a). D,AELUMO  from equation (3) vs. DAELUMO as directly calculated for the 
copolymer (b). D,AEHOMO  – D,AELUMO  energy gap vs. DAEHOMO – DAELUMO. (c). All 60 D–
A copolymer frontier orbital energies, as weighted means vs. as directly calculated for the 
copolymers (d). 

The linear fit slopes are similar for all six acceptors, in particular for the HOMO 
energies, further demonstrated in Figure 4(d) where all EHOMO and ELUMO energies 
are plotted as weighted means vs. as calculated for the explicit copolymers. The 
clearness of the overall trend justifies the assumption that it would persist for any 
other relatively similar acceptor unit. By combining the results in Figure 4(a) and 
(b), the HOMO–LUMO gap of the copolymers are obtained and plotted in Figure 
4(c), as weighted means from the homopolymer orbital energies vs. as calculated 
for the copolymers. Here the correlation is weaker due to the addition of 
uncorrelated errors, but a general trend is retained. The Q series is not shown due 
to the above mentioned cis/trans variation. A systematic parametrization of 
equation (2) and in particular equation (3), may permit better quantitative 
predictions, but such a procedure is beyond the scope of this study. 

The large number of existing donor and acceptor units leads to the existence 
of an even greater number of potential combinations thereof, i.e. as D–A 
copolymers. By using the above described weighted-mean-approach, one can 
estimate e.g. 900 copolymer frontier orbital energies from calculations on only 30 
donors and 30 acceptors, increasing computational efficiency quadratically 
compared to the treatment of the copolymers explicitly, with a reasonably small 
loss of accuracy. This allows for vastly efficient screening of D–A combinations, 
discarding inferior copolymer candidates with e.g. unsuitable LUMO level 
alignment to the fullerene, or too large HOMO–LUMO gap for good spectral 
coverage, while more promising candidates can proceed to a more refined 
scrutiny. 

Absorption Energies 

While efficient predictions of orbital energies are useful, a perhaps even more vital 
property of D–A polymers is the optical band gap, or energy of maximum 
absorption (DAEabs).  Fitting and extrapolation of oligomer calculations, similar to 
those for orbital energies in Figure 2(b), have commonly been used both 
computationally and experimentally for DAEabs, providing the means to estimate the 
polymer absorption from oligomer calculations.15,37,38,40 Calculated and 
extrapolated DAEabs are generally underestimated compared to experiments, 
explained by differences in conditions; calculations are done at 0 K with at best 
implicit solvent models, whereas experimental polymers generally exhibit higher 
absorption energies due to e.g. thermal and explicit solvent effects that disrupt the 
planar structure.18,42 
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To compensate for these effects that cause a systematic underestimation of 
calculated DAEabs, an empirical correction scheme has previously been developed,15 
and is giving promising results in ongoing research. The details on the correction 
are outlined in the Supporting Information. After applying this correction to DAEabs 
as calculated with TD-DFT for oligomers and extrapolated to 1/n→0, they are 
compared to the calculated DAELUMO−

DAEHOMO gaps in Figure 5(a), demonstrating a 
very a strong correlation with r2 of 0.85–0.98 within each of the 6 acceptor-series. 
Furthermore, the slopes of the best linear fits in Figure 5(a) are very close to unity 
while the intercepts are negligible, making the calculated polymer HOMO–LUMO 
gaps almost quantitatively representative of the absorption energies. Thus, to 
approximately predict the DAEabs, it is sufficient to determine the HOMO–LUMO 
gap, rendering the computer-resource demanding TD-DFT calculations necessary 
only when further precision or the full absorption spectrum is required. Moreover, 
using the weighted mean scheme from the previous section, the DAEabs of new 
polymers can be estimated from DFT-calculations of only homo-oligomers of the 
respective donors and acceptors. Since the number of copolymer combinations 
increases quadratically with the number of acceptor and donor units, such 
predictions can favorably be used for immensely efficient screening procedures. 

The frontier orbital energies of the donor-only homopolymers DEHOMO and 
DELUMO were in the previous section shown to correlate with the corresponding 
copolymer DAEHOMO and DAELUMO, in Figures 3(a) and 3(b). The absorption 
energies of these homopolymers (DEabs), are calculated with TD-DFT for 
oligomers and extrapolated to 1/n→0, and subsequently compared to the 
corresponding DAEabs in Figure 5(b). Some trendwise agreement is apparent with 
r2=0.63–0.77, although the homopolymers have considerably blue-shifted 
absorption compared to the copolymers and the absolute value is quite different 
for the 6 distinct acceptor units. It follows that in analogy to the frontier orbital 
energies, also the DAEabs can be expressed as a mean of the constituent unit’s 
homopolymers, as per equation (4). 

〈 , 〉
2

																																															 4  

For D,AEabs , the straight arithmetic mean (not weighted to unit mass) provides the 
stronger correlation. This mean D,AEabs  is plotted against the DAEabs as calculated 
directly on the copolymer systems in Figure 5(c), and a good correlation within the 
respective series is obtained. However, part of the discrepancy between the 
different acceptor-series remains, suggesting that other factors must be taken into 
account for a truly predictive formulation of D,AEabs  from the homopolymer 
properties. For example, the planarity of the acceptor-only homopolymers varies 
significantly, from 4.8° average out-of-plane dihedral angle for BTI to 50.2° for Q, 
whereas the donor-only homopolymers exhibit more uniform average dihedral 
angles; all within 12.0–18.8° except the smallest Fu donor with a 0.0° average out-
of-plane torsion angle.  Further refinement and parametrization of equation (4) 
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may provide a better quantitative estimate of the copolymer absorption energy, but 
lies beyond the scope of this study. 
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Figure 5. Calculated copolymer HOMO–LUMO gap vs. copolymer absorption energy 
from TD-DFT calculations (a). Donor-only homopolymer absorption energy vs. copolymer 
absorption energy (b). Calculated D,AEabs  from equation (4) vs. DAEabs calculated directly 
for the copolymers (c).  

In Table 1, we list the calculated DAEabs of all 60 copolymers, including their 
averages over the respective acceptor- and donor-series, as well as the DEabs of the 
donor-only homopolymers. The DAEabs averages correlate strongly with the 
strength of the unit, particularly for the donor case as seen in Figure 6, where also 
the DEabs is shown to correlate to the donor strength. Overall, the three quantities in 
Figure 6: DEHOMO (donor strength), DAEabs, and DEabs, also presented in the three 
rightmost columns in Table 1, all unambiguously identify OBDT as the weakest 
and DTPy and CDT as the strongest donors. For the acceptors, the aforementioned 
variation in planarity gives the flat homopolymers of BTI and TPD misleadingly 
deep LUMOs, whereas the very twisted Q-homopolymer affords a considerably 
higher AELUMO than reflected by its copolymer DAELUMO. 

Table 1. Absorption energy in [eV] as calculated with TD-DFT for all copolymers (DAEabs) 
with averages over the series, and for the donor-only homopolymers (DEabs). Also 
corresponding donor and acceptor strengths: DEHOMO and AELUMO, by which the rows and 
columns are sorted. 

Acceptor 
Donor BTz Q BT II TPD BTI Ave. DEabs 

DEHOMO 

OBDT 2.26 2.23 2.02 2.09 2.33 2.25 2.20 2.72 -5.2 

T 1.98 2.07 1.92 2.12 2.03 2.11 2.04 2.61 -4.9 

T32T 2.02 1.91 1.82 2.08 2.03 2.02 1.98 2.57 -4.9 

Se 2.05 1.83 1.89 2.10 2.06 2.01 1.99 2.46 -4.8 

T34T 1.97 1.91 1.77 1.90 1.85 1.72 1.85 2.12 -4.6 

Fu 2.15 2.04 1.87 1.94 2.11 2.10 2.04 2.71 -4.5 

DTPBT 1.94 1.83 1.60 1.87 2.00 1.96 1.87 2.25 -4.5 

IDT 1.90 1.73 1.68 1.92 1.98 2.02 1.87 2.10 -4.4 

CDT 1.78 1.66 1.59 1.84 1.79 1.87 1.76 2.04 -4.3 

DTPy 1.85 1.75 1.60 1.85 1.90 1.93 1.81 2.11 -4.2 

Ave. 1.99 1.90 1.78 1.97 2.01 2.00 1.94 2.34  
AELUMO -2.2 -2.2 -3.0 -3.1 -3.4 -3.4    
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Figure 6. The absorption energies of the 10 donor homopolymers and of the 60 D–A 
copolymers averaged over the 6 acceptor series vs. the donor strengths defined as DEHOMO. 
The two dependent and the one independent variable correspond to the three rightmost 
columns in Table 1 respectively. 

Absorption Strengths 

A narrow polymer optical band gap is necessary to harvest as large portion as 
possible of the solar emission, reflected by an increase in the short circuit current 
(JSC) of the device. JSC is also affected by the absorption strength of the polymer, 
where a strong absorption per unit volume is desired since it permits thin active 
layers with large optical densities. The first peak calculated oscillator strength per 
unit mass (FM) which is directly proportional to the integrated mass absorption 
coefficients, has previously been used to quantify the specific absorption strength 
of D–A polymers.15 Generally, FM values increase linearly when plotted against 
1/n,38,43,44,15 and as for the absorption energies in the previous section, the 
polymeric FM are obtained by linearly extrapolating to 1/n→0. In Table 2, we list 
all 60 calculated D–A copolymer specific absorption strengths (DAFM), their 
averages across the respective donor- and acceptor-series, and compare it to the 
donor homopolymer specific absorption strength (DFM) and DEHOMO. Since the 
absorption per volume is the relevant quantity for OPVs and the mass is used only 
to approximate the volume, the molecular mass of furan and selenophene were set 
to the thiophene mass, as these three units are expected to occupy the same 
volume. Furthermore, an arbitrary alkyl side-chain ratio of 33 wt% was assumed 
for the DAFM estimations. 

 From Table 2, it is seen that the T34T donor gives lower DAFM in its 
copolymers due to a significant steric hindrance to the acceptors caused by its 
vertical geometry, perpendicular to the backbone, resulting in less planar 
copolymer geometries. The D–A polymers with the BTz acceptor show 
consistently stronger specific absorption than with the other acceptors. In a rough, 
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qualitative trend, the donor units in Table 2 with higher DEHOMO demonstrate 
stronger specific absorption in their D–A copolymers. Figure 7 shows that the DFM 
correlate roughly with the corresponding DAFM, permitting a qualitative assessment 
of a donor unit’s potential for strong absorption in D–A polymers from studying 
only its homopolymer. The Fu donor appears as an outlier in Figure 7, conferring 
considerably lower DAFM than indicated by the homopolymer DFM. We rationalize 
this from its small size in combination with a relatively deep HOMO, its mediocre 
electron-richness thereby failing to balance the electron-poorness of the acceptors. 

Table 2. Specific absorption strength in [kg-1] as calculated with TD-DFT for all 
copolymers (DAFM) with averages, and for the donor-only homopolymers (DFM) . These are 
compared to, and sorted by, the donor-only homopolymer HOMO energies in [eV]. 

Acceptor 
Donor BTz Q BT II TPD BTI Mean DFM DEHOMO  

OBDT 1.45 0.78 0.86 0.89 1.13 1.02 1.02 1.94 -5.2 

T 1.55 0.97 1.05 1.14 1.12 1.35 1.20 2.41 -4.9 

T32T 1.72 1.22 1.16 1.21 1.24 1.31 1.31 2.73 -4.9 

Se 1.56 0.94 1.09 1.20 1.06 1.36 1.20 2.32 -4.8 

T34T 1.09 0.72 0.78 0.98 0.72 1.14 0.90 1.68 -4.6 

Fu 1.39 0.85 0.85 1.14 1.12 1.29 1.11 2.75 -4.5 

DTPBT 1.66 0.97 1.03 1.09 1.19 0.94 1.15 2.39 -4.5 

IDT 1.44 1.15 1.03 1.14 1.01 1.20 1.16 2.50 -4.4 

CDT 1.59 1.19 1.14 1.25 1.01 1.28 1.24 2.57 -4.3 

DTPy 1.76 1.22 1.11 1.28 1.16 1.33 1.31 2.84 -4.2 

Mean 1.52 1.00 1.01 1.13 1.08 1.22 1.16 2.41  

  

Figure 7. The calculated copolymer DAFM vs. the donor-only homopolymer DFM. The T34T 
donor is excluded due to the significantly twisted optimized geometry of its polymers. 
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Light-harvesting Capability 

The combined consideration of absorption energy and strength permits an 
assessment of the light-harvesting capability of a copolymer,15 which determines 
its suitability for OPV application. While a low but balanced Eabs of ~1.5 eV has 
been proposed as the optimum for OPV efficiency,20 a stronger absorption is 
monotonically favorable. In Figure 8, DAFM is plotted against DAEabs for a number 
of representative copolymer series in a Light-Harvesting Capability plot,15 with the 
top left of the graph constituting the desired regions for efficient OPVs. 
Corresponding plots including all 60 copolymers can be found in the Supporting 
Information. In Figure 8(a), the copolymers with three of the donors are shown, 
representing strong, medium, and weak donor cases, respectively. As previously 
shown in Table 2, a positive correlation between low band gap and strong 
absorption is demonstrated in Figure 8(a), resulting in the identification of the 
strong DTPy and CDT donor units as the most promising light-harvesting 
components in D–A polymers, while the OBDT copolymers exhibit inferior light-
harvesting capability with concomitantly weak and unfavorably blue-shifted 
absorption. Benzodithiophene is commonly appended with electron-rich thienyl 
side-groups,31,33,45,46 yielding a stronger donor which according to our results 
promotes better light-harvesting than OBDT  with alkoxy side-groups. The 
reported ‘weak donor–strong acceptor’ strategy for increasing the open circuit 
voltage (VOC) while maintaining a reasonably small band gap,47–50 is thus deemed 
ineffective, since a weak donor will decrease JSC due to both a blue-shifting and 
weakening of the absorption, and JSC has been shown to correlate more strongly 
than VOC with the final efficiency of the OPV device.51 

The copolymers of three representative acceptors have their FM plotted 
against Eabs in Figure 8(b). Here, a weak inverse correlation between low band gap 
and strong absorption is revealed, making the assessment of acceptor strength 
more ambiguous than donor strength. The BT copolymers exhibit the smallest 
band gaps, the definition of a strong acceptor, but also the weakest absorption. The 
BTz copolymers conversely have the largest DAFM, but also the highest DAEabs. The 
choice of suitable acceptor unit for efficient solar cells is thus less straight-
forward, and must be made in conjunction with other fabrication parameters such 
as active layer film thickness and polymer–fullerene weight-ratio. 
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Figure 8. Light-Harvesting Capability plots. Calculated specific absorption strengths DAFM 
vs. absorption energy DAEabs for three representative donor-series of respectively strong 
(DTPy), medium (Se), and weak (OBDT) donors, where data point color represents donor, 
and marker type represents acceptor (a). Calculated DAFM vs. DAEabs for three representative 
acceptor-series of respectively strong (BT), medium (BTI), and weak (BTz) acceptors (b). 
Results for all 6 acceptors and all 10 donors are found in the Supporting Information. 

As demonstrated in Figure 8(a) and (b), the calculated specific absorption 
strengths DAFM varies more across the acceptors than the studied donors, despite 
the larger number of different donors studied. DAEabs on the other hand, appears 
more strongly dependent on the donor unit. These trends can be exploited when 
designing new D–A polymers, permitting a fine-tuning of the absorption strength 
or energy as a function of the chosen acceptor or donor, respectively. While a 
previous computational study of 9 D–A copolymers failed to identify any polymer 
with concomitant strong and low-energy absorption,15 here several polymers 
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demonstrate promising optical properties in this respect. Based on the calculated 
absorption energies and strengths, the D–A combination of a CDT or DTPy donor 
with a BT, Q, or BTz acceptor, is predicted to possess the most favorable light-
harvesting capabilities for efficient OPVs, in terms of suitably low band gap and 
strong absorption. 

Conclusions 

A multitude of different donor and acceptor units have been used successfully in 
D–A polymer combinations for OPV applications. They are often described by 
their donor or acceptor ‘strengths’ relative to other units, where the strength 
qualitatively connotes the ability to induce a narrow band gap. These strengths can 
be difficult to assess since the size-differences of the units affect the evolution of 
electronic properties upon going from isolated units to polymers. We here use first 
principles DFT and TD-DFT methods to assess the donor and acceptor strengths 
through systematic investigation of electronic and optical properties of D–A 
systems.  

Results presented here show that electronic traits of 60 D–A polymers are 
well represented by the properties of homopolymers of the corresponding 10 donor 
and 6 acceptor units. The exhibited strong correlations between the homopolymers 
and copolymers are facilitated by analogous electronic coupling between units, 
due to their relatively similar chemistry and energy levels (all HOMOs and 
LUMOs within ~2 eV across the 10 donors and 6 acceptors). The frontier orbital 
energies of the donor and acceptor homopolymers combined into weighted means, 
which reproduce the frontier orbital energies of the corresponding D–A 
copolymers with good accuracy. This allows for an efficient estimation of the 
DAEHOMO and DAELUMO of a set of copolymers whose number increases 
quadratically with the number of donor and acceptor units. Importantly, this also 
permits an explicit quantification of the donor and acceptor strengths using 
calculated homopolymer DEHOMO and AELUMO respectively. OBDT and DTPy are 
consequently determined to be the respective weakest and strongest donor, while 
BTz and BT emerge as the weakest and strongest acceptor. 

The donor and acceptor strengths of the units are furthermore shown to 
correlate with their corresponding D–A polymer optical properties, where intense 
specific absorption together with a suitably small band gap reflects the general 
light-harvesting capability of the polymers. Strong donors and acceptors both 
correlate with small absorption energies, coherent with the intuitive view of unit 
strength. Less commonly assessed, we also show that the specific absorption 
intensities of donor homopolymers are correlated with those of the corresponding 
D–A copolymers, permitting a semi-quantitative estimation of the D–A polymer 
absorption intensity from its donor properties. In addition, intense D–A copolymer 
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absorption appears correlated with strong donors (giving small DAEabs), facilitating 
a concomitant red-shift and increase in absorption by employing strong donor 
units. The inverse trend is revealed for acceptors, implying a trade-off between 
narrow band gap and high absorption coefficients when choosing acceptor unit. 
We consequently identify the combination of a CDT or DTPy donor with a BT, Q, 
or BTz acceptor as the D–A copolymers with the most promising light-harvesting 
capability. 

 In a larger perspective, our results show that systematic investigation of D–A 
polymers units can reveal useful trends, exploitable in the design of new light-
harvesters for OPV applications, where the performance is largely determined by 
the molecular level properties of the conjugated polymers, governing the light-
harvesting capability as well as charge separation and transport properties of the 
device. Computational methods are still far from predicting the exact experimental 
properties of conjugated polymers, due to differences in conditions and 
shortcomings of the methods. But with sufficiently accurate and computationally 
inexpensive calculations, the screening process for new D–A copolymer designs 
can be greatly aided by calculations, having the potential to readily eliminate 
polymer candidates with inferior properties, and to propose more promising ones 
for refined scrutiny. 

Associated Content 

Supporting information 

Calculated homopolymer orbitals, details on oscillator strengths and absorption 
coefficients, details on empirical corrections of Eabs and FM, light-harvesting 
properties for all 60 D–A copolymers. This material is available online. 
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ABSTRACT: Organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells
offer a viable source of solar energy. Structural organization is
crucial in BHJ cells but hard to achieve and assess due to
limitations in experimental methodology. Quantum chemical
methods have here been used to gain further insight into the
geometric and optical properties of a promising light-
harvesting polymer, poly[2,3-bis(3-octyloxyphenyl)-
quinoxaline-5,8-diyl-alt-thiophene-2,5-diyl] (TQ1). Calcula-
tions show that favorable positions of the two alkoxyphenyl
side groups on each TQ1 monomer allow nonbonded side-group stacking interactions with the neighboring units in both
directions. This yields a unique, helical geometry with enhanced intramolecular ordering that promotes extensive electronic
conjugation. Adequate description of this effect requires computational methods that include dispersion corrections. A strategy
based on such side-group interactions is proposed for designing new polymers.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic electronics is important for a range of modern
applications that includes displays, printed plastic circuits, and
photovoltaic devices.1,2 In particular, organic solar cells have
potential for easy roll-to-roll fabrication, offering an interesting
alternative to traditional silicon-based p/n-junction photo-
voltaic devices which require high-purity silicon and cannot
compete against fossil and nuclear energy sources in cost per
electric power.3 Organic solar cells consist of a photoactive mix
of electron-donating and -accepting species, typically a polymer
and some fullerene derivative, the latter often being phenyl-
C61-butyric acid methyl ester4 (PC60BM).5 Efficient BHJ solar
cells have most commonly been based on poly[phenylene
vinylenes], or poly[alkyl-thiophenes], such as poly[3-hexyl-
thiophene] (P3HT).6 The latter has been combined with
indene-C60 bisadduct to manufacture cells showing an overall
efficiency of 6.5%7 owing partly to the high hole mobility of
P3HT, reported to ∼0.05 cm2/V·s.8,9 Recently, donor−
acceptor (D−A) copolymers have received increasing attention
because of their potential to give larger photocurrent and the
possibility to fine tune the absorption by chemically altering the
building blocks of the polymer. A novel D−A-type polymer,
TQ1 (for thiophene−quinoxaline), synthesized by Wang et al.
has shown good spectral properties and been successfully
applied in solar cells with high performance.10 This polymer
exhibits absorption on higher wavelengths than many of its
predecessors, such as P3HT.11

One major challenge for making efficient molecular devices is
to control the electronic properties in polymer materials that
allow significant structural flexibility at the molecular level. In
P3HT solar cells, intermolecular ordering is of great
importance12 since a regioregular polymer phase facilitates

hole transport through it.13 High ordering in the polymer bulk
will also lead to a HOMO that is energetically higher lying in
the center of the polymer region than at the disordered
polymer−fullerene interface.14 This facilitates the crucial charge
transfer where the holes travel away from the interface, toward
the anode. However, in many functional polymers there can be
significant disorder in terms of both intramolecular structure
(disorder of the monomer units along a single polymer strand)
and intermolecular structure (lack of systematic packing of the
polymer strands). Typically, the backbone of a polymer is
selected to provide the fundamental electronic properties, while
side groups can be used to control intermolecular interactions,
e.g., solubility. Refined mechanisms to induce intrachain
ordering exist, e.g., hydrogen bonding between base pairs in
DNA, but such approaches are rarely used in the synthesis of
photoactive polymers. With disorder follows difficulties to
control the electronic features fully, with potential problems,
e.g., formation of localized trap states, or inadequate
delocalization and conduction capabilities of holes. An
additional complication is that the lack of long-range order
makes it difficult to characterize the structure experimentally;
there are generally no available crystal structures for disordered
materials. Structural and other properties of polymers have
however been successfully investigated in computational
studies.15−17

To accurately describe nonbonded attractions, dispersion
effects must be taken into account, which most DFT methods
cannot do.18−21 However, certain modern functionals that by
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various means include descriptions of London forces have been
applied in recent computational studies of systems where such
effects are relevant, both with intermolecular22,23 and intra-
molecular24,25 dispersion interactions. These functionals have
been shown to reproduce experimental and higher level theory
results of nonbonded interactions well.26−30 In some studies of
polymers, dispersion-including functionals have been employed
to describe polymer−polymer interchain and polymer−full-
erene interactions.31−33

Here we present computational results for TQ1, with
particular focus on a unique stacking effect predicted by
calculations on TQ1 oligomers. To further clarify the role of
the side groups, TQ1 is also compared with a second polymer
poly[quinoxaline-5,8-diyl-alt-thiophene-2,5-diyl], here called
TQ1b, that has the same backbone as TQ1 but lacks the
alkoxyphenyl side groups. Moreover, variants of TQ1 with
different side chains on the phenyl rings were studied (see
Figure S1, Supporting Information). Monomer structures of the
investigated polymers are shown in Chart 1. Electronic and
optical properties of TQ1 oligomers are also investigated.

■ METHODS
All calculations were conducted with the Gaussian 09
package.34 In most calculations, the C8H17O side chains were
truncated to methoxy groups. TQ1 dimer optimizations and
corresponding counterpoise (cp) calculations on the stacking
alkoxy-phenyl rings were carried out with PBE035 and two DFT
functionals that include dispersion: M062X36 and ωB97XD37

using 6-31G(d,p) basis set, followed by single-point 6-
311+G(2d,p) calculations. Wave function-based second-order
Møller−Plesset perturbation theory38 (MP2) was applied for
optimized scans over dihedral angles for TQ1b monomer as a
complement to the corresponding density functionals ωB97XD
and PBE0, all using the 6-311+G(2d,p)//6-31G(d,p) basis set
and an implicit integral equation formalism polarizable
continuum model39 o-dichlorobenzene solvent. Similarly, for
TQ1b and TQ1 dimers, scans were conducted at same levels of
theory excluding MP2, starting from the optimized PBE0 angle.
TQ1 and TQ1b cis and trans were optimized up to the
nonamer at the PBE0/6-31G(d,p) level, followed by single-
point calculations for TQ1 with ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) up to
the hexamer. Excitations were obtained using time-dependent
(TD)-DFT calculations at the PBE0/6-31G(d,p) level of
theory. The influence of side chains was investigated by
optimizing TQ1 dimers with methoxy groups in the para
position, octylxoxy side chains, and no side chains, respectively,
using PBE0/6-31G(d,p) and ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p), the former
method subsequently applied for TDDFT calculations.
PC60BM was studied at the PBE0/6-311+G(2d,p)//PBE0/6-
31G(d,p) level of theory. Results are presented below first for
structural and second for electronic properties.

■ RESULTS
Like many polymers, TQ1 and TQ1b contain backbones of stiff
planar ring units that can rotate quite easily relative to each
other around the carbon−carbon bonds that connect them.
Two dihedral angles, φ1 and φ2, characterize the ring−ring
twists, as illustrated for the TQ1 dimer in Figure 1. The

individual T−Q dihedral angles have two distinct local minima:
one with a small dihedral angle (as shown in Figure 1) and one
with a dihedral angle close to 180° (not shown). This is typical
for many polymer systems where planar structures are favored
due to increased electronic conjugation, but there is H−H
steric repulsion that pushes neighboring rings somewhat out of
plane. In the minimum energy conformation of the TQ1
monomer φ1 = φ2 = 18.6°, increasing to an average of 21.4° in
the relaxed di- and longer oligomers. The corresponding angle
for TQ1b is around 14° for all sizes. Quinoxaline−thiophene
dihedral angles have previously been estimated in DFT studies
to be between 3.2°40 and 26.1°41 depending on neighboring
substituents. Dutta et al. reported a single-molecule bisphenyl-
quinoxaline−thiophene dihedral angle of 12.1° calculated at the
B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.42 This can be compared to crystallo-
graphically obtained torsion angles between a thiophene and a
phenyl ring that range from 7.2°43 to 26.8°44 depending on the
chemical environment and packing, whereas DFT-calculated
angles in the gas phase for such a system vary between 14.0°45

and 21.8°.46

Considering the structural ordering in oligomers, quinoxaline
groups from neighboring monomers can point in approximately
the same direction, as shown for the TQ1 dimer in Figure 1, if
both involved dihedral angles (φ1 and φ2) are small (cis
conformation) or both dihedral angles are large, ∼180° (cis2,
see Figure S2, Supporting Information). Alternatively,
neighboring quinoxaline groups point roughly in opposite
directions (trans, see Figure S2, Supporting Information) if one
of the two dihedral angles is small and the other is large. The
relative stabilities of the cis, cis2, and trans conformations have
been calculated for the TQ1 (Table 1) and TQ1b (Table 2)
dimers.
The results for the TQ1b dimer indicate that there are small

energy differences of up to a few kJ/mol between the three
investigated conformations. This suggests that a variety of
arrangements between neighboring units in polymers would be
represented under normal conditions, resulting in significant
structural disorder along a polymer chain of TQ1b. The reasons

Chart 1. Chemical Structures of Alkoxy-Truncated TQ1 and
TQ1b

Figure 1. Side-group stacking and helical propagation of TQ1. (Top
left) Relaxed cis-dimer with side-group phenyl ring distance and
dihedral angles φ1 and φ2. (Top right) Relaxed cis-hexamer with side
groups hidden. (Bottom) Relaxed cis-nonamer (H atoms not shown).
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for the relative instability of cis2 TQ1b fall outside the scope of
this article but are intended for investigation in a later paper.
In contrast, the results given in Table 1 for TQ1 show a

significant preference for the cis conformation over the other
two conformations. The increased stability of the cis
conformation is apparent already with the hybrid DFT
functional PBE0, although basis set superposition error
(BSSE) effects complicate a quantification of the stacking
effect.47 The cp corrections lower the cis over trans preference
to the point of making trans slightly more stable with the PBE0
functional.
Using the dispersion-corrected functionals ωB97XD and

M062X, the cis form is calculated to be stabilized compared to
the trans form by ca. 20−25 kJ/mol for the dimer. Overall,
results in Tables 1 and 2 show little basis set dependence.
Because the only difference between TQ1 and TQ1b are the

side groups, stabilization of the TQ1 cis-conformer must be
related to these. We ascribe this effect to an attraction of the
alkoxyphenyl side groups on neighboring units. The attractive
nature of the side-group interaction is surprising because any
such attractions would be expected to be weaker than the steric
repulsions between neighboring side groups. However, the
TQ1 dimer structure in Figure 1 visualizes an unusually
favorable structural stacking arrangement formed between the
alkoxyphenyl side groups of neighboring monomer units in the
TQ1 polymer that allows attractive interactions without
seriously distorting the ideal backbone arrangement. The
neighboring phenyl rings are almost parallel, and their distance
of 3.5 Å corresponds well with reported π−π interaction
distances of 3.4−4.1 Å48−50 depending on the amount of
parallel displacement.51 Even though the concept of π−π
stacking is most important for conjugated systems of 10 atoms
or more,52 other van der Waals interactions contribute to the
attraction between this kind of planar hydrocarbon system.53

These conclusions are supported by the increased cis
stabilization given by the DFT functionals that include
dispersion description.

To further investigate the interaction between neighboring
units, scans over the dihedral angle quinoxaline−thiophene for
TQ1b monomer and over quinoxaline−quinoxaline in TQ1
and TQ1b dimers were conducted. These scans are shown in
Figure 2, demonstrating a very deep energy well for TQ1

around the cis-optimized geometry, which indicates that a TQ1
polymer strand is unlikely to break the conjugation by adopting
a quinoxaline−quinoxaline angle larger than 53°. Traditionally,
DFT has been known to overestimate π conjugation,54 leading
to a too small optimal torsion angle between rings in
conjugated systems and too large rotational barriers.55,56 In
the topmost graph of Figure 2, however, the relative PBE0
energy at the MP2 minimum geometry is only about 1.0 kJ/
mol and vice versa for the MP2 energy at the PBE0 optimum
geometry. The modern, long-range-corrected ωB97XD func-
tional yields the same optimum dihedral angle as MP2 and an
even lower rotational barrier.

Table 1. Calculated Stabilities of Three Dimer Conformers
of TQ1 (in kJ/mol) Relative to the cis-Conformer with
Positive Numbers Signifying Less Stable Structures

method cis cis2 trans
trans-
cpa

PBE0/6-31G(d,p) 0.00 7.32 2.52 −5.51
PBE0/6-311+G(2d,p)//PBE0/6
-31G(d,p)

0.00 7.83 1.80 −1.07

ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p)//PBE0/6
-31G(d,p)

0.00 25.38 25.97 18.85

ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) 0.00 23.89 31.27 19.78
ωB97XD/6-311+G(2d,p)//ωB97XD/
6-31G(d,p)

0.00 26.30 29.56 25.93

M062X/6-311+G(2d,p)//M062X/6-
31G(d,p)

0.00 23.36 24.91 20.62

aCounterpoise corrected.

Table 2. Calculated Stabilities of Three Dimer Conformers
of TQ1b (in kJ/mol) Relative to the Most Stable Conformer

method cis cis2 trans

PBE0/6-31G(d,p) 0.00 6.03 0.19
PBE0/6-311+G(2d,p)//PBE0/6-31G(d,p) 0.00 6.28 0.26
ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) 0.00 3.08 0.22
ωB97XD/6-311+G(2d,p)//ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) 0.00 2.88 0.30

Figure 2. Potential energy scan over the dihedral angle between
thiophene−quinoxaline in TQ1b monomer (top), quinoxaline−
quinoxaline in TQ1b dimer (middle), and quinoxaline−quinoxaline
in TQ1 dimer (bottom). All energies relative to the minimum within
the series. ODCB refers to calculations at the same level of theory as
above with an implicit o-dichlorobenzene solvent, which is the solvent
used for TQ1 in ref 10.
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Alkoxy side chain variations were finally investigated for the
dimer. Counterpoise-corrected ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p) calcula-
tions indicate that the presence of alkoxy groups increases the
cis vs trans stability somewhat for both m-methoxy (19.78 kJ/
mol) and p-methoxy positions (15.85 kJ/mol) compared to the
nonsubstituted phenyl side groups (7.94 kJ/mol). Alkoxy
substituents are electron donating, and the para position should
thus be more energetically favorable than the meta position.
However, TQ1 is synthesized as meta substituted,10 and the
difference in electronic structure between TQ1-meta, TQ1-
para, and nonsubstituted phenyl group TQ1 results in slightly
different optical spectra (see Figure S3, Supporting Informa-
tion). The side-group interaction is calculated to be
strengthened further with the full m-octyloxy side chains
(35.8 kJ/mol), supporting the presence of a favorable side-
group interaction. However, full characterization of the m-
octyloxy systems requires consideration of further effects,
including intermolecular interactions (e.g., polymer−polymer,
polymer−PCBM, or polymer−solvent) as well as interactions
between the side chains from different parts of the polymer
chain, beyond the scope of the present investigation.
The side-group stacking evident in the dimer arises from a

surprising structural match of neighboring units due to the
particular chemical structure of TQ1. The two alkoxyphenyl
groups on each monomer unit are furthermore placed in such a
special arrangement that they are able to form favorable
stacking in both directions. This creates a striking helical
arrangement of the entire polymer in which the side groups
turn around a gradually twisted backbone axis. This is
demonstrated for an optimized TQ1 nonamer in Figure 1.
Furthermore, Figure 3 shows that the stacking in the cis form

provides increased relative stabilization for longer oligomers,
indicating that the stacking is not hampered by the additional
constraints from simultaneous interactions of several units. By
making further stability comparisons of the cis to trans form,
one can better understand the long-range structural organ-
ization. Relative energies of the cis and trans oligomers for TQ1
and TQ1b containing up to nine units, are plotted in Figure 3.
For TQ1b, there is essentially no energy difference between

the optimized cis and trans forms (blue squares in Figure 3),
consistent with the dimer results in Table 2. For TQ1, the cis
form is calculated to be favored energetically over the trans
form for all oligomer lengths, more so with the ωB97XD
functional (yellow circles in Figure 3) than with PBE0 (red
diamonds). The ωB97XD series shows that stabilization of cis
survives even for longer chains and progresses almost linearly.

When taking the fully optimized TQ1, stripping it of the side
groups, and then computing the energies of this TQ1b
structure without further optimization (green triangles in
Figure 3), the trans form is preferred. This means that though
the cis form is most favorable for TQ1 as a whole, it involves a
suboptimal backbone geometry. The total cis−trans difference
consists of backbone effects and side-group interactions. Thus,
the side-group interaction, Einteract, can be quantified by taking
the total cis−trans difference and subtracting the backbone
effect

= Δ − Δ ‐E E Einteract TQ1 TQ1 backbone (1)

where ΔETQ1 and ΔETQ1‑backbone are the cis−trans energy
differences for the full oligomer and for TQ1b in the TQ1
geometry, respectively. For the dimer, which has one side-
group stacking, cp-corrected Einteract amounts to −11.6 kJ/mol
with PBE0/6-311+G(2d,p)//PBE0/6-31G(d,p) and −29.1 kJ/
mol with ωB97XD/6-311+G(2d,p)//ωB97XD/6-31G(d,p),
which is a strong nonbonded attraction.
A helical polymer has been reported by Knaapila et al.57

However, TQ1 is, to the best of our knowledge, unique in that
it is the side groups rather than the backbone that determine
the helix-like overall structure.
Calculated frontier orbitals, shown for the nonamer in Figure

4, retain good delocalization over the entire oligomers,

indicating that the long-range conjugation remains intact,
despite the moderate nonplanarity of the oligomer. For TQ1,
an unusually high degree of intramolecular order and
conjugation length facilitates efficient hole transport within
the chains, without the need to impose interchain packing and
ordering as discussed above for P3HT. The internal quantum
efficiency in PCSs is limited by the charge carrier mobility,
depending on device thickness, morphology, and temper-
ature.58 Since breaking the side-group stacking at any point
would be energetically unfavorable, the calculations indicate
that TQ1 chains are straighter and more kink free than other
polymers, leading to a greater effective transport distance within
a single molecule. Figure 4 indicates the D−A character of
TQ1; the HOMO has slightly more density at the thiophene,
whereas the LUMO is denser at the quinoxaline moiety. The
calculated first excitation electron density difference also points
toward thiophene donating electrons to quinoxaline when TQ1
undergoes excitation.

Figure 3. Energy difference between all-cis and all-trans conformations
of TQ1 and TQ1b. “TQ1b as in TQ1” refers to a single-point
calculation of TQ1b with the backbone geometry of PBE0-optimized
TQ1. All results obtained using the 6-31G(d,p) basis set.

Figure 4. (Top) Frontier orbitals of TQ1 cis-nonamer. (Bottom)
Tetramer electron density difference (isovalue 0.001) between the first
excited state and the ground state with electrons being transferred
from purple to turquoise upon excitation. All calculated with PBE0/6-
31G(d,p).
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In a polymer solar cell, the LUMO energy of the polymer
must be higher than that of the acceptor material, the difference
acting as a driving force for electron injection into the latter.
For TQ1 and PC60BM, the calculated difference between their
LUMO energies amounts to 0.87 eV at the cis-pentamer PBE0/
6-311+G(2d,p)//PBE0/6-31G(d,p) level, enough for efficient
injection according to the suggested 0.30−0.35 eV as the
minimum required energy difference.59−61 In Figure 5, the

evolution of TQ1 LUMO as a function of inverse system size,
evaluated with PBE0/6-31G(d,p), is practically linear, and
when extrapolated to the polymer limit an injection driving
force of 0.68 eV is obtained. TQ1 HOMO has a more
pronounced system size dependency, to the point where the
calculated energy of the monomer HOMO is barely higher than
that of PC60BM, whereas for the larger oligomers the HOMO
lays well over 1 eV higher than PC60BM.
The HOMO−LUMO gap of the polymer is related to the

absorption threshold. Recently, much effort has been made to
find polymers which absorb at higher wavelengths to make use
of a larger portion of the solar emission.62−65 This has favored
polymers with small a HOMO−LUMO gap, but a larger gap
allows for higher voltage of the solar cell, so finding an optimal
gap size is essential. Calculated TQ1 cis-nonamer orbitals in
vacuo HOMO = −4.87 eV and LUMO = −2.39 eV results in a
direct band gap of 2.48 eV, coinciding with the experimental
gap obtained with square wave voltametry.10 For the same
system, TD-DFT gives a first excitation energy of 1.98 eV. A
projected density of states plot (PDoS) for TQ1 is shown in
Figure 5, created by adding a Gaussian-shape broadening of 0.2
eV to the individual states. The PDoS demonstrates the band
gap and the resulting conduction and valence bands, analogous
to those present in inorganic semiconductors. The general
shape of the PDoS does not change noticeably with increasing
oligomer order, indicating that the states maintain their
energies when additional units of TQ1 are added.
Absorption spectra for visible light were constructed for cis-

oligomers with 1−5 units by applying a Gaussian broadening of

3000 cm−1 full-width at medium height to the calculated
vertical excitations (listed in Table S1, Supporting Informa-
tion). Normalized to a maximum intensity of unity, a
comparison to experimental absorption is presented in Figure
6. Note that the second peak at ∼300 nm is most intense for

the three smallest oligomers, being surpassed by the first peak
lying at ∼600 nm for the tetra- and pentamers. These latter
oligomer sizes show optical responses that agree well with the
experimental spectrum. For all system sizes, the intense first
absorption peak corresponds to the first calculated excitation,
i.e., HOMO to LUMO. The convergence of this first excitation
energy for trans and cis forms, respectively, together with an
extrapolation to the bulk limit is also shown in Figure 6.
The calculated excitation wavelengths overshoot the

experimental value at the tetramer level for the trans form
but not until the heptamer for the cis form. The latter’s
increased excitation energy stems from its larger dihedral
angles. The cis form’s better agreement with experimental
optical results further strengthens the notion that it is
experimentally favored over the trans form. Note that the
extrapolation to the polymer limit in Figure 6 would be valid
only if the conjugation length equaled the polymer length,
whereas in reality it is limited to some finite value due to abrupt
kinks at certain points along the chain66,67 or continuous
thermal conformational disorder.68,69 Reported polymer
effective conjugation lengths vary from as little as a single
unit for some polymers,70 around five units for others, and 71

up to 872 and 10 units for P3HT.73 The calculated absorption
wavelength of TQ1 matches experimental polymeric results
best around the tetra- to hexamer level. However, optical and
electronic results are often not fully converged at this size,
despite having been previously used for quantitative calcu-
lations.15

Figure 5. (Top) PDoS for the eight smallest cis-oligomers of TQ1.
Also, individual states for the monomer. (Bottom) Frontier orbitals of
TQ1 as a function of inverse oligomer order with best linear fit in
black lines. Also, HOMO and LUMO energies of PC60BM. All
calculated with PBE0/6-31G(d,p).

Figure 6. (Top) TQ1 absorption spectra normalized to a maximum
intensity of 1 arbitrary unit; experimental10 and as calculated for cis-
oligomers. Due to computatational limitations, only excitations down
to 356 nm could be reached for the pentamer, missing the ∼300 nm
peak. (Bottom) First excitation energy as a function of inverse
oligomer order for TQ1 with best linear fits. Also, polymer
experimental first absorption peak.
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In Figure S3, Supporting Information, absorption spectra of
dimers are plotted for systems with p-methoxy and m-methoxy
side chains and without side chains. The two main absorption
peaks are similar for all cases, although the presence of alkoxy
chains gives rise to a shoulder at around 400 nm. The influence
of the alkoxy side chain length was tested by optimizing TQ1
with m-octyloxy side chains, with following TDDFT calcu-
lations yielding an absorption spectrum highly similar to the m-
methoxy case (see Figure S3, Supporting Information).

■ CONCLUSIONS
Calculations show a surprising ability of the TQ1 strands to
achieve improved helix-like intrachain organization due to side-
group attractions, promoting long-range conjugation. This
contributes to providing a computational rationalization of the
experimentally demonstrated efficient performance of this
particular polymer,10 e.g., in terms of high hole mobility. In
addition, it is concluded that standard hybrid DFT functionals
such as PBE0 or B3LYP are not adequate for calculations on
this type of systems. These methods do not describe the
intramolecular dispersion present in TQ1, and this could lead
to results being even qualitatively flawed by not correctly
assigning the minimum energy geometry. This has deeper
impact on subsequent absorption calculations, which are
geometry sensitive, as seen for TQ1 in Figure 6.
Our calculations on thiophene−quinoxaline oligomer

variants show that the side groups have a significant effect on
both structural and optical properties due to intramolecular
interactions. In a broader perspective, side-group interactions
provide a new strategy to achieve enhanced intrachain
structural organization and concomitant control of electronic
properties in a wider range of polymers for molecular
electronics applications. Such stacking effects are hard to
predict from schematic structural drawings alone and may not
be readily characterized experimentally in disordered materials.
This makes computational modeling a particularly valuable tool
to pursue this strategy further.
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Temperature dependent charge carrier mobility measurements using field effect transistors and

density functional theory calculations are combined to show how the conformation dependent

frontier orbital delocalization influences the hole- and electron mobilities in a donor-acceptor based

polymer. A conformationally sensitive lowest unoccupied molecular orbital results in an electron

mobility that decreases with increasing temperature above room temperature, while a

conformationally stable highest occupied molecular orbital is consistent with a conventional hole

mobility behavior and also proposed to be one of the reasons for why the material works well as a

hole transporter in amorphous bulk heterojunction solar cells. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4832075]

Organic semiconductors are rapidly finding their way

into more and more applications, and new materials are

developed at an ever-increasing rate. One such material,

the donor-acceptor polymer poly[2,3-bis-(3-octyloxyphenyl)

quinoxaline-5,8-diyl-alt-thiophene-2,5-diyl] (TQ1), has been

developed for use in organic bulk heterojunction solar cells

where it performs admirably with respect to its physical lim-

its.1 There are hard (material specific) limits on achievable

solar cell efficiencies in the form of, e.g., optical band gap

and relative donor-acceptor energy level positions. There are

also much more commonly encountered soft performance

limits, usually related to morphology and phase structure in

the form of, e.g., too large phase separation or isolated clus-

ters of one or both of the phases. Only a very small fraction

of the multitude of developed materials has come close to the

hard efficiency limits.1,2 Interestingly, fundamentally differ-

ent morphologies and phase structures have proven to be able

to achieve this; poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) for instance,

relies on crystallization,3 while TQ1 is largely amorphous.4

Figuring out why certain materials work well, and why others

do not, is one of the most rewarding paths to progress. P3HT

has been thoroughly investigated and covers the general

behavior of crystalline materials well, but there has been con-

siderably less work done on amorphous materials.

To a very large extent, the achieved performance of a

specific material system simply reflects the amount of effort

spent on synthesis refinement and device optimization. There

are, however, certainly differences in how easy the optimiza-

tion process is for a particular material, and some materials

are simply too difficult to be worthwhile. From an applica-

tion point of view, it is reasonable to believe that easy to

optimize materials are more robust and suitable for commer-

cial applications so there are plenty of reasons to consider

not only the maximum achievable performance of a material

but also how easy it is to get there. Here, temperature de-

pendent charge carrier mobility measurements together with

density functional theory (DFT) calculations give insight

into some of the fundamental advantages of TQ1.

Essentially, this is related to the ability of TQ1 to perform

well in an amorphous state, which in turn is linked to the

properties of the frontier molecular orbitals and their (in-)

sensitivity to conformational changes. These findings can aid

in the screening process of new materials and also indicate a

possibility for easily fabricated devices with unconventional

electronic functions.

Charge transport in conjugated materials occurs in the

frontier orbitals, where charges can be delocalized. The

degree of delocalization varies, however, and is rarely, if

ever, sufficient for ballistic transport. When localization of a

charge carrier occurs, activation is necessary for it to con-

tinue on its path. Localization can be due to the chemical

nature of the molecule, as well as to, e.g., structural, confor-

mational, or packing defects. The soft nature of these materi-

als frequently also causes self-localization of charges due to

reorganization. Almost all conjugated materials are domi-

nated by such an activated charge carrier transport. One very

important consequence of activated charge transport that is

relevant for the present discussion is that the charge carrier

mobility in such a system increases with increasing tempera-

ture in an Arrhenius-like fashion.

The intimate relationship between the frontier orbital

properties and charge transport does, however, make the mo-

bility potentially sensitive to conformational changes and

phase transitions since these are in turn known to affect the

orbitals.4,5 Information about the electronic structure of a

material can thus aid in the interpretation of experimental

charge carrier transport data. One of the most well estab-

lished ways to calculate the electronic structure is with

DFT.6 DFT is capable of predicting electronic, optical, and

structural properties. Due to computational limitations, lon-

ger polymer chains are not possible to study, but qualitative

explanatory information can be obtained from oligomer cal-

culations with the help of extrapolation techniques that exist

for quantitative polymeric predictions. TQ1 has previously

been studied with DFT, including frontier orbital analysis,

optical absorption profile, and geometrical structure.7

As cast TQ1 films have a relatively low field effect tran-

sistor (FET) hole mobility, on the order of 10�5 cm2 V�1 s�1.

In contrast to many other donor-acceptor polymers, it also

exhibits an electron mobility, albeit about one order ofa)E-mail: matan@ifm.liu.se
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magnitude lower than the hole mobility. Annealing above the

glass transition temperature has no significant influence on the

hole mobility but drastically increases the room temperature

electron mobility by almost two orders of magnitude. Figure

1(a) shows the hole and electron mobility as a function of

increasing temperature for an as cast film as well as for the

same film after annealing above the glass transition tempera-

ture. The temperature dependence of the hole mobility is as

expected, i.e., the mobility increases with increasing tempera-

ture up to the glass transition temperature. Interestingly

enough, the electron mobility in the annealed sample does not

follow the same trend even though both mobilities are meas-

ured simultaneously and on the same device. Further in-situ
measurements during consecutive temperature scans after suf-

ficient annealing yield identical results within the experimen-

tal accuracy. In all cases, it is possible to identify the glass

transition temperature as a change in the temperature depend-

ence. Extending the observed temperature range reveals that

the electron mobility does behave conventionally at lower

temperatures and that both mobilities have similar activation

energies, i.e., similar slopes in the Arrhenius representation.

This can be seen in, and inferred from, Figure 1(b).

Experimental evidence from, e.g., molecular weight de-

pendent charge transport measurements suggests that the

charge transport in this type of amorphous polymer occur

predominately along the polymer chains.4 Extended delocali-

zation along the chain of the frontier molecular orbitals is

thus very important for efficient charge transport. Quantum

chemical calculations on other donor-acceptor polymers

have shown that the highest occupied molecular orbital

(HOMO), where hole transport occurs, is well delocalized

along the whole chain, while the lowest unoccupied molecu-

lar orbital (LUMO) is localized to one of the repeat units.8

Accordingly, those materials have a decent hole mobility in

FETs, but show no evidence of electron transport.9

DFT calculations on optimized TQ1 oligomers reveal

that both frontier orbitals are delocalized, which is consistent

with the ambipolar properties of the material. While high

hole mobilities are relatively common in donor-acceptor

polymers, high electron mobilities are more unusual. This

could possibly be explained by the fact that the LUMO, as is

the case for TQ1, tends to be associated with the acceptor

unit. In contrast to many other donor-acceptor polymers, the

donor unit of TQ1 is small; a single thiophene unit, whereas

most other materials have considerably larger donor units.

The small size of the thiophene unit does not spatially isolate

the acceptor units and allows for an unbroken LUMO across

the backbone under favorable circumstances, but only

barely; the delocalization of the LUMO is strongly confor-

mation dependent. Figure 2 shows calculated HOMO and

LUMO orbitals for partially optimized TQ1 dimers with rep-

resentative, fixed, dihedral angles between two consecutive

quinoxaline units. The TQ1 LUMO displays good delocali-

zation for the more planar structure yielded by the minimum

energy interquinoxaline dihedral angle of 53�, as well as

those of 133� and 183�, whereas the more twisted dihedral

angles of, e.g., 3�, 23�, and 93� effectively break the LUMO

delocalization. Although calculations on full films or even

complete polymer chains are not possible, the energy mini-

mized structure in vacuum does have a delocalized LUMO

and it is reasonable to assume that such a conformation will

be more favored in the annealed films compared to the as

cast films.

The different temperature dependencies of the hole and

electron mobilities seen above room temperature in Figure 1

are thus consistent with the properties of the frontier orbitals.

While the HOMO is always delocalized, the delocalization

of the LUMO is strongly dependent on the dihedral angle. A

higher thermal energy permits the polymer to adopt less en-

ergetically favorable conformations, with more twisted and

kinked backbones, indicating a predisposition for macro-

scopic non-uniformity, and a high sensitivity of the electrical

properties to conformational changes. Physically, the pro-

posed conformational changes in TQ1 films at increased

temperatures is consistent with the fact that they swell by

about 4% (determined by ellipsometry) between room tem-

perature and the glass transition temperature. Such a swelling

is bound to be associated with some conformational varia-

tions, and due to the very strong correlation between confor-

mation and LUMO delocalization it is reasonable to

FIG. 1. Hole (squares) and electron (circles) mobility versus temperature for

an as cast (open symbols) TQ1 film and the same film after annealing (solid

symbols) (a), and mobility versus temperature for an extended temperature

range after annealing (b). A vertical line indicates the glass transition tem-

perature in both (a) and (b).
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conclude that the electron mobility will be (negatively) influ-

enced. It should be noted that it might not be localization per
se that is the sole cause the observed behavior; spatial

LUMO variations will give rise to an increased energetic dis-

order, which also affects the mobility negatively.

Based on these results, it can be speculated that part of

the reason for the successful application of TQ1 in amor-

phous bulk heterojunction solar cells may be due to the con-

formational stability of the HOMO delocalization. Because

of this stability, even the rather unimpressive hole mobility

of TQ1 is capable of high quantum efficiencies and fill fac-

tors since the charge transport is relatively homogenous

throughout the film and without isolated low-mobility

regions. Had the properties of the HOMO and the LUMO

been exchanged however, amorphous structures would prob-

ably no longer be viable. Frontier orbital delocalization con-

siderations have already been empirically incorporated in

some of the best performing polymers, where abundant use

of fused rings in their backbones ensures a favorable elec-

tronic structure with extensive frontier orbital delocaliza-

tion.10 While obviously a possible strategy, the synthesis of

such systems is frequently more complex and costly than

that of simpler structures. These results show that a forced

conformation is not strictly necessary for good charge trans-

port, and that it is possible to find simpler and cheaper mate-

rials with the desired frontier orbital properties.

Outside of solar cell applications, there might be new

and interesting applications for materials that shift between

being dominated by hole or electron mobility at different

temperatures. Figure 1(a) shows that in going from room

temperature to just below the glass transition temperature in

annealed TQ1 films, there is an almost symmetric switch

between the magnitudes of the hole- and electron mobilities.

One of the drawbacks of organic materials is their stability.

By using differential signals from a single material it might,

for instance, be possible to mitigate such shortcomings. With

rational material design, either frontier orbital’s properties

should also be possible to tailor for specific needs.

To conclude, differences in the temperature dependence

of the hole- and electron mobilities in TQ1 have been linked

to conformational dependencies of the frontier orbital prop-

erties through DFT calculations. The degree of HOMO

delocalization in TQ1 is independent of its conformation,

which gives it a stable hole mobility and allows it to function

well in amorphous bulk heterojunction solar cells. On the

other hand, the LUMO delocalization depends strongly on

the conformation, which results in an unconventional elec-

tron mobility temperature dependence. Instead of an

Arrhenius like increase in electron mobility with increasing

temperature it starts to decrease well below the glass transi-

tion temperature. This behavior is explained by the confor-

mationally sensitive LUMO delocalization revealed by DFT

calculations since higher temperatures induce a higher

degree of twisting of the polymer chains. Strongly conforma-

tion dependent frontier orbital delocalization is therefore

proposed to be detrimental to the efficiency of amorphous

bulk heterojunction solar cells, while at the same time being

of interest for new applications where temperature dependent

variations in the polarity of the dominant carrier type can be

exploited.
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ABSTRACT: Optical properties of five donor−acceptor polymers of
interest for light-harvesting in organic photovoltaic devices have been
studied experimentally and computationally. Experimentally recorded
absorption spectra in solution of the five polymers are shown to be
significantly temperature-dependent. The polymers were subjected to a
first-principles computational treatment using density functional theory
optimizations and excitation calculations. For two of the polymers,
APFO-3 and PTI-1, a methodology that accounts for a thermally
induced distribution of conformations based on Boltzmann statistics is
applied to produce size- and temperature-converged optical results. This
provides a deeper understanding of the temperature dependence of
optical properties and improves the computational predictions of
absorption wavelength and intensity at experimentally accessible temperatures, as compared to results from traditional quantum
chemical calculations based on optimized polymers. Together, the combined experimental and computational temperature
studies elucidate and quantify the significant influence of structural flexibility on the optical absorption properties of typical
donor−acceptor polymers.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) are promising as electricity
producing devices. They offer a clean, renewable source of
energy, and their versatility as compared to silicon solar cells
makes them particularly attractive for applications where
structural or optical flexibility is required.1−5 The active layer
of an OPV device typically consists of a copolymer of donor−
acceptor (D−A) type, blended with a Buckminster-fullerene.
While the fullerene accepts and transports electrons, the
polymer is mainly responsible for light-absorption and hole-
transport. Variation of the chemical composition of the
polymer is reflected in its optical properties, offering tunability
to the photoresponse. Delocalized π-conjugation in the
polymer backbone provides the signature electronic and optical
traits of D−A polymers. Completely planar structures would
maximize the degree of conjugation, but the presence of single
bonds along the backbone induces conformational flexibility,
affecting the spectral response. The characterization of the
absorption profile is crucial to the performance of solar cells,
because the efficient absorption of photons and subsequent
charge generation via the photovoltaic effect is the basis of the
OPV operation. Thermal stability over time is a challenge in
OPVs, and is frequently investigated. The direct temperature
dependence of the conformation and resulting optical response,
as well as the performance, are not as commonly assessed,
although some studies have been made.6−12

Many computational studies have been made of polymers
intended for use in OPVs.13−19 Computational methods based
on classical mechanics are able to treat entire polymer strands
and material blends,20−22 while quantum chemical calculations
are required for quantitative predictions of optical and
electronic properties. The computational cost of density
functional theory (DFT) calculations increases cubically with
system size. Thus, to perform such calculations on D−A
polymers within reasonable time, one is typically limited to
smaller oligomers of up to around 5−10 repeating units,
depending on the size of the repeating unit. Another issue with
DFT in its pure (Kohn−Sham) or hybrid (including some
exact exchange) form is that it typically underestimates band
gaps of conjugated systems, both due to inherent shortcomings
with the formalism,23−27 as well as due to the common
omission of descriptions of thermally induced conformational
effects. Nevertheless, DFT has successfully been used as a tool
for rational design in the development of conjugated
polymers,13,28−31 attributed to the molecular level insight it
can provide into the electric and optical properties, crucial for
solar cell applications.
Here, we investigate the strong temperature dependence of

optical properties of five light-harvesting polymers developed at
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Polymer Technology, Chalmers University: APFO-3,32 BDT-
BTz,13,33 PTI-1,34 TBDT-BTz, and TQ1,35 through a
combination of experiments and calculations. The chemical
structures of the polymers are outlined in Chart 1. APFO-3 and

PTI-1 were selected for further computational scrutiny, due to
the relatively high performance of these polymers in OPVs,
showing power conversion efficiencies of 4.2% and 4.5%,
respectively (for the APFO-3 reference, decyl instead of octyl
side-chains were used).36,37 This involves a strategy to predict
size- and temperature-converged electronic and optical proper-
ties, relying on extrapolations from oligomer calculations
together with a correction for thermal effects, influencing
structural and optical properties. These calculations result in
temperature dependences similar to those of experiments, and
accounts for a significant part of the underestimation of
calculated band gaps.
The temperature dependence of optical properties in

polymers relates to their conformational flexibility. Thorough
experimental and computational scrutiny of these traits in
conjunction with the potential energy landscapes that govern
the conformational structures provides a deeper understanding
of the structure−property relation of polymers in solution.
Intermolecular interactions affect polymer films, and although
such effects are not explicitly addressed here, a better physical
understanding of the intrinsic polymer properties has the
potential to aid development of new polymers for more
efficient OPV devices.

■ METHODS
Size Exclusion Chromatography. Size exclusion chroma-

tography (SEC) was performed on a Waters Alliance
GPCV2000 with refractive index detector columns: Waters
Styragel HT GE × 1, Waters Styragel HMW GE × 2. The
eluent used was 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. The operating temper-
ature was 135 °C, and the dissolution time was 2 h. The

concentration of the samples was 0.5 mg mL−1, which were
filtered through a 0.45 μm metal filter prior to analysis. The
molecular weights were calculated relative to calibration with
polystyrene standards.

Temperature-Dependent Optical Characterization.
The polymers were dissolved in ortho-dichlorobenzene
(ODCB) at a concentration of ∼0.02 mg mL−1. The samples
were heated to ensure complete dissolution of the polymer.
The solutions were then cooled to 3 °C in situ while UV−vis−
NIR spectra were recorded on an Agilent 8453 UV−vis
spectrophotometer with a temperature control unit. The
temperature was then increased to 10 °C, followed by steps
of 5 °C up to 70 °C, with spectra being recorded after every
increment. The temperature steps were increased manually,
with the temperature of the samples measured by a
thermometer.

Computational Details. Density functional theory (DFT)
optimizations were carried out on oligomers of 1−5 repeating
units of PTI-1 and APFO-3. The alkyl side-chains, included in
synthesis for solubility, were in the calculations truncated to
shorter alkyl groups, depending on branching. These were
followed by time-dependent (TD)-DFT calculations of the first
five electronic transitions of all oligomers. Further TD-DFT
states were calculated on the APFO-3 dimer and PTI-1 trimer,
yielding optical properties over the visible region >300 nm.
Potential energy surfaces (PES) with the coordinate being the
dihedral angle between aryl units were obtained by scanning
over dihedral angles in the APFO-3 and the PTI-1 monomers,
with the dihedral angle frozen, and all other coordinates
relaxed. An ensemble of 10 oligomer samples was constructed
for each number of repeating units (1−5), where each sample
has a frozen dihedral angle as chosen stochastically but
according to the Boltzmann probability, and the remaining
coordinates are optimized. This was done for Boltzmann
distributions at 293 and 343 K. The total of 200 oligomer
sample systems (10 samples per ensemble × 2 temperatures ×
5 sizes × 2 polymers) then underwent TD-DFT calculations
including the first electronic transitions that correspond to the
first absorption peak.
The Gaussian 09 package38 with the DFT functional/basis

set combination PBE039/6-31G(d,p) was used throughout. The
common hybrid functional PBE0 was chosen to provide
consistent results over a wide range of sizes and geometries,
and it is not parametrized for a certain chemistry.
Experimental absorption data were fitted to a Gaussian

function in the interval 510−570 nm for APFO-3 to obtain the
first peak wavelength without the influence of experimental
noise. PTI-1 peak wavelengths were obtained by fitting
experimental absorption to six Gaussian functions in the
interval 300−800 nm.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural Properties. The molecular weights of the

investigated light-harvesting polymers, determined by SEC,
are reported in Table 1. The D−A polymers consist of inflexible
conjugated aryl ring-systems adjoined by more flexible single
bonds around which rotations are permitted. APFO-3 has four
such ring-systems per repeating unit along the backbone, where
the fluorene (F) and two thiophenes (T) act as electron
donors, and benzothiadiazole (B) acts as acceptor. The other
four polymers have two aryl moieties per repeating unit in the
backbone: one donor and one acceptor group. Although
maximum conjugation is associated with planarity, the

Chart 1. Chemical Structures of the Five Investigated
Polymersa

aR1 = 1′-octyl, R2 = 3′-heptyl, R3 = 1′-hexyl.
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optimized structures are slightly nonplanar due to steric effects
such as colliding hydrogens; see Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information. The dihedral angles between the ring-systems are
listed in Table 1. The optimized APFO-3 F−T angle is similar
to the T−isoindigo (I) angle in PTI-1, both corresponding to
25° out-of-plane, due to their large steric hindrance between
the H atoms of one six-membered and one five-membered ring.
The APFO-3 T−B and the BDT-BTz angles are much smaller,
≤7° due to the absence of colliding H atoms.
Temperature-Dependent Absorption Spectra. The five

investigated light-harvesting polymers are found to be strongly
thermochromic in solution, evident from Figure 1a−e where
the experimental absorption spectra for the five polymers
APFO-3, TBDT-BTz, BDT-BTz, PTI-1, and TQ1 are plotted
for a number of temperatures between 3 and 70 °C. The first
peaks of TBDT-BTz, BDT-BTz, and PTI-1 display distinct
double-peak character. Systematic trends are displayed by all
polymers in Figure 1: with increasing temperature follows a
broadening and weakening of the absorption. This is
accompanied by a blue-shift, except for BDT-BTz. The spectral
broadening can be qualitatively explained in terms of an
entropically induced conformation distribution, where higher
temperatures permit a wider range of conformations to be
populated, each with slightly different optical response. The
blue-shift and weakening of the absorption are also related to
the thermally induced conformation distribution at increasing
temperatures. Because the most favorable conformations are
generally near-planar, and the majority of higher energy
conformations are more twisted and kinked, at higher
temperatures the polymer ensemble will on average be less
planar. This decreases the average degree of conjugation and
thus blue-shifts and weakens the absorption.
The experimental peak absorption coefficients (εmax) and

peak wavelengths (λmax = hc/Eabs) are listed in Table 2, both for
the main peak of all polymers as well as for the shoulder or
secondary peak in TBDT-BTz, BDT-BTz, and PTI-1. The
temperature dependence is also quantified as the average shifts
in εmax and λmax per unit kelvin. The comparatively narrow
peaks in TBDT-BTz lead to a greater absorption coefficient loss
per unit temperature as compared to the other polymers, and
the close proximity of its two peaks makes a reliable assessment
difficult.
All polymers in Figure 1 exhibit a stronger εmax and λmax

temperature dependence for their low energy peak(s) than for
subsequent peaks <500 nm, in agreement with previous studies
on conjugated polymers.12,40−44 The first electronic transition
generally exhibits a larger charge-transfer character from donor
to acceptor unit, so a small dihedral angle that enhances the
conjugation between donor and acceptor has a great effect on

this transition. Subsequent transitions display weaker charge-
transfer character,45−47 and are thus less affected by thermally
increased dihedral angles between units.

Table 1. Molecular Weights of the Polymers As Determined
by SEC, and Optimized C−C−C−C Dihedral Angles of the
Central Repeating Unit in Pentamersa

polymer Mw [kDa] Mn [kDa] C−C−C−C angle [deg]

APFO-3 (F−T) 15 7 335.5
APFO-3 (T−B) 6.4
PTI-1 132 48 205.3
TBDT-BTz 171 31
BDT-BTz 21 8 3.513

TQ1 170 56 20.013

aAngles for BDT-BTz and TQ1 represent the average out-of-plane
angle in optimized trimers, taken from ref 13.

Figure 1. Experimental absorption spectra for APFO-3 (a), TBDT-
BTz (b), BDT-BTz (c), PTI-1 (d), and TQ1 (e), at various
temperatures. The insets depict the same spectra, zoomed in at the
first respective peaks.
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It is difficult to determine the nature of the splitting of the
first peaks in TBDT-BTz, BDT-BTz, and PTI-1, apparent in
the absorption spectra in Figure 1. The double peak character
may be due to two successive vibronic peaks, or due to
aggregation where the red-most peak comes from an aggregated
specie and the bluer peak corresponds to the single strand
absorption. Aggregation peaks are typically red-shifted as
compared to the single strand absorption. Their intensity
drop upon increasing temperatures is expected to be greater
than the single strand peaks, due to dissolution of the
aggregates, whereas the thermochromism is expected to be
weaker for the aggregation peaks, because the aggregation
partly locks its conformation. The almost complete disappear-
ance of the red shoulder in BDT-BTz and the red part of the
split peak in TBDT-BTz at higher temperatures leads to them
being assigned as aggregation peaks. Subsequent computational
treatment further elucidates the nature of the split peak/
shoulders in PTI-1, as well as the temperature dependence of
the polymers, vide infra.
Electronic and Optical Properties. The first electronic

transition in conjugated polymers generally corresponds to the
promotion of an electron from HOMO to LUMO. The partial
spatial separation of these orbitals as seen in Figure 2
contributes to the greater sensitivity to conformation and

thus temperature of the first peaks in Figure 1, as compared to
higher energy transitions and peaks with less charge-transfer
character. In APFO-3, where donor and acceptor moieties are
more spatially separated, LUMO is more localized on the
acceptor units, see Figure 2b, whereas HOMO for both
polymers (Figure 2a and d) as well as the PTI-1 LUMO
(Figure 2e) show more homogeneous delocalization across the
trimers. The D−A character of the two polymers is evident
from the transition electron density plots (Figure 2c and f),
with electrons moving from T−F−T to B in APFO-3, and from
T to I in PTI-1. Electron density is also transferred from bonds
with more double-bond character to those with more single-
bond character. Good agreement between calculated and
experimental spectra for the PTI-1 monomer using the
B3LYP functional (similar to PBE0 used herein) has previously
been reported,19 but calculations on longer oligomers tend to
underestimate the absorption energy.
The calculated absorption spectra are compared to the 20 °C

experimental solution spectra in Figure 3a for APFO-3 and
Figure 3b for PTI-1, demonstrating the broad spectral coverage
and high absorption coefficients of both polymers. Calculated
spectra are obtained from TD-DFT calculated transitions
subjected to a Gaussian broadening of 3575 cm−1 for APFO-3
and 3300 cm−1 for PTI-1, which are the widths of the first

Table 2. Wavelengths and Absorption Coefficients at Maximum Absorption and at Shoulders at 20 °C, As Well As Changes in
εmax and λmax per Unit Temperature

polymer λmax (λshoulder) 20 °C [nm]
peak (shoulder) Δλmax/ΔT

[nm K−1] εmax (εshoulder) 20 °C [L g−1 cm−1]
peak (shoulder) Δεmax/ΔT

[L g−1 cm−1 K−1]

APFO-3 544 −0.15 78 −0.13
TBDT-BTz 564 (525) −0.21 (0.10) 76 (60) −0.46 (−0.15)
BDT-BTz 534 (575) 0.00 (−0.09) 40 (32) −0.11 (−0.15)
PTI-1 697 (645) −0.15 (−0.12) 54 (46) −0.10 (−0.04)
TQ1 610 −0.27 35 −0.10

Figure 2. APFO-3 HOMO (a), APFO-3 LUMO (b), APFO-3 first
transition electron density difference (c), PTI-1 HOMO (d), PTI-1
LUMO (e), and PTI-1 first transition electron density difference (f),
with electrons moving from purple to turquoise upon excitation.
Orbital isovalues = 0.015. Density isovalues = 0.0004.

Figure 3. Experimental 20 °C spectra of APFO-3 (a), and PTI-1 (b),
as compared to respective calculated spectra of the oligomer size
whose spectrum best matches experiment, with an applied Gaussian
broadening of the same FWMH as the first corresponding
experimental peak.
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respective experimental peaks; see eq S1 in the Supporting
Information for details.
The resulting calculated spectra in Figure 3 differ from the

experimental mainly due to three major differences in
conditions. First, calculations are limited to smaller oligomers,
leading for polymers with a large experimental effective
conjugation length to an underestimation of calculated
wavelengths (overestimation of Eabs), as is the case for the
PTI-1 trimer in Figure 3b, as well as for many polymers
throughout the literature.18,48−50 Second, calculations are
carried out in the gas phase at 0 K, without the finite
temperature effects and neighboring molecules that affect the
experimental geometries. The calculated results are thus too
ideal, which will lead to unrealistically strong conjugation and
thus too long wavelengths and high absorption coefficients.
This effect is commonly reported throughout literature,51−54

and the absorption coefficient overestimation is apparent for
both polymers in Figure 3. Third, TD-DFT only calculates the
vertical transition, whereas in experiments, unresolved vibronic
peaks induce an inhomogeneous broadening toward shorter λ.
In consequence, for any polymer, these differences between
experimental and computational conditions lead to the
existence of an oligomer size for which the three errors cancel
out, producing an apparent match of experimental and
calculated wavelengths. However, because that oligomer size
can only be determined a posteriori, the predictive power of
such calculations is limited, and they are best suited as
explicatory complements to experiments.
Size-converged polymer properties have been obtained for

APFO-3 and PTI-1 from a series of computationally analyzed
oligomer properties, by fitting the results to a function of
inverse number of repeating units and extrapolating to the
polymer limit, in a fashion similar to that of previous
studies.13,55−60 The results are shown in Figure 4a, where the

energies of maximum absorption Eabs are plotted as a function
of inverse oligomer size. The absorption energies are fitted to
eq 1, which describes the band gap of a linear chain of orbitals
according to the tight binding approximation in theory of
solids, also known as a Kuhn fit.61

α α β β π= − − +
+

E
N

2( ) cos
1abs LUMO HOMO LUMO HOMO

(1)

Δα and Σβ are used as fitting parameters, and N is one-half the
number of rigid ring systems per repeat unit, that is, N = 2n for
APFO-3 and N = n for PTI-1.
In Figure 4, PTI-1 exhibits a steeper slope than APFO-3,

which is due to the shorter repeating unit of the former. The
extrapolation in Figure 4a reveals that the PTI-1 calculations
come very close to the experimental first peak Eabs. However,
due to the aforementioned overidealized conjugation in
calculations and lack of higher vibronic transitions in TD-
DFT, calculated results extrapolated to the polymer limit
should be significantly red-shifted as compared to experiments.
This is corroborated by previous studies that consistently show
calculated underestimations of Eabs of 0.2−0.4 eV,13,55,62−66

depending on DFT functional. This strongly suggests that the
absorption double-peak of PTI-1 is due to aggregation, which
has been proposed to be an issue in some isoindigo
polymers.67−71 Thus, the higher energy shoulder at 645 nm
(also included in Figure 4a) corresponds to the nonaggregated
PTI-1 polymer chains. This is further reinforced by the fact that
the shoulder retains most of its intensity at higher temperatures,
whereas the red-most peak is weakened, assigned to dissolution
of aggregates. Relating the calculations instead to the 645 nm
shoulder consequently provides a picture more consistent with
other D−A polymer studies.
The peak mass absorption coefficients, proportional to the

calculated oscillator strength per molecular weight, display a
linear trend when plotted versus inverse oligomer length in
Figure 4b; see Supporting Information eqs S2 and S3 for
details. This permits an extrapolation analogous to the Eabs case,
yielding size-converged values, which are compared to
experiments. The εcalc values are overestimated for both
polymers as compared to experimental values, again due to
unrealistically good conjugation in the 0 K, gas-phase
calculations.

Temperature Dependence. Calculations for polymers are
inherently difficult to evaluate because the conditions in silico
are different from those in current experimental methods.
While experiments treat long strands of ≳10 repeating units at
room temperature surrounded by solvent molecules and other
polymers, quantum chemical calculations generally involve
shorter oligomers at 0 K, with the surrounding normally
described by a continuum model solvent. The additional
uncertainty stemming from the actual computational method,
for example, DFT functional and basis set, further complicates
direct comparisons to experiments.
Previous computational studies have to some extent

overcome the size-limitation issue and predicted polymeric
absorption wavelengths by extrapolating oligomer results
according to observed trends,13,14,72 as done here in Figure 4.
We have recently shown that at the same level of theory as used
herein (PBE0/6-31g(d,p)), optimized, extrapolated, calculated
absorption energies are systematically underestimated by ∼0.32
eV as compared to experiments for nine polymers, and the
error is assigned mainly to temperature effects, but also

Figure 4. Experimental and calculated optical properties versus inverse
number of repeating units for APFO-3 and PTI-1: Absorption energy
Eabs with Kuhn fits (a), and peak absorption coefficients εmax as
calculated according to Supporting Information eq S1 with best linear
fits (b).
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limitations in the DFT functional.13 These results are in
agreement with other studies showing 0.2−0.4 eV under-
estimations, depending on functional.19,48,49 For the same
reasons, extrapolated εcalc values are overestimated. Temper-
ature differences of less than 100 °C have been shown
experimentally to shift absorption peaks by up to ∼50
nm.35,73−75 Thermal variations directly influence structural
properties of the polymers, which in turn result in changes in
optical properties. Thus, to computationally account for
thermally induced optical property variations, it is necessary
to scrutinize the geometric properties.
The preferred near-planar conformation of neighboring ring-

systems, as mentioned in the Structural Properties, results in
four local minima per single bond, corresponding to dihedral
angles somewhat above or below 0° or 180°, respectively.
These minima are evident in the PES over the dihedral angles,
plotted for APFO-3 and PTI-1 in Figure 5a and b. Energy

maxima occur at the lowest degree of conjugation, that is, at
dihedral angles of 90° and 270°. The analogous chemistry of
F−T and T−I manifests itself as very similar potential energy
profiles. The B−T minimum energy angle is practically planar
due to the absence of colliding hydrogens between these units.
In general, the surfaces exhibit wide and shallow wells, so the
polymers are likely to adopt a wide range of dihedral angles at a
finite temperature.
Varying the dihedral angles between ring-systems in a

conjugated system has a strong effect on optical properties, as
shown in Figure 6. The oscillator strength is less sensitive to the
F−T angle than the B−T and P−T, because F and T are both
part of the donor unit, whereas B−T and P−T correspond to
twisting between donor and acceptor units, influencing the first
transition that involves distinct charge transfer from donor to
acceptor. For B−T and P−T rotations, the oscillator strengths
are almost halved upon going from flat 180° dihedral angles to

270°, thus being more strongly affected by backbone twisting
than the absorption energies, which vary by ∼0.3 eV depending
on twisting.
To compensate for the nonzero temperature conditions in

experiments, and produce more accurate calculated spectral
properties, we employ a computational methodology based on
Boltzmann populations of conformations. The temperature-
dependent relative probability P for a polymer chain to adopt a
certain dihedral angle is described by a Boltzmann distribution
as in eq 2, where ΔE is the energy relative to the minimum
energy conformation, R is the ideal gas constant, and T is the
temperature in Kelvin.

= −ΔP e E RT/ (2)

The dihedral angles are selected to follow a thermal
distribution, by stochastically sampling the dihedral angles
according to their temperature-dependent Boltzmann proba-
bility from eq 2, with energies taken from the PES in Figure 5.
This is done at 293 and 343 K for both PTI-1 and APFO-3,
representing the lower and upper bounds of the temperatures
for the experimental absorption spectra. For each oligomer size
of one to five repeating units (n = 1−5), 10 sample systems are
optimized with thermally distributed dihedral angles imposed.
The sampling process is exemplified by the PTI-1 monomer
dihedral angles in Figure 7a, which also demonstrates that the
angle distribution geometries conform to the T−I PES. Each
sample system contains 2 × n − 1 angles for PTI-1 and 4 × n −
1 angles for APFO-3. Each of the total 50 oligomer structures
per polymer is then subjected to TD-DFT calculations to
obtain transition wavelengths and oscillator strengths. The
spread in dihedral angles and resulting optical properties in the
different samples is exemplified with the PTI-1 trimer in Figure
7b, where the minimum, maximum, and average out-of-plane
dihedral angles in each sample are plotted, as well as their
oscillator strength and Eabs. It is apparent that larger average
out-of-plane angles correlate with higher absorption energies,
whereas the oscillator strengths are negatively correlated to the

Figure 5. Potential energy surface (PES) scans over the dihedral
angles between units in monomers of APFO-3 (a) and PTI-1 (b). All
energies are relative to the minimum within the series. Calculated with
PBE0/6-31G(d,p).

Figure 6. Calculated absorption energy (a), and oscillator strength ∝
molar εmax (b), of the first excitation versus imposed T−I dihedral
angle between repeating units in a PTI-1 dimer, as well as for B−T and
F−T angles in an APFO-3 dimer, demonstrating the sensitivity to
planarity of particularly the excitation intensity.
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maximum angle in the oligomer; see Figures S2 and S3 in the
Supporting Information for further details.
For each of the five oligomer sizes, a spectrum averaged over

the 10 samples is produced, exemplified by the PTI-1 pentamer
in Figure 7c where the blue-shift, broadening, and weakening of
the absorption as compared to optimized structures is apparent.
From the averaged spectra, peak wavelengths and absorption
coefficients are extracted. These temperature-compensated
oligomer properties are then extrapolated to experimental
polymer sizes with a Kuhn fit for Eabs and a linear function for
εmax. The extrapolation is exemplified for PTI-1 at 343 K in
Figure 7d, where the averaged εmax is put in relation to the
largest and smallest sampled εmax for each oligomer size, as well
as to the optimized oligomers. The extrapolated peak
wavelengths and absorption coefficients as a function of
temperature are plotted in Figure 8, with comparisons to

experimental absorption measurements. This provides a clear
demonstration of the trend in both methods to produce weaker
and blue-shifted absorption at higher temperatures.
As described in the previous section, the red-most, intense

maximum of PTI-1 in the experimental spectra is attributed to
aggregation, whereas the shoulder at slightly higher absorption
energy is assigned to the single strand absorption, which
consequently corresponds to calculations. Both the aggregation
peak and the blue-shifted shoulder are shown in Figure 8a.
Neither of the polymer calculations exhibits absolute agreement

Figure 7. Sampling details. Energies for the 10 PTI-1 monomer
samples with dihedral angles as sampled according to their Bolzmann
probability at 293 and 343 K (a), as compared to the dihedral PES
from Figure 5b. Minimum, maximum, and average out-of-plane
dihedral angles in each of the 10 PTI-1 trimer samples, as well as the
resulting oscillator strength and absorption energy (b). The first

Figure 7. continued

excitation from the 10 PTI-1 pentamer samples at 293 and 343 K and
the resulting averaged spectra, as compared to the optimized pentamer
first excitation and corresponding spectrum (c). Average, minimum,
and maximum calculated εmax values for PTI-1 oligomer samples n =
1−5 at 343 K, as compared to optimized, 0 K oligomers (d).

Figure 8. Calculated and experimental peak wavelengths (a) and
absorption coefficients (b) as a function of temperature for PTI-1 and
for APFO-3 with best linear fits.
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to experiments, but the computational methodology still
improves the results significantly, as compared to fully
optimized systems. Our calculations at 0 K show a −0.16 eV
error in Eabs to 20 °C experiments for PTI-1, and −0.29 eV for
APFO-3, which for the latter agrees with our previously
reported underestimation of ∼−0.32 eV for nine polymers
using the same level of theory.13 These errors are reduced by
0.04/0.07 eV at 293/343 K for APFO-3 and by 0.04/0.06 eV
for PTI-1, with the temperature compensation scheme. The
experimental results indicate that increasing the temperature by
100 K would result in a wavelength decrease of 15 and 13 nm
for APFO-3 and PTI-1, respectively.
Calculated peak absorption coefficients εmax in Figure 8b are

lower in the Boltzmann-weighted stochastic angle calculations
than in fully optimized systems, thus closer to experiments. The
calculated εmax overestimations are reduced from 50 to 37 and
from 41 to 23 L g−1 cm−1 for PTI-1 and APFO-3, respectively.
The improvement from the temperature-compensation is
greater for εmax than for λabs, due to the higher sensitivity of
absorption strength to backbone twisting, evident from Figure
6. Both the strengths and the wavelengths of the calculated
absorptions reproduce the experimental temperature depend-
ence trends well, as seen in Figure 8.
Many factors contribute to the discrepancies in absolute

optical results from standard calculations and experiments.
Temperature is one such factor, and by refining the
computational description of polymers by including a
description of thermal effects as done here, the errors in
calculations can be decomposed into quantifiable parts. The
remaining discrepancy between experiments and the temper-
ature- and size-compensated calculations is assigned partly to
structural imperfections caused by neighboring polymer and
solvent molecules, as well as thermally induced geometry
distortions and vibration modes other than only the dihedral
angles between units. The double-peak nature of the PTI-1
absorption makes assessment of particularly absorption
strengths difficult, and a significantly higher experimental εmax
of 66 L g−1 cm−1 has previously been reported for PTI-1 batch
with higher molecular weight.76 This number is in much better
agreement with our calculations, indicating that the limited MW
of the PTI-1 batch used in the experiments is part of the reason
for the remaining discrepancy between experiment and theory.
The choice of quantum chemical method constitutes another
potential source of error, both for the calculated PES and for
the TD-DFT optical excitations, where standard hybrid DFT
functionals such as PBE0 used herein have been reported to
overestimate the conjugation and torsional barriers.27,57,77−81

This suggests that it could be valuable in future studies, beyond
the scope of this Article, to use the experimental temperature
dependence of polymer batches of more well-defined MW to
better characterize the accuracy of different computational
schemes as compared to experiments, for example, considering
the influence of the choice of functional, long-range corrections,
basis set, solvent interactions, and other structural distortions.
Combined experimental and computational studies of

polymers provide detailed information about the conforma-
tion−optical property relation, via analysis of exhibited trends
in temperature dependence. Solution-based studies provide
understanding of the intrinsic polymer properties, such as the
energy landscape, which remains an important factor for the
polymer conformations adopted also in other aggregation
forms, such as films. If the demonstrated temperature sensitivity
of the conjugation remains in the film state, it has an impact on

the performance of OPV devices, because their operating
temperatures can reach up to 60 °C.82 The larger band gap and
weaker absorption at higher temperatures is then detrimental to
the device current output. Furthermore, temperature-sensitive
frontier orbitals affect the performance because proper
alignment of the polymer LUMO versus the fullerene LUMO
is crucial for efficient exciton separation, while the HOMO level
of the polymer is closely correlated with the VOC. While the
charge mobilities should be positively influenced by higher
temperatures, electron mobilities in the TQ1 polymer have
been shown to decrease above 300 K due to a conformation-
sensitive LUMO.7

■ CONCLUSIONS
Experimental absorbance measurements of five D−A polymers
APFO-3, BDT-BTz, PTI-1, TBDT-BTz, and TQ1 show clear
and systematic dependence on temperature. When increasing
the temperature gradually from 10 to 70 °C, the absorption
strength decreases, and peaks are both blue-shifted and
broadened. This is explained in terms of an increase in allowed
structural conformations, where polymers at low temperature
are limited to the minimum-energy conformation, which
generally is associated with good conjugation. More distorted
and twisted structures become entropically allowed at higher
temperatures, and their weaker conjugation leads to a blue-shift
and decreased strength of the absorption.
Standard quantum chemical calculations based on fully

optimized geometries do not include thermal effects,
influencing the calculated optical properties. Herein, we present
results for calculations that account for the multitude of
structural conformations that are adopted by polymers under
normal temperature conditions. The optical properties are
calculated on oligomers with geometries as sampled according
to their Boltzmann distribution of dihedral angles between
units, followed by extrapolation to the polymer size. This study
provides a strategy to obtain temperature- and system size-
converged results, considerably improving the computational
predictions of optical properties of polymers. This strategy is
applied to the polymers APFO-3 and PTI-1 and yields trends in
good agreement with experiments regarding blue-shifting,
broadening, and weakening of absorption peaks upon temper-
ature increase. The methodology also improves absolute
predicted optical properties; PTI-1 peak absorption wavelength
is less than 50 nm different from experiments in the entire
interval 10−70 °C, and the overestimation of the maximum
APFO-3 absorption coefficient at 20 °C is decreased from 52%
to 29%.
Consequently, the inclusion of a thermal sampling procedure

accounts for the structural flexibility of key low-energy torsional
modes for size-converged calculated polymer properties at
experimentally relevant temperatures. This is found to provide
a computationally efficient way to overcome a significant part of
the discrepancy between room-temperature optical properties
and calculations based on optimized geometries. It furthermore
constitutes a stepping-stone for continued efforts to improve
the accuracy of computational polymer predictions, where
accounting for additional structurally active modes could be
coupled to parallel efforts in identifying the best levels of
theory, in terms of DFT functional, long-range corrections,
basis sets, and solvent/environment treatment for enhanced
description of the potential energy landscape and the optical
properties. Finally, improved understanding and quantification
of the temperature dependence of conformations at the
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molecular level and resultant optical properties, as achieved
here for representative donor−acceptor polymers, also has
broader significance because the intrinsic energy landscapes
influence the conformations that these polymers will adopt in a
wider set of environments, such as films and OPV devices.
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Abstract 

The spectral coverage of a light-harvesting polymer largely determines the 
maximum achievable photocurrent in organic photovoltaics, and therefore 
constitutes a crucial parameter for improving their performance. The D–A1–D–A2 
copolymer motif is a new and promising design strategy for extending the 
absorption range by incorporating two acceptor units with complementary 
photoresponses. The fundamental factors that promote an extended absorption are 
here determined for three prototype D–A1–D–A2 systems through a combination 
of experimental and computational methods. Systematic quantum chemical 
calculations are then used to reveal the intrinsic optical properties of ten further D–
A1–D–A2 polymer candidates. These investigated polymers are all predicted to 
exhibit intense primary absorption peaks at 615–954 nm, corresponding to charge-
transfer (CT) transitions to the stronger acceptor, as well as secondary absorption 
features at 444–647 nm that originate from CT transitions to the weaker acceptors. 
Realization of D–A1–D–A2 polymers with superior spectral coverage is thereby 
found to depend critically on the spatial and energetic separation between the two 
distinct acceptor LUMOs. Two promising D–A1–D–A2 copolymer candidates 
were finally selected for further theoretical and experimental study, and 
demonstrate superior light-harvesting properties in terms of significantly extended 
spectral coverage. This demonstrates great potential for enhanced light-harvesting 
in D–A1–D–A2 polymers via multiple absorption features compared to traditional 
D–A polymers.  

Introduction 

Organic photovoltaics (OPV) offer a clean, renewable source of energy, with a 
reduced associated cost and complexity of manufacturing compared to silicon p–n 
junction solar cells. The cell parameter most strongly associated with high 
efficiency is the short circuit current,1 which in turn is largely determined by the 
spectral coverage of the polymer. The donor–acceptor (D–A) motif is the currently 
dominant polymer category for OPV applications,2–5 with reported power 
conversion efficiencies (PCE) up to 10%.6 The success of D–A polymers for 
device applications is largely due to their band gaps typically being narrower 
compared to homopolymers such as polythiophenes, allowing them to absorb a 
greater part of the solar emission and produce greater photocurrents. The small 
band gaps are achieved by incorporating one electron-rich (donor) and one 
electron-poor aryl unit (acceptor) along the backbone, where the donor and 
acceptor are respectively responsible for elevated highest occupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) and deep lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies 
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of the copolymer. Electron transitions from HOMO to LUMO, with associated 
charge-transfer (CT) to the acceptor unit, are responsible for the strong low-energy 
absorption peak typically present in D–A polymers. Secondary absorption peaks of 
non-CT, π→π* character tend to be of wavelengths ≤ 400 nm, giving negligible 
contribution to the photocurrent due to poor overlap with the solar emission 
spectrum. 

D–A polymers constitute an improvement in spectral coverage compared to 
homopolymers, but further enhancement of OPV photocurrents is still feasible by 
means of broader effective absorption. This has in part been accomplished by 
fabrication of tandem solar cells,7–10 where two subcells using different polymers 
with complementary absorption profiles together exploit a larger part of the solar 
emission. These are however considerably more complicated and expensive to 
manufacture than single junction OPVs. Another strategy for broadening the light-
response of OPVs is to blend two D–A polymers into the same bulk heterojunction 
active layer, fabricating either pure polymer–polymer cells,11–13 or ternary systems 
with a fullerene acceptor.14,15,16 The efficiency of these two types of OPVs is still 
limited, due to added complexity in controlling e.g. morphology and carrier 
transport.17,18–20 

Extending the spectral coverage while circumventing the issues with 
fabrication and morphology associated with tandem, ternary, and polymer–
polymer cells, is possible using copolymers with more than one acceptor unit 
along the backbone, either as random copolymers,21–24 or less commonly as strictly 
alternating D–A1–D–A2 polymers.25–32 These are highly promising for OPV 
applications, we recently reported a 7.0 % PCE for the P3TQTI-F polymer,33 the 
most efficient D–A1–D–A2 polymer to date. This motif is fundamentally 
advantageous for the potential of two absorption peaks in the spectral region of 
strong solar emission.33,34 

The presence of two peaks in D–A1–D–A2 polymers originate from strongly 
allowed electronic CT transitions to two distinct unoccupied MOs, yielding 
superior spectral coverage at relevant wavelengths ≥ 450 nm, see Figure 1. We 
recently showed that LUMO and LUMO+1 of D–A1–D–A2 polymers agree in 
shape and energy to the respective LUMOs of corresponding D–A polymers.33 
According to a molecular orbital (MO) argument, the two acceptor LUMOs will 
interact and mix, forming two polymer LUMOs with larger energy separation. The 
mixing coefficient λ is proportional to the spatial overlap and the inverse of the 
energy separation ΔELUMO,A of the non-interacting acceptor LUMOs, as outlined in 
Equation 1.35  
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Figure 1. Schematic description of the energy levels involved in D–A1–D–A2 polymers. 
While the HOMO is typically delocalized across the backbone, the two acceptor LUMOs 
interact, forming the copolymer LUMO and LUMO+1 with slightly altered energies but 
largely retained character. Improved spectral coverage is obtained if electronic transitions 
to both polymer LUMO (red) and LUMO+1 (green) are allowed. 

The development of new D–A1–D–A2 designs with improved light-harvesting 
properties requires better insight into the special optical features of D–A1–D–A2 
polymers, in combination with screening of more new candidate systems, typically 
relying on time-consuming synthetic and experimental characterization work. 
Light-harvesting traits of polymers such as the intensity and energy of excitations, 
the resulting spectra, as well as structural and electronic properties, e.g. molecular 
orbitals can however all be accurately and efficiently calculated using density 
functional theory (DFT).36–40 While calculations have traditionally served as an 
explanatory tool for experimental findings, they can also be exploited to guide the 
pursuit of polymer candidates with superior spectral properties.36 

In this article, we use DFT calculations to explore the fundamental properties 
of the new class of D–A1–D–A2 copolymers, providing guidelines to the ongoing 
development of new and efficient light-harvesting polymers. The electronic and 
optical properties of 15 such copolymers are scrutinized based on extrapolations of 
oligomer calculations to the polymer limit. First, we examine three previously 
reported D–A1–D–A2 polymers and their qualitatively different spectral responses, 
where good agreement between calculations and reported experimental data serves 
as validation of the computational methodology. Second, we present and study 10 
new D–A1–D–A2 polymer designs, focusing on the structure–property relation 
with respect to substantial absorptivity over a wide spectral region, and a 
molecular scale insight into the relevant orbitals that govern the electronic 
transitions. Finally, two promising D–A1–D–A2 polymers are subjected to 
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extended experimental and computational investigation, confirming our strategy to 
broaden the spectral response by two allowed low-energy excitations, having 
profound implications for the photocurrents and efficiencies of OPVs. 

Methods 

Computational details 

All calculations were made with the Gaussian 09 program package,41 at the DFT 
PBE042/6-31g(d,p) level of theory. Monomer and dimer model systems of D–A1–
D–A2 polymers were fully optimized, and a time-dependent (TD)-DFT scheme 
was applied to the minimum energy conformations, calculating the transition 
wavelengths (λ) and oscillator strengths (f) of the oligomers. D–A polymers 
underwent the same treatment, for oligomers of 1–2 repeating units for PTI-1, 1–3 
repeating units for P3TPhQ and PTPzQ, and 1, 3, and 4 repeating units for PTBTz 
and PTBT. Calculated UV/vis absorption spectra were simulated for all oligomers 
by applying an inhomogeneous Gaussian shape broadening, with a 4800 cm-1 
FWHM broadening towards higher frequencies and 3200 cm-1 towards lower, and 
exploiting the relation between the dimensionless f and mass extinction 
coefficients (ε), as outlined in Equation 2,43 where me and qe are the electron mass 
and charge, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, NA is the Avogadro number, ν is the 
photon frequency, and M is the molecular mass. 

4 	 10
																																																													 2 	

The calculated oligomer first peak Eabs=hc/ λ and εmax were plotted vs. the inverse 
number of repeating units (1/n), and the best linear fits were extrapolated to 
1/n→0, i.e. infinite polymer length, as described in the literature.36,44–46 Although 
the PBE0 functional has been used successfully for studies of conjugated 
polymers,36,47,48 ,49 being a standard hybrid DFT functional it tends to overestimate 
the conjugation and planarity, and consequently also the absorption λ and ε. We 
have recently introduced an empirical correction that compensates for this 
systematic overestimation.36 The correction is based on the extrapolated first peak 
Eabs and εmax which are respectively blue-shifted by +0.32 eV and downscaled by a 
factor of 1.6, as per Equation 3. 

ε E ,
ε E , 0.32	

1.6
																									 3  

The oligomer size (1 or 2 repeating units for D–A1–D–A2 polymers, 2, 3, or 4 for 
D–A polymers) whose uncorrected, calculated first peak Eabs best agrees with the 
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extrapolated and corrected Eabs,corr, had its spectrum parallel-shifted to that its first 
peak matches Eabs,corr, and scaled to match εmax,corr. For the D–A1–D–A2 polymers 
whose extrapolated Eabs falls between the calculated mono- and dimer spectra, the 
procedure was done for both sizes, and the average of the two spectra was used. 
The PC71BM absorption spectrum was calculated at the TD-PBE0/6-
31g(d,p)//PBE0/6-31g(d,p) level, applying a homogenous Gaussian broadening of 
3000 cm-1.  

Material characterization 

1H NMR (400 MHz) and 13C NMR (100 MHz) spectra were acquired using a 
Varian Inova 400 MHz NMR spectrometer. Tetramethylsilane was used as an 
internal reference with deuterated chloroform as the solvent. Size exclusion 
chromatography (SEC) was performed on an Agilent PL-GPC 220 Integrated High 
Temperature GPC/SEC System with refractive index and viscometer detectors. 
The columns are 3 PLgel 10 µm MIXED-B LS 300×7.5 mm columns. The eluent 
was 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene. The working temperature was 150 °C. The molecular 
weights were calculated according to relative calibration with polystyrene 
standards. UV-Vis absorption spectra were measured with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 
900 UV-Vis-NIR absorption spectrometer.  

Results 

Acceptor unit strength 

The copolymer LUMO energy is crucial for solar cell performance, since its offset 
vs. the fullerene LUMO energy provides a driving force for charge transfer at the 
polymer–fullerene interface, and also because it partly determines the optical band 
gap of the copolymer. The copolymer LUMO is mainly determined by the 
acceptor unit, whose LUMO energy thus roughly indicates the strength of the 
acceptor. D–A1–D–A2 polymers rely on their two acceptors having different 
strength, so that their spectral responses complement each other. In total, we use 
eight different two-acceptor combinations of seven different acceptor units. These 
are benzo[1,2-c;4,5-c′]bis[1,2,5]thiadiazole (BBT), 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT),  
2-alkyl-benzo[d][1,2,3]triazole (BTz), 2,5-dialkyl-1,4-diketopyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole 
(DPP), N,N′-dialkyl-isoindigo (II), 2,3-bis-(3-alkoxyphenyl)quinoxaline (PhQ), 
pyrazino[2,3-g]quinoxaline (PzQ). Their molecular structures are shown in Chart 
1, together with thiophene (T) which acts as donor in all polymers, either as a 
single unit, as bithiophene (2T), or as terthiophene (3T). Probing donors with 
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varying lengths is important, since these act not only as electron donators, but also 
spatial separators between the acceptors. 

Chart 1. Structures of the studied donor unit (T) and the 7 acceptor units. 

 

The calculated HOMO and LUMO energies of the isolated acceptor units used in 
this study are presented in Table 1 together with peak wavelengths (λmax) in 
solution for typical D–A polymers incorporating the respective acceptors. 
Calculated ELUMO,A are in good trend-wise agreement with the calculated λmax, 
even though the copolymer HOMO energies also affect the band gap. DPP induces 
longer λmax in copolymers than indicated by its LUMO energy. This is partly due 
to the absence of steric hindrance from hydrogen atoms when DPP is coupled to 
thiophene-like donors, leading to more planar copolymer backbones, and partly 
because of the high HOMO energy of DPP. The LUMO of BTz is stabilized when 
substituted with electron withdrawing fluorine atoms, often decreasing the 
copolymer band gap. This band gap reduction is not apparent in all cases, since 
fluorination typically also lowers the copolymer HOMO energy.25,50–52 
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Table 1. The calculated HOMO and LUMO energies of the acceptors as single molecules. 
Peak absorption wavelengths in solution for typical D–A polymers incorporating the 
respective acceptor units. Sorted by increasing LUMO energy, approximately 
corresponding to decreasing acceptor strength. 

Acceptor HOMO [eV] LUMO [eV] λmax range [nm] 
BBT -6.48 -3.44 850–132046,53,54 
PzQ -6.80 -2.74 650–87036,54,55 
II -5.79 -2.59 550–72056–58 
BT -6.91 -2.21 480–70059–61   
DPP -5.70 -2.02 570–83062,63 
PhQ -6.08 -1.77 490–62064–66  
BTzF -6.76 -1.35 530–61050,67–69 
BTz -6.39 -1.04 400–58050,70,71 

Origin of dual peak absorption in D–A1–D–A2 copolymers  

Of the few reported strictly alternating D–A1–D–A2 polymers, some exhibit two 
absorption peaks ⪞ 450 nm,30,31,32 whereas others show photoresponses similar to 
D–A polymers, with only one resolved low energy peak.26–28,30,29,72 However, no 
detailed information regarding these spectral features, rationalized from the nature 
of the electronic transitions, has been reported. To gain insight into the molecular 
level structure–property relation with respect to dual absorption potential, three D–
A1–D–A2 polymers from the literature were chosen for computational scrutiny: 
PBBTDPP30 with two distinct low-energy peaks, as well as PTQTI26,25 and 
PBTDPP,30 each with only one resolved experimental peak. DFT and TD-DFT 
was used to explore how the electronic structure and optical properties of 
conjugated polymers are affected by including two acceptor units with distinct 
electronic traits. 

Calculated absorption spectra were obtained from extrapolations of 
calculated mono- and dimer transitions, using the previously developed empirical 
correction, given in Equation 3.36 For all three polymers, the agreement in relative 
peak heights and peak wavelengths is excellent, as seen in Figure 2a and b. The 
experimental absorption coefficients for PBTDPP and PBBTDPP have not been 
reported, and for PTQTI they are slightly lower compared to calculations. The 
qualitative and quantitative agreement serves as a validation of our computational 
methodology, and encourages its application in the continued investigation of the 
optical traits of the polymers.  
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Figure 2. Calculated and experimental absorption spectrum for PTQTI (a). Calculated 
spectrum of PBTDPP and PBBTDPP, with experimental peak positions as taken from 
literature,30 and normalized to the same first peak εmax as the calculations (b). Calculated 
spectra are obtained as per Equation 3.  

The first (lowest energy) calculated absorption peak positions for the three D–A1–
D–A2 polymers are mainly governed by the stronger acceptor, falling within the 
λmax range of typical corresponding D–A polymers, as listed in Table 1. 
Furthermore, the second peak at 624 nm for PBBTDPP and the shoulder at ~570 
nm for PBTDPP both coincide with the peak wavelengths displayed by DPP-
containing D–A polymers (see Table 1), indicating a direct link between the 
weaker acceptor in D–A1–D–A2 polymers and the second absorption feature. In 
the PTQTI spectrum however, only one discernable peak appears. 

To elucidate the reasons for the qualitatively different spectral profiles of the 
three D–A1–D–A2 polymers, their calculated electronic transitions were examined 
on the mono- and dimer levels. Monomer excitation data is presented, see Table 2, 
since orbitals and transitions are of more pure character in smaller systems, being 
therefore easier to analyze, although oligomers of two repeating units often are 
more representative of experimental polymers, and in better quantitative 
agreement. All monomers exhibit an intense first transition of mainly 
HOMO→LUMO character, whereas the HOMO→LUMO+1 transition is very 
weak for PTQTI but strongly allowed for PBTDPP and PBBTDPP. Excitations ⪝ 
450 nm are typically of non-CT, π→π* character, and are not significant for solar 
cell performance since the solar emission lacks intensity at such short 
wavelengths.  
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Table 2. Wavelengths, oscillator strengths and dominant orbital contributions of relevant 
calculated transitions for the three D–A1–D–A2 polymers, as calculated for the monomers.a  

PTQTI PBTDPP PBBTDPP 
λabs [nm] f Orbitals λabs [nm] f Orbitals λabs [nm] f Orbitals 

582.4 1.03 H→L 660.0 1.10 H→L 1070 0.66 H→L 
494.1 0.09 H→L+1 538.3 0.62 H→L+1 573.9 1.02 H→L+1 
347.0 0.24 H-4→L+1 378.8 0.14 H-2→L 398.2 0.16 H→L+3 
341.5 0.15 H→L+3 336.0 0.18 H-2→L+1 347.1 0.24 H-2→L+1 

aH=HOMO, L=LUMO. 
 
The HOMO, LUMO, and LUMO+1 orbitals of the three D–A1–D–A2 monomers 
are depicted in Figure 3 and their energies are listed in Table S1 in the ESI. In all 
cases, the HOMO is delocalized across the backbone, promoting the important 
hole-mobility through the polymer phase. The LUMO on the other hand, is more 
localized on the stronger acceptor, analogous to the typical behavior of D–A 
polymers,36,73–75 and the LUMO+1 orbitals are denser on the weaker acceptors. 
The dimers (not shown) display qualitatively identical orbital distributions over 
the respective acceptors, although their orbital energies differ from the monomers. 
The partial localization of LUMO and LUMO+1 on the respective acceptors is 
most pronounced for PBBTDPP where the difference in acceptor strength 
ΔELUMO,A=-1.42 eV is largest. PTQTI and particularly PBTDPP have smaller 
ΔELUMO,A of -0.82, -0.19 eV respectively, which in accordance with Equation 1 
enhances the LUMO(A1)–LUMO(A2)  interactions, and consequently results in 
more mixed and delocalized LUMO and LUMO+1 orbitals. Thus, the two 
absorption peaks for PBBTDPP correspond to CT transitions to the LUMOs of the 
two respective acceptors. The PBTDPP absorption is analogous, though the 
similar strength of its two acceptors leads to the second absorption feature being 
unresolved, appearing only as a shoulder in the spectrum in Figure 2. Table 2 
demonstrates that PTQTI has a HOMO→LUMO+1 transition of negligible 
intensity, despite its ΔELUMO,A being larger than that of PBTDPP, resulting in a 
single absorption peak.  
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Figure 3. Frontier orbitals for the monomers of PTQTI, PBTDPP, and PBBTDPP. 
Isovalue=0.025. 

Systematic screening of new D–A1–D–A2 copolymer designs 

Chart 2. The structures of the 10 computational D–A1–D–A2 polymers. The donor (D) is 
either thiophene (T, n=1) or terthiophene (3T, n=3). R is an arbitrary alkyl side-chain. 
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In this section, systematic computational scrutiny of a larger set of D–A1–D–A2 
polymers is used to elucidate the factors that determine the potential for increased 
spectral coverage of this type of polymers, and to provide computational guidance 
for promising D–A1–D–A2 structural designs. To this end, an extended set of ten 
copolymers were selected, in five distinct two-acceptor combinations with 
different resulting ΔELUMO,A. The acceptors are separated by one or three thiophene 
donor units, to permit probing of the effect of spatial acceptor separation R(A1–
A2). The weak BTz acceptor was used in eight of the ten polymers, expecting it to 
induce an absorption contribution complementary to that of the stronger acceptors 
PhQ, BT, II, and PzQ. The structures of the ten D–A1–D–A2 polymers are 
presented in Chart 2.  

The absorption spectra of the polymers are presented in Figure 4, as obtained 
through extrapolations from mono- and dimer calculations, employing Equation 3. 
The polymers were modeled without long alkyl chains in the DFT calculations, but 
to estimate the mass extinction coefficients ε, an arbitrary side-chain mass was 
added, equal to a side-chain ratio of 33 wt% for all polymers. The spectra of the 
ten D–A1–D–A2 copolymers show large variations in shape, peak wavelength, 
maximum extinction coefficient, and resulting spectral coverage. In all cases, the 
polymers with one thiophene unit in the donor segments exhibit longer first peak 
λmax than the corresponding polymer with 3T-donors. This trend is qualitatively 
understood from the distance dependent LUMO(A1)–LUMO(A2) interactions 
described by Equation 1 and Figure 1, where a shorter donor induces a lower 
LUMO(polymer). This accounts also for the secondary peak/shoulders being 
considerably blueshifted, due to higher LUMO+1 conferred by a shorter donor 
segment. 

The four polymers containing the very strong PzQ acceptor demonstrate very 
long λmax of 866–954 nm, constituting a slight redshift compared to the typical 
absorption of D–PzQ polymers as listed in Table 1, which is attributed to that we 
omit phenyl side groups while they are normally included in synthesis of this 
acceptor. The first peak εmax of the polymers with PzQ are however limited to 
around 40–50 Lg-1cm-1. Also PTBTBTz, PTPhQBTz, and P3TPhQBTz exhibit 
first peak λmax (730, 681, and 643 nm respectively) longer than D–A polymers 
with those respective strongest acceptors: BT and PhQ. The 1st peak εmax appears 
insensitive to the number of thiophenes, amounting to around 50, 65, 65, and 40 
Lg-1cm-1 for PnTPzQBTz, PnTIIBTz, PnTBTBTz, and PnTPzQPhQ, respectively. 
Only when PhQ is the stronger acceptor does the addition of two thiophenes 
noticeably increase 1st peak εmax: from 32 to 49 Lg-1cm-1. 
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Figure 4. Absorption spectra of the 10 computationally studied D–A1–D–A2 polymers, as 
calculated with TD-DFT, employing the empirical correction based on Equation 3.  

All polymer spectra in Figure 4 show some secondary spectral features ⪞ 450 nm, 
though their intensities and wavelengths vary greatly, and for P3TBTBTz, and 
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P3TPhQBTz they appear only as unresolved shoulders to the 1st peak. The 
secondary absorption peaks/shoulders exhibit a clear redshift when extending the 
donor segments, again relating to Equation 1. The origin of the secondary 
absorption features is elucidated in Table 3, where the first two transitions with 
non-negligible intensity for all monomers are listed. It is obvious that the first 
peaks for all polymers arise due to HOMO→LUMO transitions, whereas the 
second transitions are of dominantly HOMO→LUMO+1 character, validating the 
D–A1–D–A2 design strategy. Note that the 3T donor polymers at the monomer 
level give lower energy transitions compared to those with the shorter T donors, 
which is simply due to their longer repeating unit. For the extrapolated values the 
opposite is observed: the longer donor induces a slight blueshift, apparent in 
Figure 4. 

Table 3. Monomer transitions responsible for the first two spectral features in polymers, 
with dominant orbital contributions.a 

PTPhQBTz P3TPhQBTz 

λ [nm] f Orbitals λ [nm] f Orbitals 

491.6 0.63 H→L 578.1 1.78 H→L 
408.8 0.39 H→L+1 503.5 0.60 H→L+1 

 

PTPzQPhQ P3TPzQPhQ 
623.5 0.43 H→L 813.6 0.97 H→L 
483.1 0.16 H→L+1 592.8 0.45 H→L+1 

 

PTBTBTz P3TBTBTz 

507.2 0.66 H→L 631.1 1.55 H→L 
408.6 0.54 H→L+1 517.2 1.12 H→L+1 

 

PTIIBTz P3TIIBTz 

572.3 0.96 H→L 646.1 1.66 H→L 
426.4 0.77 H→L+1 513.1 1.09 H→L+1 

 

PTPzQBTz P3TPzQBTz 

644.3 0.48 H→L 800.2 0.90 H→L 
413.1 0.33 H→L+1 523.6 1.52 H→L+1 

aH=HOMO, L=LUMO. 
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Figure 5. Calculated frontier orbital energies of a few representative D–A1–D–A2 
polymers (one repeating unit) compared to the corresponding D–A polymers with a T 
donor and A1 or A2 (two repeating units), demonstrating the agreement between D–A 
LUMO to the corresponding D–A1–D–A2 LUMO or LUMO+1 (a). Calculated spectra of 
PnTPhQBTz (b) and PnTPzQBTz (c) compared to their corresponding D–A polymer 
calculated spectra. LUMO and LUMO+1 of the 10 computational D–A1–D–A2 polymers, 
sorted by increasing ΔELUMO,A (d). LUMO is densest on the stronger acceptor, and 
LUMO+1 on the weaker acceptor, but the localization is dependent on donor length and 
ΔELUMO,A. Orbital isovalue=0.025.  

As evident from Table 3, the two first, relatively intense excitations in all cases 
mostly correspond to transitions from HOMO to LUMO and LUMO+1 
respectively. The delocalized HOMOs (see Figure S2 in the ESI) promotes good 
hole transport through the polymers. The HOMO, LUMO, and LUMO+1 energies 
are listed in Table S1 in the ESI. In agreement with our previous study,33 each D–
A1–D–A2 LUMO and LUMO+1 matches the corresponding D–A copolymer 
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LUMO both in energy (Figure 5a) and in localization (Figure 5d). All polymers 
exhibit LUMOs mostly situated on the stronger acceptor (right hand side in Figure 
5d), and LUMO+1s on the weaker acceptors. However, in analogy to Figure 3, the 
localization of these orbitals on the respective acceptors is only partial, appearing 
more localized for longer donors and larger ΔELUMO,A (further down in Figure 5d). 
This is consistent with the basic molecular orbital argument outlined in Equation 1 
and Figure 1, that the LUMOs of the two acceptor units interact, forming the 
LUMO and LUMO+1 of the copolymers/oligomers. This LUMO(A1)–LUMO(A2) 
mixing is more pronounced for small spatial and energetic separations of the 
constituent orbitals. So for e.g. P3TPzQBTz, being the extreme case of large 
spatial and energetic separation of the two acceptor LUMOs, the copolymer 
LUMO and LUMO+1 almost exclusively resemble the respective PzQ and BTz 
LUMOs. In PTPhQBTz conversely, the copolymer LUMO and LUMO+1 have 
significant character of both PhQ and BTz LUMO, due to the prominent 
LUMO(A1)–LUMO(A2) mixing afforded by a short donor and small ΔELUMO,A. 

The maximum absorption coefficients εmax of the second absorption feature 
vary greatly, from 81 Lg-1cm-1 for P3TPzQBTz to 9 Lg-1cm-1 for PTPzQPhQ, 
appearing positively influenced by donor length and also qualitatively correlating 
to ΔELUMO,A, see spectra in Figure 4 and listed εmax in Table 4. This is rationalized 
from an analogy between the D–A1 and D–A2 parts and an excitonic J-dimer. With 
sufficiently strong excited state interaction, the total excited state wave functions 
Ψ(S1) and Ψ(S2), with corresponding transition dipole moments Μ(S1) and Μ(S2) 
are described by Equation 4, where ψ1 and ψ2 are the wave functions of the non-
interacting excitonic parts with transition dipole moments μ1 and μ2, respectively.76  
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With increasing interaction between the D–A1 and D–A2 excitonic parts, the 
transition to S1 is strengthened and S2 is weakened, since the transition dipoles μ1 
and μ2 are approximately parallel along the polymer backbone. If conversely the 
excitonic interaction is small, the D–A1 and D–A2 absorb more independently of 
each other, and the D–A1–D–A2 spectrum resembles a combination of the 
corresponding D–A polymer spectra. This is visualized in Figure 5b and 5c where 
the calculated spectra of PnTPhQBTz and PnTPzQBTz are compared to their 
corresponding D–A polymers: PTPzQ, P3TPhQ, and PTBTz, showing a clear 
resemblance for P3TPzQBTz whose excitonic interaction is minimal (large R(A1–
A2) and ΔELUMO,A). These D–A polymers display large calculated absorption 
coefficients since they are based on the same small side-group ratio of 33 wt% as 
the D–A1–D–A2 polymers. The remaining three D–A1–D–A2 spectra are compared 
to their corresponding D–A polymers in Figure S3 in the ESI. The very small 
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ΔELUMO,A in PnTPzQPhQ and PnTPhQBTz result in such strong excitonic 
interaction and small calculated second εmax  ≤ 28 Lg-1cm-1, that this secondary 
absorption feature is likely to be indistinguishable in experimental spectra, similar 
to the case for PTQTI in Figure 2a.	 

Table 4. Wavelengths (λ) and absorption coefficients (ε), of the 1st (peak) and 2nd (peak or 
shoulder) calculated absorption features, as well as difference in LUMO energy between 
the two acceptors (ΔELUMO,A). 

 PnTPhQBTz PnTPzQPhQ PnTBTBTz PnTIIBTz PnTPzQBTz 

n=1 λ1 [nm] 681 924 730 630 954 

n=3 λ1 [nm] 643 882 667 618 866 

n=1 λ2 [nm] 467 580 483 444 496 

n=3 λ2 [nm] 552 647 532 517 550 

n=1 ε1 [Lg-1cm-1] 32.4 35.6 63.6 64.6 50.9 

n=3 ε1 [Lg-1cm-1] 51.4 39.6 67.8 67.5 47.3 

n=1 ε2 [Lg-1cm-1] 15.9 9.1 36.1 41.2 41.1 

n=3 ε2 [Lg-1cm-1] 14.1 28.1 51.4 59.2 81.2 

ΔELUMO,A [eV] 0.73 0.97 1.17 1.55 1.70 

 
The light-harvesting capabilities of polymers in OPVs are reflected by the 
resulting device external quantum efficiency (EQE) which depends on the active 
layer (polymer + fullerene) absorbance A. The integration of the EQE with the 
solar emission spectrum gives the current of the cell. The calculated solution mass 
absorption coefficients of the polymer ε(poly) and of the fullerene ε(PC71BM) can 
be used for a rough estimation of the theoretical short circuit current JSC, using a 
number of assumptions: film thickness d=100 nm, film densities ρ=1 g cm-3, a 1:1 
polymer:PC71BM mass ratio, full reflectivity of the bottom electrode yielding two 
optical passes through the active layer, and an internal quantum efficiency 
IQE=100% for all polymers, i.e. absorbed photons produce one charge each. In 
addition, the transition dipole moments are assumed to be perfectly parallel to the 
backbones of the polymers, which during spin-coating become parallel to the 
surface of the film. This increases the polymer absorption by a factor 1.5 
compared to an 3D-isotropic solution.77–79 Using these assumptions, the calculated 
solution absorption coefficients ε are transformed to film EQE according to 
Equation 5, and integrated with the AM 1.5 solar spectral photon flux Φeλ [s

-1 m-2 
nm-1], providing an approximate estimation of JSC. This permits a valuable 
qualitative comparison of the light-harvesting potential between polymers, 
although the approximations are too rough for quantitative predictions, neglecting 
e.g. effects of optical interference, internal reflection, diffuse scattering, and 
crystallinity.80  
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The theoretical JSC as calculated for the thirteen D–A1–D–A2 polymers in this and 
the previous section are listed in Table 5.The polymers with 3T donors yield 
greater theoretical JSCs than the T donor polymers for most acceptor combinations, 
since their secondary peaks/shoulders absorb more strongly and at longer λ where 
the solar emission is more intense. Only in PnTBTBTz does the appreciable 1st 
peak redshift with the shorter T donor lead to larger estimated currents than the 3T 
case. Of the ten computationally modelled polymers, P3TPzQBTz exhibits the 
greatest theoretical JSC. However, the very strong PzQ acceptor usually causes 
unfavorably low copolymer LUMO energies, hampering the driving force for 
electron transfer to the fullerene, thus limiting the device IQE, JSC, and fill factor 
(FF).81–84 For the same reasons of having too low LUMO energy, PBBTDPP is 
discarded for OPV applications. The PnTBTBTz, PnTIIBTz, and PBTDPP 
polymers accordingly emerge as D–A1–D–A2 polymer candidates with excellent 
spectral coverage and concomitant driving force for charge separation at the 
fullerene/polymer interface. 

Table 5. Theoretical JSC of the D–A1–D–A2 polymer, obtained according to Equation 5. 
For the sake of fair comparison, PTQTI, PBTDPP, and PBBTDPP were here assumed to 
have the same side-chain ratio of 33 wt% as the 10 computationally modelled polymers. 

Polymer 

JSC,theo [mA/cm2] 

(n=1)  (n=3)  
PnTPhQBTz 14.8 16.9 
PnTPzQPhQ 21.2 27.3 
PnTBTBTz 24.2 21.2 
PnTIIBTz 18.2 18.3 
PnTPzQBTz 27.9 30.4 
PTQTI 15.4  
PBTDPP 28.0 
PBBTDPP 35.8 
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Proof of concept –Two D–A1–D–A2 polymers with superior spectral 
coverage 

Proceeding from the knowledge obtained from the systematic computational 
investigation in the previous section, two promising D–A1–D–A2 polymers 
P3TQTIF and PTIIBTzF were selected for further experimental and theoretical 
examination. Their structures are presented in Chart 3. They both employ 
isoindigo as the stronger acceptor, chosen for its good spectral and electronic 
properties, with LUMO energies suitably aligned to PCBM LUMO.57,56,85–88 
P3TQTIF was recently synthesized and exhibits a PCE of over 7%, attributed in 
part to its broad absorption.33 PTIIBTzF is here synthesized for the first time. It is 
a fluorinated variation of one of the best light-harvesters from the previous section. 
Fluorination of BTz has previously been shown to improve the performance of D–
A polymers with this acceptor,50,67,68,89 due to a lowering of the HOMO/LUMO 
levels, but also to an increase in absorption strength.  

Chart 3. Chemical structures of P3TQTIF and PTIIBTzF. R1=1'-octyl, R2=1'-hexyl, R3=5'-
undecyl.  

 

The experimental solution spectra for the two D–A1–D–A2 polymers are compared 
to the computationally predicted spectra in Figure 6a and 6b, as calculated with 
TD-DFT and applying Equation 3. Similarly to Figure 2, the calculated predictions 
in Figure 6 show good agreement with experiments concerning both relative and 
absolute peak intensities, as well as peak wavelengths. For both polymers, the 
calculated predictions overestimate the εmax and Eabs slightly. While P3TQTIF 
displays only one resolved absorption feature ≥ 450 nm, the spectrum of 
PTIIBTzF reveals a pronounced secondary peak at ~450 nm. PTIIBTzF exhibits a 
calculated εmax practically identical to the non-fluorinated PTIIBTz: 55 Lg-1cm-1 if 
using the experimental side-chain mass, and 63 Lg-1cm-1 if assuming 33 wt% side-
chains as in the previous section. The calculated first peak λmax blue-shifts by 19 
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nm upon fluorination, which is rationalized from the placement of the fluorine 
atoms on the BTz acceptor where LUMO has negligible density, leading to greater 
stabilization of HOMO than of LUMO. The second peak λmax is redshifted with 
fluorination due to a stabilization of LUMO+1. 

  

Figure 6. Absorption spectra, experimental and as calculated, of P3TQTIF (a), and 
PTIIBTzF, compared its non-fluorinated variant PTIIBTz (b). Monomer LUMO and 
LUMO+1 of both P3TQTIF and PTIIBTzF, partly localized on the respective stronger and 
weaker acceptors (c). Orbital isovalue=0.025. 

The electronic transitions for P3TQTIF and PTIIBTzF were calculated with TD-
DFT for both mono- and dimers. The monomer results are presented in Table 6, 
due to the more pure orbital and transition characteristics of these smaller systems 
compared to dimers. Table 6 reveals a behavior analogous to that of the 10 
polymers from the previous section: the two strongest low energy excitations are 
of respectively HOMO→LUMO and HOMO→LUMO+1 character. Copolymer 
LUMO and LUMO+1 again correspond mainly to the LUMOs of the respective 
acceptors, see Figure 6c. See Table S1 in the ESI for orbital energies, and Figure 
S4 in the ESI for the HOMO and LUMO+2 orbitals.  
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Table 6. Wavelengths, oscillator strengths and dominant orbital contributions of the four 
strongest calculated transitions for P3TQTIF and PTIIBTzF monomers.a 

P3TQTIF PTIIBTzF 
λabs [nm] f Orbitals λabs [nm] f Orbitals 

643 1.57 H→L 558 0.93 H→L 
558 0.43 H→L+1 462 0.26 H-2→L 
539 0.15 H-1→L 423 0.63 H→L+1 
421 0.95 H→L+2 302 0.14 H→L+2 

aH=HOMO, L=LUMO. 
 
In PTIIBTzF the transitions to LUMO and LUMO+1 are responsible for the two 
respective absorption peaks, as demonstrated in Table 6 and Figure 6c. For 
P3TQTIF however, the absorption peak at ~400 nm in P3TQTIF is a non-CT, π→ 
π* transition, analogous to the typical case for D–A polymers. The 
HOMO→LUMO+1 transition in P3TQTIF is too weak and too close in 
wavelength to the stronger HOMO→LUMO transition for it to be resolved as a 
secondary peak or even a discernable shoulder. However, this CT transition to 
PhQ is the reason for the particularly wide absorption peak as seen here in Figure 
6a and as previously reported for P3TQTIF, thus contributing to its total light-
harvesting capability and the resulting excellent JSC and good PCE of 15.5 
mA/cm2 and 7.0 %.33 This demonstrates that the D–A1–D–A2 motif can be 
advantageous even when the two absorption features in the low-energy region are 
not resolved. The theoretical JSCs based on calculated solution spectra, introduced 
in Equation 5, amount to 14.6 and 17.2 mA/cm2 for P3TQTIF and PTIIBTzF 
respectively, assuming 33 wt% side-chains. This rough estimate is for P3TQTIF 
slightly lower than the experimental JSC, mainly assigned to the ~40 nm 
underestimation of its calculated absorption apparent in Figure 6a.  

P3TQTIF exhibits better spectral coverage than most D–A polymers. But the 
fact that it is poorer than for many of the D–A1–D–A2 polymers studied here, and 
yet produces an impressive experimental JSC of 15.5 mA/cm2, is very encouraging 
for the continued development of new D–A1–D–A2 polymers. For example, BTz 
combined with BT or II acceptors constitute copolymer designs which here are 
predicted to display superior spectral coverage compared to existing polymers.  

Conclusions 

The D–A1–D–A2 motif for conjugated polymers is attractive for organic 
photovoltaic (OPV) purposes, already having achieved a 7% PCE in bulk 
heterojunction solar cells.33 Their advantage over D–A polymers resides in their 
potential for enhanced spectral coverage facilitated by employing two acceptors 
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with complementary absorption properties. However, the molecular electronic 
structure governing the optical properties of D–A1–D–A2 has not previously been 
studied in a systematic way. We here use a DFT-based computational strategy to 
assess the electronic and optical traits of 15 D–A1–D–A2 copolymer candidates, 
with careful comparison to selected experimental spectra warranting the validity of 
the calculations.  

All polymers show intense primary absorption peaks originating from 
electronic transitions HOMO→LUMO, where LUMO mainly corresponds to the 
LUMO of the stronger acceptor. Copolymer LUMO+1 predominantly displays 
character of the weaker acceptor LUMO, and electronic transitions to this orbital 
are responsible for additional absorption features ~450–650 nm. The intensity and 
wavelength of these secondary features are shown to be strongly dependent on the 
respective acceptor LUMOs’ separation in space (R(A1–A2)) and energy 
(ΔELUMO,A). This is rationalized from a MO argument: the two acceptor LUMOs 
interact and mix, forming the copolymer LUMO and LUMO+1, where the degree 
of mixing is proportional to e-R(A-A)/ΔELUMO,A, affecting the λmax splitting between 
the 1st and 2nd absorption peaks. The second peak/shoulder intensity is positively 
influenced by a small LUMO(A1)–LUMO(A2) interaction, to the point where for 
weak interactions, the absorption profile of the D–A1–D–A2 polymer appears 
similar to a combination of the corresponding two D–A polymer spectra. For the 
strong LUMO–LUMO mixing cases conversely, the first transition dominates and 
the addition of the second acceptor loses its effect on the optical response of the 
polymer. Consequently, copolymers with the weak BTz acceptor and an 
adequately strong acceptor such as II or BT display excellent spectral coverage via 
dual peak absorption, and are expected to result in efficient OPVs, in particular if 
combined with a spatially separating donor segment such as terthiophene. 

In a broader perspective, strictly alternating D–A1–D–A2 polymers are still 
uncommon, although the motif has proven its ability to yield efficient solar cells 
due to an enhanced spectral coverage with potential for additional absorption 
features ⪞ 450 nm, where the solar emission is intense. These features derive from 
optically allowed charge-transfer transitions to the LUMO+1 of the copolymers, 
an excitation which normally is forbidden in D–A polymers. The D–A1–D–A2 
concept thus constitutes a fundamentally advantageous fourth strategy to extend 
the spectral coverage of polymer solar cells, beyond tandem, ternary, or polymer–
polymer solar cells. We demonstrate the usefulness of quantum chemical 
calculations, offering deeper insight into the structure–property relation with 
respect to the choice of acceptors and donor, and the resulting optical and 
electronic properties of copolymers. The accuracy of the calculations is 
furthermore demonstrated to approach the level required for quantitative 
prediction of absorption spectra. Our computational approach serves to guide the 
development of new D–A1–D–A2 polymers with superior light-harvesting 
capabilities. Specifically, we advise the design of copolymers with three key 
parameters: 1) a similarly strong intrinsic absorptivity of D–A1 and D–A2, and a 
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weak LUMO(A1)–LUMO(A2) interaction as achieved by 2) extended donor 
segments and 3) substantial difference in LUMO energy between the two 
acceptors. The success of this approach for rational design of polymers with 
superior spectral coverage was, to conclude, demonstrated through the proof-of-
concept synthesis and characterization of two new D–A1–D–A2 polymers with 
excellent light-harvesting capabilities. 
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ABSTRACT: Typically a donor−acceptor (D−A) design
strategy is used for engineering the bandgap of polymers for
solar cells. However, in this work, a series of alternating D−
A1−D−A2 copolymers PnTQTI(F) were synthesized and
characterized with oligothiophenes (nT, n = 1, 2, 3) as the
donor and two electron-deficient moieties, quinoxaline and
isoindigo, as the acceptors in the repeating unit. We have
studied the influence of the donor segments with different
numbers of thiophene units and the effect of the addition of
fluorine to the quinoxaline unit of the D−A1−D−A2 polymers.
The photophysical, electrochemical, and photovoltaic proper-
ties of the polymers were examined via a range of techniques
and related to theoretical simulations. On increasing the length
of the donor thiophene units, broader absorption spectra were observed in addition to a sequential increase in HOMO levels,
while the LUMO levels displayed very small variations. The addition of fluorine to the quinoxaline unit not only decreased the
HOMO levels of the resulting polymers but also enhanced the absorption coefficients. A superior photovoltaic performance was
observed for the P3TQTI-F-based device with a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 7.0%, which is the highest efficiency for
alternating D−A1−D−A2 polymers reported to date. The structure−property correlations of the PnTQTI(F) polymers
demonstrate that varying of the length of the donor segments is a valuable method for designing high-performance D−A1−D−A2
copolymers and highlight the promising nature of D−A1−D−A2 copolymers for efficient bulk-heterojunction solar cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

Conjugated polymers have gained much attention due to their
potential for use in flexible, lightweight, and low-cost solar
energy harvesting devices.1−5 The recent significant increase in
power conversion efficiency (PCE) of polymer/fullerene
polymer solar cells (PSCs) largely originates from the
successful development of new electron-donor polymers.6−11

Conjugated donor−acceptor copolymers, combining an elec-
tron-donating (D) and an electron-withdrawing (A) moiety, are
particularly promising candidates now.12−15 D−A copolymers
can facilitate the fine-tuning of absorption bands, charge
transporting properties, and HOMO/LUMO levels via tailoring
the D−A interaction and π-electron delocalization. To date, a
number of successful electron-withdrawing units have been
identified, such as 2,1,3-benzothiadiazole (BT),16,17 quinoxa-
line,18−20 pyrrolo[3,4-c]pyrrole-1,4-dione (DPP),21,22 thieno-
[3,4-c]pyrrole-4,6-dione (TPD),23−25 and isoindigo.26−34 In

our previous work, we found that quinoxaline is an easily
synthesized and weak acceptor for high-performance D−A
copolymers.19,35−37 The polymer TQ1 shows promising
photophysical properties with a broad absorption spectrum
and an optical bandgap of 1.7 eV. The HOMO and LUMO
levels are located in a suitable position matching well with that
of [6,6]-phenyl-C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) and
result in a high open-circuit voltage (Voc) of 0.9 V. Another
promising polymer series we focused on are polymers based on
an isoindigo acceptor unit, with the LUMO levels of the
isoindigo-based polymers being mainly localized on the
isoindigo unit, while their HOMO levels could be easily
tuned via the judicious selection of electron-donating
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units.31,32,38−40 However, the normal D−A copolymers
synthesized present two absorption bands, which are not very
broad. To combine the advantages of two chromophores and
extend the absorption spectrum, a new class of D−A1−D−A2
copolymers containing two electron-deficient moieties as the
acceptors was developed.41−43 The first comparative study
between the D−A1−D−A2 alternating copolymers and the
corresponding D−A1 and D−A2 polymers was reported in our
previous work.44 We synthesized an alternating D−A1−D−A2
polymer PTQTI via incorporating two electron-withdrawing
moieties (quinoxaline and isoindigo) with thiophenes as the
electron-donating units. The polymer PTQTI showed a
broader absorption spectrum than the corresponding D−A
polymer TQ119 and PTI-131 as well as an enhanced
photovoltaic performance with a PCE over 5.0%. A further
enhanced PCE of 6.3% was achieved via attaching two fluorine
atoms on the quinoxaline unit to afford the polymer PTQTI-
F.45 This previous work demonstrates that the D−A1−D−A2
polymer design strategy is very promising for producing highly
efficient polymers for solar cells.
Another effective method for varying the bandgap of D−A

copolymers is to tailor the length of the donor segment along
the main chain. Recently, we systematically studied a series of
benzo[l,2-b:3,4-b′]dithiophene (BDT)−isoindigo polymers,

which revealed that extending the length of the thiophene
donor section can enhance the absorption intensity in the high-
energy band of the copolymers, resulting in higher short-circuit
current density (Jsc) being obtained.

39 We have also studied the
influence of the length of the oligothiophene building blocks on
the photovoltaic properties of the thiophene−isoindigo
polymers (PnTI). This demonstrated that the length of the
oligothiophene donor segment can manipulate the LUMO to
LUMO offset between the polymer and fullerene to give an
appropriate driving force for charge separation and also attain
an optimal morphology to achieve a high efficiency of 6.9%.40

Inspired by the previous work above, here we intend to make
a direct comparison and explore the influence of the variation
of donor length on the properties of D−A1−D−A2 polymers.
To this end, we have synthesized four D−A1−D−A2
copolymers based on quinoxaline and isoindigo. Taking into
account our previously developed polymers PTQTI and
PTQTI-F,45 we can compare the characteristics of the six
copolymers, as the number of thiophene segments between the
two electron-withdrawing moieties are varied from one to
three. Two fluorine atoms were included on the weaker
quinoxaline acceptor in the polymer PTQTI-F, P2TQTI-F, and
P3TQTI-F in anticipation of obtaining a low-lying HOMO and
an enhanced Voc

46−51 (Scheme 1). For the polymer P2TQTI-

Scheme 1. Synthetic Routes of the Polymers P2TQTI(F) and P3TQTI(F) and the Structures of the Six Copolymers
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(F) and P3TQTI(F), octyl side chains were incorporated on
the thiophene units to ensure that the copolymers were soluble.
The UV−vis absorption, electrochemical properties, film
morphology, and photovoltaic performances of the copolymers
were evaluated in relation to theoretical simulations. Using a
conventional device structure, the polymer P3TQTI-F attains a
promising PCE of 6.4%. An enhanced PCE of 7.0% was
achieved after the active layer was treated with methanol. The
results indicate that the length of thiophene segments directly
influences the photovoltaic performance of the D−A1−D−A2
copolymers based on quinoxaline and isoindigo.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Material Synthesis. The synthetic routes of the four

polymers P2TQTI(F) and P3TQTI(F) are shown in Scheme 1.
The synthesis of the monomer M1 is described in our previous
work.44 The preparations of the other monomers and polymers
are described in the Supporting Information. The four
polymers were prepared via a modified Suzuki reaction using
a Pd2(dba)3 catalyst and P(o-tol)3 ligand in refluxing toluene.
Further purification was carried out by Soxhlet extraction and
column chromatography. All the polymers are readily soluble in
organic solvents like chloroform, toluene, and o-dichloroben-
zene (oDCB). The molecular weights of the polymers were
determined by size exclusion chromatography (SEC). The
molecular weights (Mn) and polydispersity index (PDI) are
listed in Table 1. The polymers P2TQTI(F) and P3TQTI(F)
exhibit decreased solubility, resulting in lower number-average
molecular weight (Mn), when compared to the polymers
PTQTI(F). The polymer P2TQTI shows a fairly large
polydispersity index (PDI) of 4.3, which means the less
uniform polymer main chains vary over a wide range of
molecular masses. When fluorine atoms were attached to the
quinoxaline unit, P2TQTI-F and P3TQTI-F achieve higher
molecular weights compared to their non-fluorinated analogues.
However, PTQTI-F does not follow this trend.
Optical and Electrochemical Properties. The normal-

ized UV−vis absorption spectra of the six copolymers in oDCB
solutions and thin films spin-coated on quartz plates are shown
in Figure 1. The absorption maxima wavelength in solutions
and in films, the optical band gap deduced from the film
absorption onsets, and the maximum absorption coefficients in
solution are summarized in Table 1. All of the copolymers show
relatively broad absorptions, while increased donor length
uniformly broadens the absorption (except for P2TQTI, which
presents an extraordinary broad absorption band); see Table 1
for full width at half-maximum (fwhm) absorption peak widths.
The low-energy absorption bands (600−750 nm) are blue-
shifted as the number of thiophene units increases. This is
consistent with DFT calculations that show a larger average

dihedral angle with longer donor segments; for details see the
next section and Supporting Information Table S1. With
increasing numbers of thiophene rings, the absorption bands in
the high-energy region (350−450 nm) are red-shifted in both
the solutions and films. The red-shifts of these bands are
explained by their correspondence to an electronic transition
that is more localized on the thiophene segments, which with
an increasing number of units exhibit a smaller π−π* band
gap.52,53 To gain insight into the light harvesting ability of the
polymers, the absorption coefficients at the absorption maxima
for the six polymers were measured in dilute oDCB solutions.
This shows that the fluorinated polymers exhibit higher
absorption coefficients compared to their non-fluorinated
counterparts. The polymer P2TQTI shows the lowest
maximum extinction coefficient compared to the other
polymers. In thin films, the absorption onsets of the polymers

Table 1. Molecular Weights and Optical Properties of the Six Copolymers

molecular weighta solution in oDCB film

polymer Mn (kDa) PDI λabs (nm) εmax
b (L g−1 cm−1) fwhmc (nm) λabs (nm) λonset (nm) Eg

optd (eV)

PTQTI 76.0 3.7 698 40.6 149 642 815 1.52
PTQTI-F 57.6 3.0 691 47.2 142 628 749 1.66
P2TQTI 25.1 4.3 655 26.4 235 667 818 1.52
P2TQTI-F 37.2 2.2 673 37.9 180 705 814 1.52
P3TQTI 19.5 2.4 642 32.3 215 646 790 1.57
P3TQTI-F 32.7 2.8 648 39.0 206 650 794 1.56

aDetermined by GPC with 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene at 150 °C. bMeasured from the peak at long wavelength. cFull width at half-maximum. dBand gap
estimated from optical absorption band edge of the film.

Figure 1. Normalized UV−vis absorption spectra of the copolymers
(a) in oDCB solution and (b) in the solid state.
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P2TQTI(F) and P3TQTI(F) have a small red-shift compared
to polymers PTQTI(F). It is noted that the fluorinated
quinoxaline-containing polymer PTQTI-F shows a clear blue-
shift compared to the non-fluorinated polymer PTQTI, while
no similar phenomena are observed in P2TQTI(F) and
P3TQTI(F).
The electrochemical properties of the copolymer thin films

were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV). The HOMO
and LUMO positions were derived from the onset of oxidation
(Eox) and reduction potentials (Ered) of the CV curves. All
potentials were calibrated with the standard ferrocene/
ferrocenium redox couple. According to the equations
HOMO = −(Eox + 5.13) eV and LUMO = −(Ered + 5.13)
eV, the respective HOMO and LUMO energies (versus
vacuum) are summarized in Figure 2b, where they are

compared to the monomer orbital energies as calculated with
DFT. The HOMO levels of the fluorinated polymers PnTQTI-
F are ∼0.1 eV lower than that of the corresponding non-
fluorinated polymers due to the electron-withdrawing nature of
the fluorine atoms; thus, higher Voc can be expected from
fluorinated copolymers. It is noted that as the length of the
donor segments are extended, the HOMO levels of the
polymers increase while the LUMO levels remain unchanged,
which agrees with our previous studies.8,40

Theoretical Simulation. To further understand the
photophysical properties of the six copolymers investigated in
this work, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were
performed using the Gaussian 09 program package with the
hybrid PBE0 correlation54 functional and the 6-31G(d,p) basis

set. Oligomers of one and two repeating units were optimized.
Long alkyl side chains were truncated to shorter methyl or
isopropyl groups to reduce computational time consumption.
The calculated HOMO, LUMO, and LUMO+1 monomer
frontier orbitals are depicted in Figure 3. The corresponding
calculated orbital energies are reported in Table S1 along with
the average out-of-plane dihedral angles.

The calculated orbital energies are consistently overestimated
compared to the experimental values due to limitations in
Koopman’s theorem, i.e., DFT producing nonrelaxed orbitals.
However, the trendwise agreement is excellent, which is
demonstrated by the practically constant LUMO energies and
the clear linear relationship between calculated and exper-
imental HOMO energies as plotted in Figure S1. All the six
polymers exhibit similar LUMO levels around −3.9 eV,
suggesting that the LUMO levels are basically determined by
the isoindigo units, confirmed by the localization of LUMO on
this, the stronger acceptor, as shown in Figure 3. The LUMOs
on PnTQTI(F) appear very similar in shape55 and energy31 to
the LUMOs of the D−A polymer PTI-1. The LUMO+1
conversely are in all cases more localized on the weaker
acceptor quinoxaline, agreeing in shape56 and energy19 with the
LUMO of the corresponding D−A polymer TQ1. The
localization of LUMO on isoindigo and LUMO+1 on
quinoxaline becomes more pronounced with longer donor
segments due to increased spatial separation of the acceptor
units. The HOMOs are delocalized over the backbones for the
six copolymers.

Photovoltaic Properties. To evaluate the photovoltaic
performances of the six copolymers, bulk-heterojunction (BHJ)
solar cells with a conventional device structure ITO/
PEDOT:PSS/Polymer:PCBM/LiF/Al were prepared and
evaluated under an illumination of AM1.5G simulated solar
light at 100 mW/cm2. The optimized results were obtained by
varying polymer:PCBM weight ratios, active layer thicknesses,
and additives. Device parameters of the PSCs are summarized
in Table 2. PC61BM was used as the acceptor instead of
PC71BM for the polymer PTQTI(F)-based devices, which
exhibited favorable morphologies and superior PCEs.44,45 In
the case of the polymers P2TQTI(F) and P3TQTI(F), the use

Figure 2. (a) Cyclic voltammetry (CV) plots of the six copolymers.
(b) Experimental and calculated HOMO and LUMO energy levels.

Figure 3. Calculated frontier orbitals of the copolymers with one
repeating unit (isovalue = 0.015).
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of PC71BM can further improve the photovoltaic performance
compared to PC61BM. The processing solvent was oDCB with
2.5 vol % of 1,8-diiodooctane (DIO) as the additive. The
optimal active layer thickness is around 100 nm for all the
polymer:PCBM blend layers. The J−V curves of the PSCs
based on the polymers are shown in Figure 4a. Device

performance of the OPV material often has batch to batch
variations and is also very sensitive to device fabrication
conditions. For a more reliable comparison, all the devices
based on these six copolymers were fabricated under the same
processing conditions, which can minimize unnecessary
deviations. In this case, the two previously developed polymers

PTQTI44 and PTQTI-F45 display PCEs of 4.6% and 5.5%,
respectively. Compared to the non-fluorinated polymers, all of
the fluorinated polymers exhibit an enhanced Voc, which is
ascribed to the observed trend in HOMO levels. A direct
correlation between an increased number of thiophene units
and a decreased Voc is recorded for both the fluorinated and
non-fluorinated copolymers, which can be explained by an
increase in HOMO levels as the number of electron-donating
units increases. The lower Jsc limits the PCE of the
P2TQTI:PC71BM-based device, which is possibly due to its
lower absorption coefficient and larger molecular weight
polydispersity. Compared to PTQTI-F, the P3TQTI-F polymer
exhibits a lower Voc but shows a greater Jsc and fill factor (FF),
which thus enables it to have a superior PCE of 6.4%, partly
due to its broader absorption spectrum. To further optimize the
device performance, the surface of the active layer was washed
with methanol. Solvent treatment of the interface is an effective
method for enhancing the device parameters.57,58 The simple
solvent-fluxing process allows the formation of a graded BHJ
film (donor enriched at the anode and acceptor enriched at the
cathode side), which is proposed to facilitate charge extraction
and to reduce charge recombination.59 The efficiency enhance-
ment via the methanol treatment is not obvious for the four
polymers PTQTI, P2TQTI(F), and P3TQTI. The polymer
PTQTI-F shows a slightly enhanced PCE of 5.8%, while the
best performing device for the polymer P3TQTI-F exhibits a
PCE of 7.0% with an unchanged Voc and an enhanced Jsc and
FF. Moreover, it is interesting to note that when the
experimental Voc of the polymers was plotted as a function of
the calculated HOMO levels (in Figure S1), a strong linear
correlation was found. Although there are a number of factors
besides HOMO levels that can influence Voc, the linear
correlation observed could be valuable for simulation studies.
To investigate the accuracy of the Jsc from the J−V

measurements, the corresponding external quantum efficiencies
(EQEs) of the PSCs were measured under the illumination of
monochromatic light. All the Jsc calculated from integrating the
EQE with an AM 1.5G reference spectrum agree well with the
Jsc obtained from the J−V measurements. As shown in Figure
4b, the polymers P3TQTI(F) exhibit much higher EQE values
above 50% in the broad range of 400−700 nm, compared to
those of polymer PTQTI(F) and P2TQTI(F). After being
washed with methanol, the corresponding P3TQTI-F device
shows a slightly higher EQE value, which is consistent with the
J−V results.

Film Morphology. In order to understand the effect of the
active layer morphology on the device performance, the
morphologies of all the polymer:PCBM blend films were
studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). AFM measurements were carried
out to study the surface morphology of the D/A blend layers, as
shown in Figure 5. The polymers PTQTI(F), P2TQTI, and
P3TQTI(F) form continuous phase-segregated morphologies
of the D/A components with a root-mean-square (RMS)
roughness of between 0.9 and 1.8 nm, which depict uniform
and smooth surfaces. On the contrary, the polymer P2TQTI-F
exhibits larger phase segregation and a much rougher surface
with an RMS value of 3.6 nm. The poor miscibility of the D/A
components may give rise to this nonoptimal nanostructure,
which in turn limits the photocurrent of the corresponding
devices. After washing the surface of the P3TQTI-F:PC71BM
blend layer, the RMS roughness slightly increases from 0.9 to

Table 2. Photovoltaic Parameters of the Polymer Solar Cells

polymer ratioa
db

(nm)
Voc
(V)

Jsc
(mA/cm2) FF

PCE (%)
best/avc

PTQTI 1:1 100 0.81 10.4 0.54 4.6/4.4
PTQTI-F 1:1 100 0.92 11.2 0.54 5.5/5.4
PTQTI-Fd 1:1 100 0.93 12.1 0.51 5.8/5.6
P2TQTI 1:1.5 84 0.68 7.9 0.40 2.2/2.0
P2TQTI-F 1:1.5 84 0.71 8.8 0.56 3.5/3.4
P3TQTI 1:1.5 88 0.56 11.8 0.49 3.3/3.1
P3TQTI-F 1:1.5 102 0.67 14.8 0.64 6.4/6.3
P3TQTI-Fd 1:1.5 100 0.67 15.5 0.67 7.0/6.8

aPolymer:PCBM weight ratio. bActive layer thickness (d). cAverage
values calculated from five devices. dThe surface of active layer was
washed with methanol.

Figure 4. (a) Current density−voltage characteristics of the six
polymer:PCBM solar cells. (b) Corresponding external quantum
efficiency (EQE) spectra measured under illumination of mono-
chromatic light.
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1.3 nm, as the methanol enables the development of short
fibrils close to the surface.55

To probe the morphology throughout the active layers, TEM
was carried out to investigate the real-space structures of the
polymer:PCBM blends. Figure 6 shows dark and light regions
representing PCBM and polymer domains, respectively. The
TEM images from the films of PTQTI, PTQTI-F, and
P3TQTI-F present finer features, indicating better miscibility
and smaller phase separation between the polymer and the
PCBM. On the contrary, the images from films of the other
three polymers P2TQTI, P2TQTI-F, and P3TQTI show larger
fibers bundles corresponding to the polymer domains. The
large polymer domains exceed the exciton diffusion length (10
nm) and thus increases geminate recombination and reduce
photocurrent.60 The lowest performance of P2TQTI can be
attributed to the synergy between its low absorption coefficient
and nonoptimal morphology. The TEM image of the P2TQTI-
F blend film shows a clear fibril structure of 30−40 nm in width
due to polymer aggregation.61 This is consistent with the
observed low EQE values and low Jsc of the three copolymer-
based PSCs. On the other hand, the optimal nanostructure of
the film from P3TQTI-F and the high absorption coefficient
and broad absorption spectrum grant this polymer an
impressive Jsc of 15.5 mA/cm2 with a decent FF of 0.67,
which enables a PCE of up to 7.0% to be attained. There is no
observable change in the TEM images of P3TQTI-F: PC71BM

with or without methanol treatment, indicating that the
methanol treatment only modifies the surface of the D/A
blend layer and has no effect on the morphology of the bulk.

■ CONCLUSION

In summary, a series of D−A1−D−A2 copolymers based on
quinoxaline/fluorinated quinoxaline and isoindigo with varying
lengths of the electron-donating segments were synthesized and
characterized. It was found that the addition of fluorine to the
quinoxaline unit can not only decrease the HOMO levels of the
polymers giving higher Vocs but also enhance the absorption
coefficients, which is beneficial for attaining higher Jscs. The
PSCs based on the polymer P2TQTI(F) and P3TQTI(F) with
extended donor segments have lower Vocs compared to the
polymer PTQTI(F) with shorter donor segments. An optimal
nanostructure, high absorption coefficient, and broad absorp-
tion spectrum of the polymer P3TQTI-F result in an impressive
Jsc of 15.5 mA/cm2 and a PCE of up to 7.0%. To our
knowledge, this is the highest efficiency reported for an
alternating D−A1−D−A2 copolymer in conventional BHJ
PSCs. With this comparative study, the structure−property
correlations of the PnTQTI(F) polymers demonstrate that
varying the length of the donor segments is rational for
designing high-performance D−A1−D−A2 copolymers. This
design strategy is expected to be valuable for further enhancing

Figure 5. AFM topography (5 × 5 μm2) of optimized polymer:PCBM blended layers.

Figure 6. TEM bright-field images of optimized polymer:PCBM blended layers.
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the photovoltaic performance of other D−A1−D−A2 copoly-
mer systems.
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